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Online social networking sites (SNSes) are so integral to the lives of 
youths in Singapore that they spend a significant amount of time hanging out 
virtually on SNSes. In particular, the popular SNS, Facebook, is widely 
utilised by youths in Singapore to manage relationships, receive support, 
coordinate activities and share photographs and links. As Facebook displays 
their penned-down thoughts, activities and relationships for public viewing, it 
is an important platform on which youths discursively construct and perform 
individual identities. This thesis situates itself in the field of digitally-mediated 
discourse and engages in a sociolinguistic investigation of how youths 
frequently use particular words, repeated stances and characteristic styles of 
humour to create their individual identities online.  
 
The study analyses Facebook interaction data from twenty-two youths 
aged nineteenth with particular focus on three youths who performed distinctly 
individualised identities online. The focus on these particular informants is 
inspired by Johnstone’s assertion that “the nature of language and how it 
works – can be fully addressed only with reference to the particular” (1996:4). 
Adopting Scollon & Scollon’s “nexus of practice” (2004:viii) as a framework 
for understanding context, this research locates the analysis within the relevant  
broad sociocultural background by using an array of instruments, including 
surveys, interviews and focus group discussions, in tandem with the collated 
interactional data. The qualitative data justifies the focus on humour as it 
reveals that all the participants consider fun and humour to be important for 
socialising on Facebook, which is corroborated by the finding that 
orthographised laughter and emoticons are particularly frequent in data. 
 
This research has collated a 120,000 word general comparison corpus 
comprised of the participants’ and their interlocutors’ interactions and 
individual corpora from participants who wrote more than 1000 words on their 
Facebook timelines over a period of nine months. Employing a currently 
uncommon methodology that combines corpus linguistics methodology with 
sociolinguistic stance analysis, word frequency lists are generated by the 
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corpus analysis software, WordSmith 4, to identify frequently repeated words 
and stances, and Du Bois’ stance triangle (2007: 163) is used to elucidate the 
self-positionings and inter-subjective alignments that are integral to the 
performance of identity.  
 
Through the proposal of a new theoretical construct, the implicit stance 
act, the informants’ concurrent stances are explicated to show how they 
perform multiple identities simultaneously. When youths position themselves 
relative to objects that they specifically mention or obliquely imply, they index 
particular identities for themselves. Frequently-used scenarios, languages, 
jargon and individual humour styles help them perform particular character 
traits and identities repeatedly, and concurrently. Their online identities are 
also inter-subjectively constructed when particular groups of friends respond 
in particular ways and hence signal their alignment with the principal 
informants.  
 
The thesis reveals that the youth participants differ from youths in 
other studies as they were more cautious and engaged in more careful 
impression management. Their identities were defined in relation to other 
people and interests, and the serious outcome of their use of humour is not 
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The Self, the Stage, and Humour 
 
… let’s search for our “self”, what fun – on condition that we 
never find it. 
Slawomir Mrosek, polish playwright (cited in Bauman 2011:27) 
 
1.1 The Self  
‘What is identity? What is the self?’ These are questions that eminent 
philosophers, sociologists and neuroscientists have theorised about for 
centuries. And the debate on identity is still raging on for “there has been a 
veritable discursive explosion in recent years …, at the same moment that it 
has been subjected to a searching critique” (Hall 2000:15). National, ethnic, 
institutional and even gender identities appear less permanently binding and 
more negotiable in our contemporary world of global mobility, new media 
communication technologies and individualism. With more choices, 
individuals also face added personal responsibility over the identities they 
present for public consumption.  
Most contemporary views of identity seem to agree that “the notion of 
a unified self … stand[s] out like a relic from a bygone era” (Cooper & Rowan 
1999:1). Instead of a discrete social identity that remains constant, many 
contemporary social theorists have moved towards the view that researchers 
should consider “plural identities and … the idea of cultural and social 
hybridity, implying a form of mixing and non-discreteness” (Coupland 
2007:107) of the multiplicity of identities available, for identities can 
“encompass macro-level demographic categories [and] local, ethnographically 
specific cultural positions” (Bucholtz & Hall 2005:592). The modern ‘self’ is 
seen as essentially fluid in nature, metamorphosing from one identity to 
another, and at other times surfacing multiple identities simultaneously, as 
befits the social occasion. In other words, identity “is not static but dynamic 
and fluid … existing in a state of continuous construction and reconstruction” 




Perhaps one reason for such fluidity is the “contradictory yearnings 
and desires” (2011:20) of individuals outlined by Zygmunt Bauman:  
a longing for a sense of belonging within a group or an agglomeration, 
and a desire to be distinct from the masses, to acquire a sense of 
individuality and originality; a dream of belonging and a dream of 
independence; the need for social support, and the demand for 
autonomy; a wish to be like everyone else, and a pursuit of uniqueness. 
(ibid) 
 
That “[s]elves … only exist in definite relationships to other selves” (Mead 
1934:164) seems evident from the above, for both the sense of belonging and 
the desire for uniqueness can only be fulfilled in relation to others. Individuals 
define who they are in comparison with others. Identity construction thus 
involves deciding, either consciously or subconsciously, whether one is 
similar to or different from others, be they individuals, groups, organisations 
or institutions. In other words, identity construction can be seen as a process of 
identification relative to “other individuals and collectivities [via] the 
systematic establishment and signification … of relationships of similarity and 
difference” (Jenkins 2004:5).  
This thesis adopts a similar view of identity as fluid and plural, at times 
contradictory and always relational in quality. In addition, unlike other 
sociolinguistic research which investigates the indexical styles of particular 
social groups, this study focuses on individual identity performance. This 
sidesteps the “implicit determinism of much sociolinguistic theory” (Johnstone 
1996:179) which often seems to postulate that social category governs 
linguistic behaviour. Such an approach is deliberate, inspired by Johnstone’s 
The Linguistic Individual (1996), which asserts that “the nature of language 
and how it works – can be fully addressed only with reference to the 
particular” (p.4).  
In this study, the group selected for close sociolinguistic scrutiny is 
comprised of nineteen-year-old youths in Singapore, with particular focus on 
three youths who perform highly individualised identities. As nineteen-year-
olds at the end of their adolescent years, these youths, who are more mature 
and socially aware, retain the powerful youthful desire to express their 
individuality. As a result, they engage in more nuanced identity performances 
in the process of socialising and strengthening their relationships with friends. 
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This thesis aims to examine these processes of identity construction and 
performance and elucidate how the youths perform “acts of identity …which 
… reveal both … personal identity and … social roles” (Le Page & Tabouret-
Keller 1985:14). 
Drawing from both socio-cultural resources and their individual 
creativity, the youths in this study display personal agency in portraying 
themselves as interesting individuals in their own right, and in marking 
themselves as members of groups, consonant with peer expectations. All this 
is done relationally against a backdrop of peers and society at large. 
“Linguistic models associated with class, ethnicity, gender, region, and so on 
[are the] resources on which [these youths] draw as they construct individual 
ways of sounding” (Johnstone 1996:188). In other words, as Tannen asserts, 
individuals have a choice of strategies to use in expressing their individual 
styles, and cultural patterns provide a range of strategies but do not fully 
dictate the form of a speaker’s discourse (1989:80). Recognition of this 
tension between socially prescribed discursive patterns and individual choice 
hence allows this study to tread a middle ground - between identity theories 
that give prominence to social influence and indexical styles, and theories that 
stress the individual’s freedom to define him/herself (e.g. Giddens 1991). 
When individuals negotiate between societal expectations and 
individual aspirations in their performance of identity, it is often the 
interactional context that has a determining influence on the final identity 
presented. The community of practice (Wenger 1998) (henceforth CofP), i.e. 
“an aggregate of people who come together around mutual engagement in an 
endeavour” (Eckert & McConnell-Ginet 1992:464), in which these individuals 
construct and perform identity, then becomes important. In particular, the 
practices of CofPs have impact on the identities individuals call into play. 
Abstracting from Shakespeare’s “all the world’s a stage” (1623, Act II Scene 
VII), the following section will therefore explicate the broadest CofP (which is 
also the central platform) relevant to this study, i.e. the “setting” (Goffman 
1959:22) and “social front” (p.26) of the “theatrical … stage” (Preface) in 





1.2 The Stage   
Scholars from diverse fields have shown increasing interest in digital 
media’s impact on human interactions, identity and relationships. This 
research adds to the existing literature by adopting a highly popular digital 
media – the social networking site (henceforth SNS) Facebook, as the “stage” 
or platform of inquiry. With more than 830 million subscribers worldwide 
(http://www.internetworldstats.com/facebook.htm), Facebook’s prominence as 
a global platform for communication cannot be ignored. In Singapore, the 
number of locally-based Facebook users has reached an approximate total of 
2.7 million (see Chart 1), which is about half of Singapore’s population of 5.3 
million. Its importance is even more apparent when one considers that this 
represents about 70% of Singapore residents (i.e. the 3.8 million Singapore 
citizens and permanent residents)1. With between 50% to 70% of people in 
Singapore using Facebook, the significance of this particular platform for 
socialising in Singapore cannot be underestimated. 
 
Chart 1. Asian Social Network Users (http://wearesocial.net/tag/statistics/) 
                                                          





Furthermore, although “Facebook Penetration” in Asia appears 
relatively low (see Chart 2), with several highly-networked countries 
favouring other SNSes Chart 1), Singapore’s penetration rate of approximately 
50% - 70%, is at least comparable, if not surpassing that of  North America’s 














































This high penetration rate is corroborated by casual observation which reveals 
that middle class Singaporean youths are almost invariably Facebook users, 
although admittedly there are both active and occasional users. I once 
observed agreement among my local undergraduate students who commented 
that “If you are not on Facebook, you don’t exist”. A participant in this study 
also emphatically asserted that “IF YOU DON'T HAVE FACEBOOK YOU 
DON'T EXIST AS A PERSON” when someone suggested inviting a friend 
without a Facebook account to watch standup comedy. These remarks echo 
the sentiment expressed by an eighteen-year-old American youth, Skyler, cited 
iQ³:K\<RXWKƆ6RFLDO1HWZRUN6LWHV´, who told her mother that “If you are 
not on MySpace2, you don’t exist” (Boyd 2008:119). These remarks testify to 
the importance of online social networks as a platform of choice for youths’ 
socialising. 
The prevalence of Facebook in the lives of Singaporean youths is 
further corroborated by the actions of many Singaporean organisations and 
institutions. For example, many Singaporean educational institutions attempt 
to pique student interest by integrating lessons with Facebook pages (e.g. 
Harwood and Blackstone 2012). Local voluntary welfare organisations such as 
YMCA, SPCA and Salvation Army often put their profile and activities on 
Facebook to connect with potential youth volunteers. Many retail chains 
popular among youths (e.g. H&M and Subway), media channels such as Stomp 
Straits Times, a citizen-journalism website, and local politicians, including the 
Prime Minister, as well as celebrities maintain active Facebook profiles. All 
these testify to Facebook’s importance to Singaporean youths.  
The pervasiveness of Facebook among youths in Singapore make their 
Facebook interactions truly the “construct of youth peer cultures … produce[d 
by youths] and share[d] in interaction with peers”  (Cosaro & Eder 1990:197). 
Analysing Facebook interactions hence allows us to come “face-to-face with 
young people at the sites where they make and have their lives made” (Morrill 
et al. 2000). Since “the ambition of many sociolinguists is to get access to the 
maximally naturally occurring spoken data – spontaneous conversation… 
[which] is ideally collected in the environments in which the informants 
                                                          
2 MySpace was the social network popular in the USA in the mid-2000s. 
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naturally operate” (Andersen 2010:548), Facebook interactions are ideal. 
These interactions are also natural instances of youth identity construction, in 
as much as any near-public performance on any one single platform can be 
said to be an authentic representation of an individual’s identity. Nonetheless, 
it seems natural that “with more time spent living and existing in online 
spaces, the more all facets of one’s identity are revealed” (Thomas 2007:189), 
making my participants’ platform of choice, Facebook, a particularly 
appropriate online medium from which to examine their identity construction 
processes. However, the choice of Facebook as the platform of inquiry in no 
way presumes Facebook’s permanence or lasting cultural impact. The 
probability of Facebook losing popularity to another SNS or a new 
technological development is duly acknowledged.  
Facebook, like any other digital media, has particular “affordances [in 
its] environment [i.e.] what it offers …, provides or furnishes, either for good 
or ill …” (Gibson 1986:127, author’s italics)” that both enable and shape 
identity performance. In other words, because of what is within an 
environment and hence what actions it allows, “relative to the action 
capabilities of a particular actor” (McGrenere and Ho 2000:1), “affordances 
do not cause behaviour but constrain or control it” (Gibson 1982:411). In the 
context of Facebook, how data is recorded and revealed, how individual 
interactions are enabled, as well as other available functions, are all 
affordances of the networking site, which subtly guide and constrain the 
interactional behaviour of individuals on Facebook.  
Firstly, as an individual’s status updates and comments on his/her 
“Timeline” are recorded for free viewing by all of his/her friends on 
Facebook, Facebook has an essentially public nature. In effect, “no matter who 
you are, your Facebook website has you as the one in focus” (Dalsgaard 
2008:9; author’s italics), almost mandating the public “presentation of self” 
(ibid), i.e. “the way[s] in which the individual presents himself[/herself] and 
his[/her] activity to others, [and] guides and controls the impression [others] 
form of him[/her]” (Goffman 1959:preface). With the options to post status 
updates, to comment on friends’ posts or to remain silent whilst checking out 
the status updates of others, individuals naturally engage in identity 
performance when they elect to take any action on Facebook. Even if a status 
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update appears to be transactional in nature, such as “Who wants my old 
Chemistry notes – I’m spring cleaning”, an individual’s decision to put that up 
involves the foregrounding and revelation of particular identities with 
particular character traits. As these posts can be read by any Facebook contact, 
the identity performance is essentially open to friends’ interpretation, 
judgement and responses. 
Secondly, Facebook keeps a near-permanent record of all of an 
individual’s status updates, comments and posts and the corresponding 
responses from friends unless the individual deletes them. By empowering 
individuals to actively monitor, maintain or delete posts and responses, this 
affordance makes all acts, even inaction, into performances which contribute 
to the individuals’ identities. When these Facebook acts are viewed in totality, 
they constitute a composite identity presented by the individual. Hence, an 
examination of these acts, especially frequently recurring acts, reveals 
interesting identity construction processes. 
The third Facebook affordance that is of importance is its networking 
function. Facebook connects individuals relationally to a multitude of friends 
from different social groups, which may never intersect in normal social life. 
All these friends have access to the individual’s “Timeline” and are Facebook-
sanctioned “overhearers” and “eavesdroppers” (using Goffman’s terminology 
1981:132-3). On Facebook, an individual’s posting of a status update is 
understood as an invitation to comment. When friends respond, they self-
select to become “addressed recipients” (ibid). Opportunities then arise for the 
individual to perform identities in interaction with these friends, calling into 
play Bucholtz & Hall’s Relationality Principle which postulates that 
“identities are inter-subjectively constructed” (2005:598). As the friends who 
respond derive from particular social groups, especially close or frequent 
interactions can index individuals as members of those social groups. Hence, 
the “Facebook person …  incorporates her/his social relations to form the 
representation of her/his identity” (Dalsgaard 2008:9). 
Unlike customary sociolinguistic objects of inquiry such as face-to-
face conversations, interactions on Facebook may initially appear 
impoverished due to a comparative lack of paralinguistic cues such as prosody 
and body language. However, when other Facebook affordances such as the 
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option to upload pictures or share links are supplemented with orthographised 
laughter, emoticons and even action descriptions, many individuals manage to 
achieve fairly contextually rich interactions on Facebook. Such interactions 
are of course aided by the knowledge derived from real-life interactions or 
Facebook Timeline records.  
When the research participants’ linguistic and non-linguistic Facebook 
activities and interactions are considered in their entirety, what clearly emerges 
is the importance of fun and humour. This is unsurprising as the primary 
purpose of Facebook is for individuals to “connect with friends and the 
world around [them]” (www.facebook.com), and “a sense of humour adds 
immeasurably to one’s enjoyment of life and, especially, the company of 
others” (Brownell & Gardner 1988:17). “[G]enerally acknowledged to be one 
of our most important psychosocial resources, affording benefits to individuals 
and society at large” (Craik & Ware 2007:63), humour can be deployed for 
many different purposes. An examination of research on humour and laughter 
is thus necessary for a more nuanced understanding of how humour operates, 




 Oring rightly asserted that “humour and laughter are cultural 
universals” (2003: ix-x), for “there are no peoples … on earth who do not 
laugh and … engage in speech and behaviour designed to excite laughter” 
(ibid). The importance of humour to both social groups and individuals cannot 
be overstated, as: 
 Doing without it may endanger the mental and social ‘health’ of a 
group; to ignore it as an individual may incur the dislike of one’s 
fellow men and women and may endanger one’s actual or potential 
acceptance as a member of a group. (Alexander 1996:69) 
 
Therefore, many diverse disciplines, ranging from anthropology to literary 
criticism to neuropsychology have given attention to the “social faces of 
humour” (e.g. Paton et al. 1996), and many scholars have “postulated links 




 Many renowned treatises on humour have concentrated on how and 
why humour works, variously suggesting that people laugh at humorous 
comments/jokes because they feel superior (e.g. Hobbes 1651, reprinted in 
Raphael 1991:10), experience relief from some tension or expectation (e.g. 
Freud’s 1916 “relief from inhibition”, cited in Monro 1951:191), or because 
they perceive some amusing incongruity (e.g. Koestler’s 1964 “bisociation” 
theory). However, a closer examination of these works show that superiority, 
relief and incongruity, rather than being alternative explanations of how 
humour works, are at times complementary (see Kant 2007:133). The 
applicability of each theory seems to be somewhat dependent on the form that 
the humour takes. Perhaps this is why much classic linguistic research has 
focused predominantly on the structures and expressions of humour; such as 
jokes (Aarons 2012; Attardo 2001; Nash 1985; Raskin 1985), wordplay and 
puns (Chiaro 1992; Lloyd 2007; Sherzer 2002). However, humour in 
interaction does not always adhere to fixed linguistic structures or interactional 
sequencing, and hence a broader definition of humour as “any element of 
funniness … which elicits … laughter” (Purdie 1993:3) and/or amusement, 
will be used in this study. 
In sociolinguistics, there are relatively few dedicated analyses of 
humour in social interaction, although more researchers have been considering 
humour in their investigation of social interaction. Examples include analyses 
of laughter in relation to conversational styles amongst friends (Tannen 1984), 
laughter and intimacy (Jefferson et al. 1987) and humour in the workplace 
(Holmes 2006). However, these analyses of humour usually remain a smaller 
part of larger sociolinguistic analyses. Laughter in Interaction (Glenn 2003) 
and The Linguistics of Laughter (Partington 2006) are the two rare volumes 
dedicated to humour in social interaction. While the first applied 
conversational analysis to laughter in everyday interactions, the second 
analysed “laughter talk”, i.e. the laughter-accompanied talk in White House 
press briefings. However, these studies concentrate on face-to-face 
interactions, and humour online has yet to be given such sociolinguistic 
attention. 
Furthermore, all the studies of humour cited above derive from non-
Asian societies. Although there are works comparing humour across 
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nationalities (e.g. Davies’ 1988 examination of Irish jokes as an international 
phenomenon), and works about humour in other languages (e.g. Siegel’s 1995 
examination of Fijian code-switching humour), many of these are now dated. 
There appears to be a lamentable gap in contemporary humour research, 
particularly English-language humour used by multilingual, globally mobile 
individuals, who view English as both a lingua-franca and a linguistic resource 
to achieve social goals (e.g. Park & Bae’s Koreans studying English in 
Singapore (2009)). This thesis hence aims to address this gap by examining 
English-language humour in multilingual Singapore.  
Acknowledgement of the cultural interface behind any social 
interaction is important as “we see and hear and otherwise experience very 
largely as we do because the language habits of our community predispose 
certain choices of interpretation” (Sapir 1929:69). Similarly,  
cultural preferences may affect both the specific content and the 
perception … as well as the interpretation of [humour]. Each culture 
has its own set of values, norms, and unwritten rules of what is 
appropriate in humour, and these largely determine its content, target, 
and style. (Nevo et al. 2001:144) 
 
As this study is situated in Singapore, Singaporean preferences for the 
performance of humour need to be considered as a contextual background to 
my participants’ display of humour.  
In multiracial Singapore, many Singaporeans know some words from 
the languages and dialects associated with the three main ethnic groups - the 
Chinese, the Malays and the Indians. As Singaporean author Catherine Lim 
observed, when “the unofficial, informal face of Singapore society ... takes a 
dig at officialdom” (Blog entry: Is Singapore a humourless society?), 
multilingual wordplay on homonyms from local languages and dialects (often 
Singaporean Hokkien which has words derived from Malay) is often 
incorporated. For example, Mr Brown, a Singaporean comedian, mocked the 
candidates of the 2011 presidential election by playing on their shared family 
name, Tan. Singing “who is chosen will tan (i.e. earn in Hokkien) a lot of lui 
(i.e. money in Singaporean Hokkein, derived from Malay duit)”, Brown 
played “tan” against Tan (“ ” in Hokkien, a common surname) (see All is 
Tan – a MrBrown Show Production on youtube.). Such code-switching 
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between Hokkien and English, which are both commonly spoken in 
Singapore, overtly indexes and reinforces a shared Singaporean identity. 
In addition, there are culture-specific areas of humour abstentions. For 
example, it has been observed that “Singaporeans did not tell more sexual 
jokes owing to the social pressure of their conservative society” (Nevo et al. 
2001: 154). On public platforms, Singaporeans also seldom make fun of any 
ethnic group besides their own, in contrast to other parts of the world where 
humour has often been used to subtly mock and exert social superiority over 
groups of people (e.g. Gruner’s ethnic ‘out-groups’ 2011:81). Perhaps this 
specifically Singaporean phenomenon occurs in response to the national 
emphasis on racial harmony, which is considered highly important to 
Singapore’s national security and survival. As the Sedition Act has been used 
to prosecute individuals found guilty of making seditious and inflammatory 
racist comments (Neo 2011:351), many Singaporeans likely feel compelled to 
avoid such potentially contentious humour.  
Understanding this broad sociocultural background is essential to the 
analysis of an individual’s expression of humour, for “an individual’s 
humorous conduct … is situated within the context of flow of everyday 
settings; it takes place within sociocultural and physical environments” (Craik 
& Ware 1998; 2007:64). How an individual expresses humour is an important 
aspect of an individual’s identity construction processes because “play is a 
socio-physiological state or posture of instinctive life. It is not only something 
that we do, but something that we are while we do it” (Eastman 1936; 
2008:16, my emphasis). Essentially, rather than focusing on how humour 
works, this thesis is more concerned about the “serious outcomes” of humour 
(Mulkay 1988:90), in particular, the identity performance that is accomplished 
through humour. 
 
In summary, this thesis focuses on the self, the stage and humour 
relevant to the study of discursive performances of identity. Firstly, an 
individual’s self is fluid and comprised of plural identities defined in relation 
and in contrast to others. Context, social expectations and individual creativity 
all play a role in actuating specific identities in social interaction. Secondly, 
the social interaction that this study is interested in occurs on the Facebook 
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stage, and the affordances of Facebook are acknowledged as important for 
they shape social interactions online, and may constrain the processes of 
identity construction. Thirdly, the pervasiveness of humour on Facebook 
invites particular attention, and an examination of contemporary humour 
research revealed gaps in the literature. This research therefore aims to address 
these gaps by focusing on humour used by multilingual Singapore-educated 
youths in online interactions. Having begun with an exposition of the broad 
sociocultural context behind their humour-realised performance of identity, 
this thesis will show how these youths use humour in highly idiosyncratic 
ways to perform multiple identities in the SNS environment.  
Specifically, this thesis addresses the following questions: 
i) What do the linguistic interactions of youths on Facebook 
reveal about their online identities? 
ii) What role does humour play in the construction of online 
identity? 
iii)  How do youths use language and humour to construct and 






Review: A Digital Odyssey 
 
To elucidate the academic milieu in which this work is situated, this 
section will briefly discuss four broad areas of academic inquiry – social 
networking, digitally-mediated discourse, sociolinguistic stance and youth 
identity construction. Through examining the relatively underexplored 
intersection of these areas of academic inquiry, this work hopes to add to the 
growing body of literature in these fields.  
 
2.1 Social Networking  
No man is an island, 
Entire of itself. 
Each is a piece of the continent, 
A part of the main. 
– John Donne (17th Century English poet, satirist and churchman) 
 
The importance of social networks to humankind is inestimable, as 
people acquire tangible gains such as goods and services, and less tangible 
gains such as knowledge and support in interaction with others. Due to these 
benefits, people 
prefer to affiliate themselves with others in groups and communities of 
all sorts, such as families, settlements, religions, organizations, and 
sometimes virtual communities as well. … For better or for worse, 
people are profoundly influenced by others for most of what they have, 
know and do. (Bruggeman 2008:1) 
 
The advent of digital media social networks  has led to both an expansion and 
a subtle transformation of pre-existing social networks, and the modern 
conception of networking has “substantially modifie[d] operation[s] and 
outcomes in the processes of production, experience, power and culture” 
(Castells 1996; 2000:469). (see Appendix 1: Table of popular social 
networks).  
Lesley Milroy referred to social networks as “informal social 
relationships contracted by an individual” (1987:178). However, these 
informal social relationships have changed from being situated in localised 
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real-world communities to being situated both in the real and virtual world. 
And with the interactional capabilities offered by digital media technology, 
human engagements in social networks have also changed. The term 
“networked publics” (e.g. Varnelis 2008; Ito et al. 2010) is now used to 
emphasize how different people, organisations and institutions communicate 
“through complex networks that are bottom-up, top-down, as well as side-to-
side” (Ito 2008:3).  
Among the digital media, some of the most researched are SNSes, 
which have drawn scholarly attention from a diverse range of academic 
disciplines (e.g. Jones & Schieffelin 2009 from anthropology; Notley 2009 
from humanities & communication arts; O’Regan 2009 from tourism studies). 
With SNSes “predicated on pre-existing, real world communities” (Aleman & 
Wartman 2009:30), it is not surprising that many studies have found that 
social capital accrues from the use of SNSes (e.g. Ellison & Lampe 2007; 
Valenzuela et al. 2009). Due to constant SNS updates accessible through 
digital devices, existing offline friendships are enriched by “the sense of 
intimacy generated [through] ongoing contact with the minutiae of a person’s 
life” (Crawford 2011:68). In addition, besides primarily supporting friendship-
driven “genres of participation” (Ito et al. 2010), SNSes can also support 
interest-driven genres of participation, which allow the formation of “weak 
ties” (Granovetter 1973). Although online social ties have been critiqued as 
merely “ties that preoccupy [and not bind]” (Turkle 2011:280), causing 
exhaustion and even feelings of isolation (Baron 2008:215-216), they 
nonetheless add to the connections that users can trade on in the real world. 
Such online and offline interactions, enhanced by pre-existing social positions 
(Stefanone et al. 2012), as well as amount of effort put into socialising 
(Brandtzæg 2012), can further develop the relationships between individuals, 
becoming social capital that are of benefit to them. Hence, individuals “are 
truly wealthy in [their] network” (Rainie & Wellman 2012:5). 
The ubiquity of SNS usage also means that “the ability to network with 
peers has become a fundamental asset and competence” (Cachia & Hache 
2011:218). Because of this, the digital divide is a real concern. For people with 
low or no access to digital media, there are often significant social and 
economic repercussions (e.g. Bauerlein 2011; Compaine 2001; Ginossar & 
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Nelson 2010; Herold 2012; High & Solomon 2011). For example, even in 
access-rich Singapore where most youths are arguably digital natives, i.e. 
“native speakers” of the digital language of computers, video games and the 
Internet (Prensky 2001:1), research shows that young Singaporeans who have 
less internet access have fewer opportunities to enrich themselves (Lim 2009) 
by enhancing their relationships with peers, receiving support, learning how to 
socialise, and experimenting with and creating digital content (cf. Greenhow 
& Robelia 2009).  
However, in addition to the benefits of SNSes, there are also attendant 
risks. To begin with, the use of SNSes leaves “electronic bread crumbs that 
can be easily exploited” (Turkle 2011:280) by commercial entities (Da Costa 
et al. 2008; Feng & Lau 2008) or criminals like stalkers, identity thieves or 
paedophiles. The public nature of SNSes also means that voyeurism or 
unwelcome prying by interviewers, reporters and vigilantes is possible. This 
situation is exacerbated by inadequate privacy management among users of 
SNSes (Debatin et al. 2009; Phillips & Spitzburg 2011; Waters & Ackerman 
2011). When comments, photographs, videos and affiliations are taken out of 
context, and circulated, there is definitely a potential for “reputational stain” 
(Solove 2007:33). The relative permanence of online information also means 
that such injuries to a person’s reputation may be indelible, with individuals 
branded by a nearly permanent “digital scarlet letter” (p.76). Furthermore, 
deception is always possible on SNSes (Dunbar & Jensen 2011) as fake 
identities and digitally-altered pictures can be used for deliberate 
misrepresentation of selves. Hence, the risks of SNS usage can be significant 
when users do not exercise sufficient caution, not only in privacy protection, 
but also in behaviour displayed publicly on SNSes.  
When “the networked self is an aggregator of information flows, a 
collection of links to others, a switching machine” (Varnelis 2008:153), what 
does this mean for youths and what do they really do on SNSes? Although 
“popular discussions of the internet … veer between celebration and paranoia” 
(Buckingham 2008:11), neither of these extremes are warranted. Most 
contemporary youths have grown up as “Netgeners [who] don’t see the 
technology [but rather] see people, information, games, applications, services, 
friends and protagonists at the other end [of] a computer screen” (Tapscott 
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1998:39). They are hence likely to integrate digital media technology into their 
offline lives. For instance, in a recent analysis of how privileged Nepalese 
undergraduates organised a picnic using Facebook, Sharma (2012) argued that 
“[s]ocial networking is not what young people do for its own sake, it is how 
they get things done in their social lives almost all the time” (p.484). This 
echoes a longitudinal ethnographic study of young people online, which found 
that “the digital is so much intertwined into their lives and psyche that the one 
is entirely enmeshed with the other … significantly affect[ing] how they 
connect to society” (Thomas 2007:163). For these youth, participation in 
SNSes is part and parcel of relationship management and activity 
coordination, with SNSs sometimes becoming “an alternative hanging out site 
in [their] own right” (Horst et al. 2010:40). This is a change in mode and 
method of human interaction, which in itself is neither a cause for celebration, 
nor paranoia.  
That SNSes are tools for self-discovery and personal reflection is also 
widely documented. For youths, SNSes are often “a form of public diary, 
through which they manipulate and explore the boundaries of their own 
imagination” (Cachia & Hache 2011:216). Sharing of personal opinions about 
events, photographs, music, movies and other media content stems in part 
from the desire to “advertise oneself directly, hoping that other Internet users 
appreciate and remember who you are” (Fortunati 2011:28), and in part from a 
desire to explore and experiment with identities. “[U]nrestricted by the limits 
of physical space and geography, online identity can be exaggerated or 
understated, and can break and comply with sociocultural rules” (Aleman & 
Wartman 2009:37). Hence, some youth may experiment with different 
personas or different forms of expression online, all of which may be (at times 
contradictory) aspects of their personal identities. For them, “because [online 
and offline personal and social identities] exist simultaneously and are so 
closely linked to one another, Digital Natives almost never distinguish 
between the online and offline versions of themselves” (Palfrey and Gasser 
2008:20).  
Clearly, the complexity of online identity exploration and construction, 
as well as the positive and negative social corollaries of SNS usage are all part 
of a broader social context behind interactional moves on SNSes. The ensuing 
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section will explore these issues in more depth by focusing on digitally-
mediated discourse. 
 
2.2 Digitally-mediated Discourse (DMD)  
… the world of digital communication presents an intriguing and 
challenging research domain. It hasn’t even got an agreed name yet. 
(David Crystal 2010:229)  
 
Scholarly interest in various Internet-based (or new media) platforms 
for interaction (e.g. email, Instant Messaging, newsgroup/chatrooms, blogs, 
SNSes etc.) has been escalating since the late 1990s, as these technologies 
have become increasingly integral to the lives of most contemporary digitally-
connected individuals. Various popular terms such as Information and 
Communication Technologies (ICTs), and Computer-Mediated 
Communication (CMC) have been used to refer to these fields. However, as 
Baron (2008:12) has noted, currently prevalent terms present theoretical 
inadequacies for researchers. The first, ICT, although widely used, especially 
by some Asian governments (cf. Lim et al. 2008:4) focuses more on 
technologies, making it less appropriate for social science research. The 
second, CMC, identifies the computer as the genesis of such communication, 
and disregards current trends towards more engagement with new media via 
portable devices such as mobile phones. This phenomenon is important for 
increasingly, the use of such devices has allowed online life to become 
inextricably interwoven into the daily lives of many individuals today (refer 
McLuhan 1994; Hamman 1998, 1999). It would be patently wrong to assume 
that “[online] interaction takes place in a kind of virtual vacuum with little 
connection to the material world” (Jones 2004:21). 
Alternatives such as Baron’s Electronically-Mediated Communication 
(EMC) (2008:11), Crystal’s Digitally Mediated Communications (2010:229), 
Herring’s Computer-Mediated Discourse (2001:612) and Thurlow & 
Mroczek’s most recent Digital Discourse (2011) resonate best with this study 
but none of them adequately reflect the main research focus in this thesis. 
Hence, this study proposes the use of the term Digitally-Mediated Discourse 
(i.e. DMD), amalgamated from Crystal and Herring’s proposals. The benefits 
of using this term are that firstly, it accommodates the discourse generated 
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from different kinds of digital platforms. Secondly, the concept of mediation is 
retained, hence recognising that whilst there is some hybridization of language 
use across all these platforms e.g. commonly used acronyms and shortforms, 
the particular affordances of each platform function as constraints which 
mediate the interactions there. Lastly, the retention of the word ‘discourse’, 
signals this study’s focus on sociolinguistic-oriented discourse analysis and 
grounds the research in “a shared commitment to …  the social function of 
language, the interactional accomplishment of meaning, the significance of 
communicator intent, and the relevance of social/cultural context” (Thurlow & 
Mrocsek 2011:xxiii). Hence, unlike other CMC research which often 
deliberates on larger sociological patterns through examining behaviour via 
surveys and other statistical data, DMD allows for a specific focus on person-
to-person interactional discourse.  
Even in the significantly more focused field of DMD studies, a large 
variety of digital media have been researched, particularly the older forms 
such as blogs (e.g. Huffaker & Calvert 2005; Ooi et al. 2007; Rettberg 2008; 
Subrahmanyam & Greenfield 2008), emails (e.g. Blommaert & Omoniyi 
2006; Crystal 2011) and text-messages (e.g. Thurlow 2003). More recent 
research has even examined discourse on game sites such as Warcraft (e.g. 
Paul 2010; Newon 2011) and picture-sharing sites such as Flickr (e.g. Thurlow 
& Jaworski 2011). DMD research on SNSes, especially Facebook, has also 
been burgeoning in recent years (e.g. Lenihan 2011; Lee 2011; Rambe 2012). 
Many of these studies have given emphasis to the form of new discourse, in 
particular the new codes used on social media (e.g. Crystal 2006) or other 
CMC features such as emoticons (e.g. Katsuno & Yano 2007).  
However, more recent research has “move[d] beyond a one-track 
interest in the formal features of new media language (e.g. spelling and 
orthography) … to [examination of] situated practices of new media users and 
the intertextuality and heteroglossia inherent in new media convergence” 
(Thurlow 2011:xxi). One new media situated practice that has received 
increasing scholarly interest is multilingualism online (e.g. Danet & Herring 
2007; Leppänen et al. 2009). Research subjects who are multi-lingual have 
been documented as using code-switching, crossing, as well as hybridised 
multilingual expressions (Seargeant et al. 2012). In the process, they often 
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simultaneously index different identities for themselves (Sharma 2012) and 
their use of different languages is accompanied by the tensions and conflict 
deriving from the socio-historical associations carried by these signs (Bailey 
2007). In other words, these multilingual subjects are “social actors who have 
woven voices of society in their discourses, [indicating that] contemporary 
new media environments [may be] sites of tension and contrast between 
linguistic resources, social identities, and ideologies” (Androutsopoulos 
2011:282-283). 
Another aspect of DMD that has received research attention is online 
creativity, which differs significantly from traditional conceptions of 
creativity: 
Digital Natives … express themselves creatively in ways that are very 
different from the ways their parents did at their age. Many Digital 
Natives perceive information to be malleable; it is something they can 
control and reshape in new and interesting ways. (Palfrey and Gasser 
2008:8) 
 
In particular, the intertextual and multimodal affordances of DMD platforms 
are frequently utilised by these “producers of online content” (Walrave 
2012:18). Written, audio and visual content are often integrated in various 
ways, “shuffling together the diverse elements of present-day culture, blithely 
conflating high and low … while poaching … as-found contents from the 
world” (Varnelis 2008:151). Additional context is also created through 
hyperlinks and tagging (Palfrey and Gasser 2008:123). Hence, more recent 
DMD studies often include some discussions of the use of such multimodal 
resources.  
However, although such multi-modal and intertextual resources are 
often utilised by many new media users, identity performances seem to be 
frequently accomplished via the written word. For example, when young 
people use non-standard word forms such as internet acronyms (e.g. ROFL 
which means “rolling on the floor laughing”), they are not displaying 
linguistic incompetence. Although often sensationalised and dismissed by 
popular media as a sign of the deterioration of language standards (see 
Thurlow 2007), these practices are actually examples of the creativity of new 
media users who are engaging in language play online (e.g. Danet 2001; Jones 
2012). Their ‘performance’ of ludic language use demonstrates their 
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metalinguistic capacity, i.e. their “awareness of the consequences of [their] 
own linguistic/stylistic operations [which enables them to attend] creatively to 
the form of [their] linguistic products” (Coupland 2007:100). 
In addition, besides being pleasurable and a natural social activity, the 
use of ludic language online involves “reflexive, meta-textual awareness and a 
[deep] social awareness of audience design” (Thurlow 2012), as evidenced by 
linguistic play being utilised by more repressed groups to style their identities. 
For example, Israeli girls have been observed to use typographic play on blogs 
to style their gender identities (Vaisman 2011), while Japanese housewives 
used kaomoji, a type of enriched emoticon which incorporates body actions 
and sounds, in chatrooms with other housewives to perform self-mocking 
humorous rebellion as delinquent housewives (Katsuno & Yano 2007). 
Likewise, Taiwanese college students infer different indexical identities from 
the writing systems (deriving from the different languages – Taiwanese, 
Mandarin and English) used by their fellow students on college organisations’ 
online bulletin boards (Su 2007). 
Besides engaging in linguistic play and experimentation, many new 
media users also perform identity by directly writing about themselves, 
particularly on media such as blogs and social network sites. For them, the 
belief that “the self is something to write about, a theme or object (subject) of 
writing activity” (Foucault 1988:27), is something that is accepted, almost 
without question. Because of this, Foucauldian ruminations on writing about 
the self remain salient for CMC researchers (Aycock 1995; Dervin & 
Riikonen 2009; Siles 2012). Online writing, like virtual avatars and uploaded 
photographs, “can contribute to self-disclosure (revealing secrets, confessing 
…), transvestism (trying on new identities to test the self and the other), 
fantasising, etc” (Dervin & Abbas 2009:2). The availability of “‘plan-out’ 
time” (Thomas 2007:191) and the freedom to experiment, make such digitally-
mediated “presentation of self” (Goffman 1959) highly enticing and hence 
commonplace.  By responding to invitations to write about the self, such as 
Facebook’s “What’s on your mind?”, “the individual [becomes] actor, 
designer, juggler and stage director of his own biography, identity, social 
networks, commitments and convictions” (Beck 1995:14). 
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Clearly, participatory media give voices to new media users, allowing 
them to experiment with identity and advocacy (see Thomas 2007 and 
Urbanski 2010). A close examination of such discourse would hence “lead out 
from linguistic issues to wider issues about the use of language in society … 
the ways we use language to locate ourselves, to state facts, to argue and to 
define ourselves in relation to other people” (Myers 2010:4). However, the 
sociolinguistics of DMD is still relatively under-researched. There are a 
growing number of studies on facework (e.g. West & Trester 2013), i.e. the 
use of politeness strategies or “redressive actions” (Brown & Levinson 
1987:91) to mitigate Face Threatening Acts (FTAs), as well as studies on the 
situated practices of various online communities (e.g. Greif et al. 2011; 
Thurlow & Mroczek 2011). Nonetheless, few of them focus on self 
presentation and identity construction through sociolinguistic stance, which is 
the focus of this thesis. Although stancetaking can be “subtle”, “unobtrusive 
and fleeting” (Thurlow & Jaworski 2011: 245), presenting a significant 
challenge, sociolinguistic stance research on DMD promises interesting 
insights into the processes of identity construction, as will be elucidated in the 
next section. 
 
2.3 Sociolinguistic Stance  
… the relationship between stance, style, and identity is formed both 
from the bottom up, as it unfolds in local interaction, and from the top 
down, through the workings of broader cultural ideologies.  
(Bucholtz 2009:147) 
 
The study of sociolinguistic stance has received much scholarly 
attention (e.g. Engelbretson 2007; Jaffe 2009) in recent years. In particular, 
such research has frequently explored how particular stances are “habitually 
and conventionally associated with particular subject positions (social roles 
and identities; notions of personhood) and interpersonal and social 
relationships” (Jaffe 2009:4). In other words, sociolinguistic stance research 
has often examined how particular stances can be indexical of certain social 
groups. For instance, parodic stances seem to allow individuals to position 
themselves as insiders and/or outsiders with respect to race and ethnicity, e.g. 
the white blogger who writes on STUFF WHITE PEOPLE LIKE (Walton & 
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Jaffe 2011: 200), and the South Korean comedian who speaks fluent Arabic 
(Chun & Walters 2011:257). Gender is another ‘social identity’ that can be 
evoked through cumulated stances, e.g. Mexican youths use the word ‘güey’, 
which is roughly equivalent to the American English ‘dude’, together with 
other semiotic resources, to create an “indirect indexical link to masculinity 
(Bucholtz 2009:165). 
Although stancetaking, i.e. “taking up a position with respect to the 
form or the content of one’s utterance” (Jaffe 2009:3), is frequently examined 
with regard to how it indexes group identities, it is also integral to individual 
identity performance. When individuals take a stance, they position 
themselves relative to something, even when they do not say anything, for 
neutrality is itself a stance relative to all other possible emotional orientations. 
Due to this subject positioning that is inherent in stancetaking, the repeated 
stances of individuals have bearing on the identities they convey. In effect, 
“social identity can … be seen as the cumulation of stances taken over time” 
(Jaffe 2009:11). “Stance accretion” (Rauniomaa 2003) - “a process by which 
individual acts of stancetaking … accumulate into pieces of an individual’s 
identity” (Damari 2009) is hence an essential aspect of identity construction. 
When an audience encounters an individual’s words and stances multiple 
times, the process of stance accretion occurs, and “repeated sets and patterns 
of stancetaking moves [become] relatively stabilised repertoires” (Johnstone 
2009:31).  
An analysis of these repertoires composed of individual stances reveals 
an individual’s constructed identity, which is perhaps best explicated by 
reference to Johnstone’s “discourse-analytic case study of [Barbara Jordan]’s 
talk and writing across genres” (p.29). This study examined how Jordan, a 
well-known twentieth century African American political figure, created a 
consistent authoritative linguistic style that imbued her personal identity with 
credibility. Although a focus on stances taken by an individual is clearly 
atypical, with subject-positionings in particular text genres (e.g. Baynham 
2011 on narratives of professional experience; Wegmann 2010 on online 
course interactions) or through specific linguistic items (e.g. Englebretson 
2007a on first-person-singular expressions in Indonesian; Karkkainen 2006 on 
the use of ‘I think’ in casual conversations) being more typical objects of 
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inquiry, Johnstone’s research is invaluable. Her study clearly explicates how 
consistent, repeated use of particular stance-taking moves can build a 
noticeable style which indexes a personal, rather than a social identity. 
Analyses like Johnstone’s demonstrate that stance is indeed “a crucial point of 
entry in analyses [of] the complex ways in which speakers manage multiple 
identities (or multiple aspects of identity)” (Jaffe 2009:4). 
As a research concept, stance itself is neither monolithic nor easily 
defined. Many aspects or types of stance have been identified by researchers, 
including “instrumental” and “cooperative” stances (e.g. Goodwin 2007), 
“epistemic” stances (e.g. Karkkainen 2003), “moral stances” (e.g. Shoaps 
2009) and “affective stances” (e.g. Ochs 1993). In addition, new stance terms 
are continually being proposed (e.g. Jaworski and Thurlow’s “elitist stance” 
2009), which aptly testify to the complexities of the social actions 
accomplished through stance-taking.  
In the majority of these studies, the centrality of positioning and 
evaluation is evident. As mentioned earlier, through taking stances, subjects 
position themselves relative to their addressees and proposition. At the same 
time, such positioning can only be clarified with reference to the evaluation of 
their proposition which typically includes some emotional or affective stance. 
In addition, depending on how the stance act is defined and the perspective 
from which the stancetaking is viewed, evaluation may at times also include 
aspects of both epistemic (i.e. speaker certainty) and moral stances. 
Furthermore, since any or even all stances may be relevant to identity 
performance, this will not be the focus of the thesis. Instead, the analysis will 
focus on the stance act itself, and the positioning and evaluation encompassed 
within the stance act.  
For this purpose, Du Bois’ stance triangle (2007) is particularly 
appropriate, for it is one of the most comprehensive and yet succinct models 
for understanding stance. Du Bois embodies stance as  
a public act by a social actor, achieved dialogically through overt 
communicative means, of simultaneously evaluating objects, 
positioning subjects (self and others) and aligning with other subjects, 
with respect to any salient dimension of the sociocultural field. (p.163) 
 




The stance triangle clearly maps out the processes of evaluation, positioning 
and alignment within a single interactional stance, allowing detailed stance 
analysis. In particular, examination of how an individual positions and aligns 
him/herself will reveal how an individual may perform identity via a stance 
act.  
When an individual takes a stance, he/she becomes Subject 1, and the 
stance triangle illustrates how the individual simultaneously positions and 
aligns him/herself relative to an Object, and the addressee/s Subject 2. The 
Object, which is a “specific entity or state of affairs” (p.155), can be 
something physical, some concept or idea or even something as amorphous as 
a feeling or state of mind, against which Subject 1 positions him/herself 
through specifying “a particular intentional relation” (p.153), for example, in 
the form of emotions such as liking or hating. When these self-positionings 
relative to particular Objects are repeated in different stance acts, they can be 
considered cumulatively to discern Subject 1’s general disposition (i.e. what 
Du Bois terms “evaluation”) towards particular repeated objects, events, 
actions et cetera.  
In a stance act, an individual also engages in inter-subjective alignment 
with his/her addressee, Subject 2. In his framework, Du Bois considers 
alignment to be not binary (i.e. either positive or negative) but rather scalar in 
nature, where “stances are aligned by subtle degrees … convergent or 
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divergent to some degree” (p.162). When Subject 2 has his/her own evaluation 
of the “shared stance object” (p.159), he/she also positions him/herself relative 
to the Object. If Subject 2’s self-positioning is similar to Subject 1’s, then the 
two Subjects can be said to be in convergent alignment. However, if their self-
positionings differ significantly, there will be divergent alignment. This 
concept of alignment will be used in this thesis, as it allows for broader 
interpretations of alignment, which can range from strong agreement or 
interest, to polite neutrality, to outright disagreement. Such a conception of 
alignment can also account for interactions in which there appears to be 
ambiguous alignment. A common example would be when an individual is 
deliberately distant, neutral or polite to addressees who have some social 
power or authority over them, such as elders, teachers, or work superiors.   
  What the stance triangle makes clear is that besides Subject 1, other 
interlocutors also contribute to the stance act, whether overtly or obliquely. In 
the Facebook environment, the situation is further complicated by the 
individual’s anticipation of a potentially multifarious audience. This is due to 
the fact that Facebook provides “stance-rich contexts in which users generate 
visual and verbal representations of identity, taste, affiliation and membership 
for others to respond to” (Jones et al. 2011: 40). Individuals are likely to 
undertake actions given that their “series of concrete individual actions [will 
be] constantly observed, noted and discussed by members of the individual[s’] 
own social network” (Craik & Ware  2007:64). Awareness of this may 
influence identity performance, subtly affecting an individual’s positioning or 
alignment in a stance act, as he/she anticipates his/her audience’s potential 
responses/reactions.  
An individual’s identity performance is reinforced and becomes further 
nuanced when an audience responds overtly to the individual’s actions. In 
such situations, “stance utterances gain added levels of significance through 
their juxtaposition with other stance utterances” (Du Bois 2007:172) made by 
Subject 1 and his/her interlocuters. Although Du Bois’ framework emphasised 
the importance of “dialogic co-action” (p.171-2) between subjects in the 
realisation of stance acts, this thesis differs from Du Bois’ approach by 
concentrating more on the “prior text[s]” of Subject 1, to maintain the focus on 
individual identity performance. Therefore, in Chapter 5, the analysis 
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considers not only the single stance acts of the individual relative to other 
subjects, but also compares the individual’s multiple stance acts relative to 
each other, to better understand the individual’s self-positioning and any inter-
subjective negotiation of positioning or alignment. Although identity 
performances change subtly and are not static, repetition of particular self-
positioning and alignments can be discerned. Such repetition can reveal 
Subject 1’s accustomed orientations towards (or against) particular objects, 
individuals and groups, hence revealing his/her identification (see Jenkins 
2004:5) with them. In this way, the individual constructs his/her personal 
identity through the stance acts he/she engages in. 
 
2.4 Youth Identity Construction 
Youth is the period of assumed personalities and disguises. 
It is the time of the sincerely insincere. 
- from Midnight Oil (Pritchett 1972:181) 
 
Classic psychological accounts of youth (e.g. Erikson 1968), typically 
portray youth as a time in life when identity exploration and formation are 
critical. Youths, who may still be grappling with developmentally necessitated 
experimentation of identity, are commonly assumed to be continually engaged 
in exploratory identity performance. Despite being more concerned about how 
they appear to their peers, they are also simultaneously more unrestrained in 
their (online) interactions, often engaging in more active and candid 
negotiation and performance of identity. This makes their particular 
demographic a rich resource for the study of discursive identity construction 
and many linguists have responded by selecting various groups of youths as 
their primary participants (e.g. Rampton’s Anglo, Caribbean, Indian, Pakistani 
urban teenagers 1995:491; Stenström et al.’s London teenagers 2002; Eckert’s 
burned-out burnout girls 2008:459).  
In the past, many linguistic studies of youth focused on their use of 
vernacular speech, particularly local variants, slang and even taboo words (e.g. 
Kerswill 1996; Eckert 2000; Stenström 2003). Such studies have often 
suggested that the motivation behind such linguistic choices have some 
correlation to perceived marginalisation and a corresponding desire to assert 
distinctive identities. Although the desire to be distinctive appears to be a 
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truism for many youths, reactions to perceived marginalisation may not fully 
explain all their actions. Another possible explanation for these linguistic 
choices could be the tendency of youths to make use of available linguistic 
and non-linguistic semiotic resources to perform their identities. For example, 
to the Latina girls in Mendoza-Denton’s study of female youth gangs in 
California, “hair, eyeliner, and lipstick” were important semiotic resources 
used to “paint gender and ethnicity on their bodies” (2008:152). Similarly, 
some of Bucholtz’s nerd girls employ a variety of “self-presentation” practices 
such as “silliness” and “bright primary colours”, together with other “positive 
identity practices [which] contribute to the display of intelligence … oriented 
to the world of school, books, and knowledge” (1999; 2009:219), to construct 
“the individuality that is paramount in the nerd social identity” (p.218). 
Youth linguistic practices hence cannot be seen in isolation from their 
social contexts and the varied semiotic resources they can access. 
Furthermore, as studies like the above show, youth linguistic practices are 
frequently intertwined with their identity performance practices, and youths 
are arguably aware that “identities float in the air, some of one’s own choice 
but others inflated and launched by those around” (Bauman 2004:13). In 
response, they are doing their utmost to assert the identities that are most 
important to them, and to distance themselves from others. Therefore, many 
studies have acknowledged that identity construction is a complex process for 
youths. For example, Fox’s study of the avoidance of traditional Cockney 
variants by London-born young Bangladeshi acknowledged that the complex 
behaviours of these youths show that “issues of identity cannot be generalised, 
and … interdependent factors underlying them must be unravelled for each 
unique community and possibly for each of its individual members” 
(2010:156). What does seem to be true is that “interactional and social actions 
[completed with the aid of all kinds of semiotic resources] could create an 
indirect indexical link" (Bucholtz 2009: 165, my italics) to particular 
identities. 
The use of varied semiotic resources for identity performance seems 
particularly evident in research on youths engaging in new media 
communication. Increasingly, researchers are documenting and analysing how 
youths appropriate the affordances of each new media for identity 
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experimentation and play. For example, Jones’ young male skaters skilfully 
edited skateboarding videos to re-create “their successes into idealized 
portrayals” that obscured painful, time-consuming processes to present not 
only “past glory” but also “future potential” (2011:333). Similarly, Morrison’s 
teenage girls assiduously experimented with the construction of personal 
visual avatars for social networking, and many viewed identity as “not 
something fixed or static, but rather… something constantly shifting and 
momentarily situated within particular social contexts, not to mention 
dependent upon the particular audience” (2010:133). 
That the use of new media semiotic resources for identity performance 
is often strategic is evident from Talamo and Ligorio’s research (2001:120) 
which found that users’ choice of cyber-identities on a transnational 
educational virtual environment, Euroland, were decided with consideration of 
the context, particular situations and interlocutors. These identities were 
changeable, and strategic in “positioning” the users, for “playing different 
identities is … a resource that participants use to give relevance to their 
argumentations during the discourse in interaction” (p.112). Hence, even 
though “external positions [do] impose identities on [individuals and elicit] 
different emotional reactions concerning these imposed identities, generally 
involving either confusion, acceptance or rejection” (Dervin & Rikonen 2009), 
youths online seem to be particularly accepting of a multitude of potential 
identities and are likely to use the virtual environment for identity 
experimentation.  
Perhaps these youth have indeed developed what has been termed a 
postmodern sense of selfhood, 
characterized by the chronic intrusion of self-reflexivity upon social 
life, [and] a state of mind receptive to other selves, without the psychic 
need for certitude and order, and with remarkable tolerance for 
ambivalence and ambiguity (Elliot 2007:158). 
 
Such tolerance would explain the studies which found evidence of identity 
experimentation and play in virtual environments, such as a Saudi Arabian 
female undergraduate’s creative “translingual”, “codemeshed writing” in a 
“literacy autobiography” posted online for review by her American and multi-
national classmates (Canagarajah 2013: 133) and young Finnish who playfully 
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style their identities as bilingual English speakers, Christians and extreme 
sports enthusiasts (Peuronen 2011:173) all at the same time. Such creative 
play shows the youths’ easy acceptance of their own multiple identities.  
At the same time, while acknowledging, tacitly or otherwise, the 
various identities that can be attributed to them, many youths use their online 
activities to empower themselves and in so doing, often foreground or 
champion identities important to them. For instance, the predominantly young 
and female keitai (or cellular phone) novelists found encouragement and 
support from their readers (Mayu 2010), and gained “access/rights to the 
creative powers and status of authorship that ordinarily belong only to the 
most educated, elite, and privileged in society” (Nishimura 2011:105). 
Similarly, Joel, a former teenage “technical virtuoso” and hacker with “a strict 
ethical code”, was able to be “an enforcer of “old school” hacker standards” 
and have a “rich virtual social life” through Rashi, his avatar on Second Life, a 
free online 3D virtual world (Turkle 2011:215). Joel’s online activities granted 
him a voice and identity that mattered to him, just like how Coleman’s female 
fan fiction writers “countered a masculinist narrative… by interrupting the 
fandom and rewriting it in a way that repaired its faults” (2010: 104).  
However, although it is true that “[i]dentity … might be negotiated 
more freely online … the process is still constrained by cultural discourses that 
are dominant enough to make their way into the online realm” (Stern 
2007:119). As Stern realised from her study of fourteen-year-olds who 
communicated with friends via instant messaging, their online gender 
negotiations still “play[ed] into socially prescribed roles” (p.118). When 
individuals do not meet norms, they face negative assessment from peers as 
Jones, Schieffelin & Smith found from their study of teenagers who 
appropriate Instant Messaging “as a tool for coordinating Facebook stalking, 
and for conveying moral views about Facebook users” (2011:44). Hence, it is 
not surprising that many youths engage in some form of “impression 
management” (Goffman 1959:203) online, “mobiliz[ing their activities to] 
convey an impression to others which is in their interests to convey” (p.4), a 
phenomenon that has already been examined by CMC researchers (e.g. 
Antheunis & Schouten 2011; Utz 2010), sociologists (e.g. Dalsgaard 2008) 
and educators (e.g. Davies 2011).  
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In this study, my youth participants similarly engage in impression 
management, but within the confines of affordances offered by Facebook. 
Because their audience may choose to ‘lurk’ silently, my participants do not 
know indisputably who their audience is, having only an idea of who they 
might be (my italics). Hence, they make “predictions about how the 
communicative competence, personal histories, and social identities of their 
[potential] interlocutors will shape the reception of what is said” (Bauman & 
Briggs 1990:60) and shape their discourse accordingly. For example, they 
either tailor their posts to reach out to specific audiences or use non-indexical 
language styles and topics to appeal to a wide audience. In addition, my 
participants are aware of the potentially unpleasant consequences posed by the 
digital permanence of interactions on Facebook, and are hence likely to spend 
more time composing more thoughtful posts. This can be done because 
Facebook does not necessitate nor truly allow a synchronous mode of 
interaction, and so “users have great flexibility in impression management – 
enjoying the luxury of time to consider how they wish to present themselves to 
the world so that they can achieve desirable outcomes” (Lim 2008:101).  
Furthermore, my data agrees with the view that “globally available 
resources are actively and creatively appropriated by young actors in local 
contexts” (Androutsopoulos & Georgakopoulou 2003:3). As citizens of a 
South East Asian nation which has positioned herself as a “Global-Asia hub” 
(EDB 2011), Singaporean youths are generally globally-connected, with most 
having easy access to diverse online media. The majority of my participants 
have accessed pop culture from America, Britain, and Korea (to name the 
most popular ones), and read news and stories from all around the world. Most 
of them have friends of other nationalities in their schools and have also gone 
overseas as tourists with their families, volunteers with welfare organisations, 
or on immersion/exchange trips with schools. Because of this, they are 
comfortable with global media, rapidly accepting and embracing foreign 
trends, peers and media, and matter-of-factly displaying their connectivity to 
international peers and global media on Facebook. These actions arguably 
index them as global citizens - consumers of virtual cultural artefacts from 
different parts of the world, which in turn implies that these globalised 
connections function as social resources that the youths can draw on when 
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constructing identity. As a result, non-Singaporean ‘identities’ are integrated 
into their local Singaporean identities to form composite identities that are 





Research is formalized curiosity. 
It is poking and prying with a purpose. 
- Zora Neale Hurston, American Folklorist (1942:143) 
 
The methodology used in this research encompasses three parts: 
research design, data collection, and the approach to analysis. In each of these 
parts, the processes adopted and the motivation for the chosen mechanisms are 
explained with reference to some key underpinning theoretical concepts.  
 
3.1 Ethical Research Design 
Privacy management is a recurring concern for both DMD researchers 
and users of social media (see Section 2.1). As previously mentioned, the 
relative permanence of digital content can lead to potentially negative 
consequences for media producers when issues mentioned in jest or in passing 
are recorded and/or distributed without consent. Such content may be taken 
out of context and judged pejoratively, or even used for legal prosecution. 
Frequently, when people engage in social media, access is granted primarily 
on the expectation of direct interaction with the media producer and other 
interlocuters under the auspices of the media producer. As such, there are 
certain unspoken expectations: that the media producer is the real owner of the 
content and that interactants must “respect the virtual subject” (Bakardjieva & 
Feenberg 2000) and his/her rights to the material. There is hence “an implicit 
expectation … that [interactants] will keep [information that is shared] to 
themselves” (Solove 2007:191) for the content is not “fair game for capture 
and release” (Zimmer 2010:323).  
When a researcher chooses to examine social media content, s/he 
changes from user to deliberate “overhearer” (D’Arcy & Young 2012:537), 
and must exercise responsibility in ensuring that the media producer is made 
aware that the overhearing is being done. In addition, consent must be sought 
from the media producer to record the content, and to eventually release the 
content for publication. Hence, with these considerations in mind, the 
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following steps have been taken to respect the media producers in this study, 
i.e. the youth participants: 
x Informed consent has been sought from and granted by the participants. A 
Participant Information Sheet has provided them with details about this 
study’s research aims and procedures and all the participants have 
completed the accompanying Consent Form (See Appendix 2).  
x The participants have easy access to the researcher, via Facebook and the 
researcher’s personal contact information which has been given to them. 
They have been informed that they can contact the researcher if they have 
any concern about the research at any time. In addition, the participants are 
well-acquainted with the researcher, having had prior contact with the 
researcher in real-life. They are the Facebook “Friends” of the researcher 
and have been in contact with the researcher before, during and beyond the 
research period. However, the researcher has no authority over the 
participants in any context, being only an older Friend on Facebook, and 
hence the participants will likely not hesitate to raise any concerns they 
may have. 
 
To ensure the anonymity and confidentiality of the participants, the following 
steps have been taken:  
x All names and other referential details like telephone numbers, work 
addresses and other personal identifiers have been replaced with 
pseudonyms or deleted in the compiled data so that the participant cannot 
be identified. 
x Only the researcher has access to all raw and coded data, and all 
identifying information will be destroyed after seven years. Care has been 
taken to ensure that the data is handled sensitively and not made publicly 
available.  
x The analytical focus is on verbal linguistic interactions, and not on 
identifying visual media such as photographs and videos. To keep each 
participant’s identity confidential, this study will not engage in multi-
modal analysis, although many new media researchers do so (see Section 
2.2). When visual media has to be referred to for clarification of a 
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linguistic interaction, the visual media is edited to erase identifying 
features, retaining only enough information to clarify context. This allows 
for a sociocultural linguistic approach to the analysis without 
compromising any participant’s privacy. 
 
The procedures outlined above have also been vetted and approved by the 
National University of Singapore’s Institutional Review Board. With these 
measures in place, the privacy of the participants is protected. 
 
3.2 Data Collection 
As this study’s focus is on online interactions, all data was collected 
via new media platforms. Interactional data was collected from Facebook 
accounts, while other new media channels such as email, Facebook Discussion 
Groups, and WhatsApp3 messages were used to seek more details to 
understand the contextual background and the data collected. A summary of 
all data and information collected is in Appendix 3. 
  
3.2.1 Facebook Interactions Corpora Collation 
At the beginning of this study, about 40 youths aged 18 or 19 were 
approached for their participation and consent, and a total of 22 youths gave 
their informed consent. Of these, 9 were young men, and 13 were young 
women. Although non-Chinese youths were approached, the consenting 
participants all happened to be of Chinese descent. After consent was given, 
this researcher accessed the Facebook accounts of the consenting participants 
and recorded all the interactional sequences on their Timelines which occurred 
between 1st December 2011 and 31st August 2012.  
The collected interactional data were then used to form an individual 
personal corpus for each participant, as well as a large general comparison 
corpus. The reason for collating these corpora is because “corpora can be 
viewed as documentations of the choices made by language users and as 
surface manifestations of the underlying communicative competence of the 
speakers” (Andersen 2010:548). These documented communicative choices 
                                                          




allow analysis of accreted stances (see Section 2.3) which reveal the identities 
performed by the speakers. In this study then, corpus linguistics is “viewed as 
methodology rather than an independent branch of linguistics” (McEnery et al. 
2006:11).  
For each individual corpus, only the utterances made by the individual 
participant, and not his/her friends’ responses were included. The participants 
produced personal corpora that ranged from 300 words to almost 12,000 
words but only corpora from individuals who clocked more than 1,000 words 
each were used for analysis. An approximately 120,000 word general 
comparison corpus was also collated from the Facebook interactions of all the 
participants. This comparison corpus is representative of the whole group of 
participants and the people they often interact with, and it is used to provide 
contrast with each individual corpus such that distinctively personal identity 
performances can be discerned. 
The corpus collation process adheres to some basic corpus design 
principles voiced by John Sinclair (2004): 
a) “The contents of the corpus [are] selected … according to their 
communicative function in the community in which they arise.” Only 
Facebook interactions, made for the express purpose of networking 
with friends, family and acquaintances have been collated into 
individual personal corpora and the comparison corpus. Constructed 
exclusively on the external criteria of networking interactions, all the 
interactions have been included, and there are no internal grammar-
based criteria. 
b) Besides the external criteria stated above, there is no “control of 
subject matter in the corpus”. 
c) The “corpus [is] as representative as possible of the language from 
which it is chosen.” While the individual corpora contain individual 
language use of each participant, the comparison corpus includes all 
the Facebook interactions of 17 selected participants and their 
respondents, and hence covers a wide range of language use typical 
among these participants and their peers, a majority of whom are 
middle-income Singapore-educated youths. As the participants also 
have interactions with community elders such as teachers, older 
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relatives and religious elders, the language they use with these 
individuals is also included in both corpora. Therefore, the different 
registers these individuals use online have been recorded.  
d) As both the individual personal corpora and general comparison corpus 
collect only the interactional utterances of the participants and their 
respondents, with contextual details kept separately, it follows 
Sinclair’s advice that “any information about a text other than the 
alphanumeric string of its words and punctuation should be stored 
separately from the plain text”. 
e) Entire interactional sequences have been included in the comparison 
corpus, recording the “complete speech events… [regardless of the 
substantial] differ[ence] in size”.  
f) To maintain some “balance”, not all the interactions of all participants 
were used for the comparison corpus. Instead, only 17 were selected, 
excluding individuals who did not have much verbal activity on 
Facebook. Those who used Facebook to post links and photographs but 
rarely engaged in conversation, and individuals who did not speak 
much and were already included in the complete interaction data of 
another, more vocal member of their close-knit group were not 
included. The corpus took into consideration the gender imbalance and 
tried to include interactional data from both male and female 
participants. Data from the young men’s Facebook walls approximated 
about one third of the total (~41,000 words) whilst data from young 
women’s walls approximated two thirds (~79,000 words) of the total. 
g) Due to the external criteria imposed and the small sample group size, 
the collected corpora have “homogeneity in [their] components while 
maintaining adequate coverage”. There are no “rogue texts”, although 
individual personalisation can be discerned when we refer to each 
individual’s personal corpora. 
 
Although corpus analysis programmes include many useful functions such as 
collocation data and semantic clouds, this thesis primarily used “the word 
frequency list [as it] is a good entry point to the corpus” (Mautner 2009:38). A 
word frequency list for each of the 12 participants with an individual corpus of 
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over 1,000 words was generated with the corpus analysis programme 
Wordsmith 4, and comparisons were made between the ranked words of the 
individual corpora and the large general comparison corpus.  
 As “utterance and situation are bound up inextricably with each other 
and the context of situation is indispensable for the understanding of the 
words” (Malinowski 1923), the following other research instruments were 
utilised to find out more about the participants and the broad socio-cultural 
context underlying their utterances. Their personal opinions and more specific 
reasons for their behaviours were also elicited. 
 
3.2.2 Preliminary Survey 
While Facebook interactional data and corpora were being collated, 
Preliminary Survey Forms were sent out to all the consenting participants (see 
Appendix 4 for sample). This survey form was designed to find out 
background information, such as the key reasons why these youths’ use 
Facebook as their SNS platform of choice, the details of their self-reported 
frequent actions, as well as their expectations and concerns regarding this 
platform.  19 forms were returned and used for analysis.  
 
3.2.3 Email Interview 
 Examination of word frequencies and collations in the individual 
corpus of each participant yielded more focused questions to be asked of the 
participants via personalised email interview (see Appendices 10-12 for the 
email interview questions and answers of the principal informants). These 
email interviews included general questions asked of every participant, such as 
questions about their personal style, and personalised questions about their 
underlying motivations or reasons for particular frequent behaviours (e.g. 
frequent words used). These provided more information for understanding 
each participant and his/her contextual background, and for interpreting the 
data collected. A total of 12 email interviews was completed and collected. 
 
3.2.4 Focus Group Discussion 
After the email interviews were collected, two separate Focus Group 
Discussions were set up online via Facebook Groups. These were secret 
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groups concealed from the public and accessible only to invited participants. 
There were 8 participants in each group, including me, and not all of them 
know one other. Questions were asked about the importance of Facebook, 
identity performances on Facebook and the use of humour on Facebook and 
the participants responded by commenting on the questions the researcher 
posed (see Appendix 5 for information about each FGD, including the main 
questions asked). The discussions began in early March 2013 and the last 
posts occurred in mid-May 2013. The responses were used to gauge general 
perceptions about identity performance and humour on Facebook. 
 
3.2.5 WhatsApp and Facebook Messages 
Based on their distinctive identities presented on Facebook, 3 
participants, were selected for individual identity analysis. (See Section 3.3.2 
for more detailed explanation of the selection.) WhatsApp messaging and 
Facebook messaging were employed to ask them more specific questions 
about their personal backgrounds, actions on Facebook as well as how they 
characterised themselves on Facebook and the reasons for their specific 
characterisation. These mediums were chosen because of their easy 
accessibility and also because messages exchanged were kept private between 
the researcher and each participant.  
 
In sum, this research is partly inspired by Johnstone’s methodology of 
examining authorial stance “across genres, together with interview, 
biographical and historical research about the sociolinguistic and language-
ideological contexts” (2009:29). Incorporating Johnstone’s methodological 
principles, a triangulation of findings is attempted through using different 
modes of data “across genres” and over time, with each set of data either 
providing further clarity or reinforcement of another set of data collected. 
 
3.3 Analysing Youth Identity Construction 
The approach adopted to analyse the collected data is two-pronged. 
Firstly, the sociocultural background and common behaviours of all the youth 
participants were examined as an analysis of text cannot ignore the 
sociocultural context from which the text arises. Secondly, three participants 
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were selected as principal informants, and their personal corpora were 
analysed in detail for a more focused understanding of how individuals 
construct and perform distinct identities online. 
 
3.3.1 Understanding the Youth Participants and their Sociocultural 
Background 
Many linguists have observed that there are “contexts beyond the page 
… a range of social constraints and choices which operate on writers in any 
situation” (Hyland 2009:12). Historical context is also important for an 
individual’s  
given performance is tied to a number of … events that precede and 
succeed it (past performances, readings of texts, negotiations, 
rehearsals, gossip, reports, critiques, challenges, subsequent 
performances, and the like) (Bauman & Briggs 1990:60-61). 
 
Furthermore, whilst contexts may affect writers’ performance, writers 
themselves can also manipulate both texts and context for their own purposes. 
This is especially true in the virtual environment of Facebook, because it is 
usually the Facebook subscriber that calls contexts into play by writing the 
initial status update or posting a link or photograph. These contexts may be 
accepted or contested by responders and it is evident that there is indeed a 
“dynamic display of involvement and identity in which text and context are 
continually negotiated in interaction” (Jones 2004:31).  
 To obtain a better understanding of the contextual background behind 
the participants’ Facebook interactions, Scollon & Scollon’s proposal for 
“nexus analysis” (2004) has been adopted. In particular, the concept of a 
“nexus of practice”, where “historical trajectories of people, places, 
discourses, ideas, and objects come together to enable some action” 
(2004:viii), is utilised as a framework with which to examine “those aspects of 
context which must become known in order to arrive at a successful 
interpretation of the stance” (Du Bois 2007:146). Identity performance 
through linguistic text is seen as a kind of  
 social action [that] takes place as an intersection or nexus of some 
aggregate of discourses (educational talk, for example) – the 
discourses in place, some social arrangement by which people come 
together in social groups (a meeting, a conversation, a chance contact, 
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a queue) – the interaction order, and the life experiences of the 
individual social actors – the historical body, 
  
pictured as follows:  
 
(Scollon & Scollon 2004:19) 
 
Therefore, the collective historical body of the participants, the discourses in 
place, and the interaction order will be examined with close reference to 
collected data. This enables understanding of the nexus of practice in which 
the social action of online interaction occurs. 
 
a) The collective historical body 
The participants’ shared demographic characteristics, and their 
preoccupations at this time of their lives have been examined to clarify the 
historical body of the participants as a group. In particular, details from the 
preliminary survey, and the researcher’s personal acquaintance with each of 
the participants provide an ethnographic understanding of the youth 
participants. Their collective historical body functions as a broad sociocultural 
background underlying their Facebook interactions. This historical context has 
also probably contributed to the prevalence of Facebook usage among 
Singaporean youths like them.  
 
b) The discourses in place 
With reference to preliminary survey findings, email interview 
responses and focus group discussion findings, the analysis examines the 
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discourses in place identified by my participants as having influence on their 
Facebook updates and interactions (see Section 4.2). The analysis shows how 
my participants’ responses to discourses in place (e.g. those related to the 
public nature of Facebook) affect their impression management strategies and 
hence how and what they present on Facebook. 
 
c) The interaction order 
 Although Section 1.2 of this thesis explained the interaction order on 
Facebook, particularly how the affordances of the platform affect 
communication and perceptions, the common actions and expectations of the 
participants have not been examined. Hence this part of the analysis inspects 
the particular milieu in which the participants are operating, delving into their 
common actions and reactions. As previously stated, fun and humour are 
particularly important for socialising, and therefore the following analyses 
examine excerpts of their Facebook interactions that contain any element of 
funniness which elicits or is meant to elicit laughter and/or amusement 
(adapted from Purdie 1993:3). This includes laughter-accompanied utterances 
(in which participants laughed at their own comments), utterances which have 
elicited laughter or amused appreciation from the participants’ audiences and 
teases. 
 
3.3.2 Examining Individual Identity Performance 
 Only three participants were selected as principal informants to allow 
for more focused analysis of identity performance processes. The three youths, 
given the pseudonyms of Beiyie, Kylie and Jae Zen, were selected because 
they performed very distinctive identities through their highly individualised 
sense of fun. This was of course aided substantially by the comparatively 
prodigious amount of text they each produced as some of the most “voluble” 
youths among all the participants. Their humour, or rather their own highly 
individualised styles of being fun, has also contributed to their very distinctive 
online personas.  
However, although this thesis focuses on two young ladies (Beiyie and 
Kylie) and one young man (Jae Zen), this should not lead to the conclusion 
that the young Singaporean ladies are more humorous than the young men or 
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vice versa. The sample pool is unfortunately too small for any such 
conclusions. In addition, although some of the other participants are also 
known for their highly distinctive sense of humour in real life, they did not 
really perform this aspect of their identity on Facebook and hence were not 
selected to be principal informants in this study. 
 
a) Their individual historical body through their own eyes 
 With reference to details elicited through the preliminary survey, email 
interviews as well as short messages through Facebook and WhatsApp private 
messaging, the principal informants’ individual backgrounds were briefly 
explored. Their thoughts on their personal identity and the sense of 
fun/humour that they wish to project on Facebook were also examined to serve 
as a detailed background for understanding the corpus and stance analysis. 
 
b) Corpus analysis of their words 
 A simple corpus analysis starting with a word frequency list was done 
on the individual corpus of each principal informant. Frequent words were 
compared to the general corpus to determine their relative predominance and 
hence importance in each individual corpus. The interactional sequences in 
which frequent words occurred were then scrutinised further to elucidate the 
identities individuals perform through them via particular styles of 
communication and humour. Significant categories of words which invoke 
“identity categories and labels” or which fit “linguistic structures and systems 
that are ideologically associated with specific personas and groups” (extracted 
from Bucholtz and Hall’s Indexicality Principle 2005: 594) were also 
examined. Although collocation, i.e. the frequent co-occurrence of words, is 
often examined in corpus analysis, this study did not include collocation 
analyses as examination of frequent items yielded more fruitful analyses of 
each individual’s idiosyncrasies and identities. However, concordance data 
(which showed every contextual occurrence of a word) was used to make 






c) Analysis of repeated stances 
Repeated stances were identified from the interactional sequences 
which had high frequency linguistic items, and stance analysis was carried out 
to find out how the principal informants’ identities were “inter-subjectively 
constructed” (p.598) by them and their interlocutors. In particular, Du Bois’ 
Stance Triangle (2007:163) was applied to repeated stance acts to elucidate 
subjects’ self-positioning in relation to (types of) objects, as well as inter-
subjective alignment processes. This revealed more subtly performed 
identities and allowed scrutiny of inter-subjective identity construction 
processes, shedding light on how “identity relations emerge in interaction” 
(Bucholtz & Hall 2005:594).  
 
The complete sequence of methodological processes undertaken in this 
thesis grounds the analysis in layers of contextual background, as is expected 
of any sociolinguistic analysis. Varied research methods which encompass 
both quantitative and qualitative academic inquiry provide both empirical 
evidence for claims, and also qualitative attention to detail. All of these yield a 
complex and comprehensive understanding of the myriad strategies used by 
the selected youth participants in performing their chosen identities online and 







Analysis I: Youth, Networked  
“What does this mean?” she asked … 
“Identity transferred online.” 
“But what identity?” Yuki demanded.  
“His name and appearance, or his online character?”  
“One is the same as the other, online … Online names are real names online.” 
ʊ from Tea from an Empty Cup (Pat Cadigan 1997:120) 
 
To achieve a broad understanding of my participants and their 
sociocultural contextual background, this chapter explores their nexus of 
practice, primarily with reference to qualitative data from the preliminary 
survey, email interviews, and focus group discussions. 
 
Understanding the Nexus of Practice 
4.1 Participants’ Collective Historical Body 
The participants who agreed to participate in this study are mostly 
youths of Chinese descent who are effective bilinguals in English and 
Mandarin. Although this study did not intend to recruit only youths from one 
ethnic group, only one participant from another ethnic group responded – 
Saamiya who is of Indian descent and she only contributed to the preliminary 
survey. Not all the participants are Singaporeans, as there are two Malaysian-
born permanent residents, two China-born permanent residents, and 1 
Malaysian who is currently doing his University studies in Singapore (see 
details in Appendix 4). However, all the participants have spent years 
undertaking pre-tertiary studies in secondary schools and junior colleges in 
Singapore, and with the exception of the Malaysian, have been living in 
Singapore with their families for many years. Hence, all of them share a 
familiarity with discourses relating to current affairs in Singapore, and have a 
high degree of familiarity with Singlish, a colloquial form of English in 
Singapore that incorporates loan words and expressions from several local 
languages.  
During the period of this Facebook interaction data collection 
(December 2011 – August 2012), all the participants were aged between 18 
and 19 years old. Before March 2012, they were awaiting their A level 
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examination results, and after the release of results, they were applying for 
university. During this time, many of them also started working in temporary 
jobs. By April 2012, almost all the young men had entered the army for 
compulsory military service and in August 2012, most of the young ladies had 
started varsity life, joined by a few young men who had deferred military 
service to enter the medical faculty. When the email interviews and the focus 
group discussions were conducted (October 2012 – April 2013), the young 
ladies and some of the young men were in university whilst the other male 
participants were still enlisted as national servicemen. Without exception then, 
all the participants’ lives revolved around vacation work or army, as well as 
university application, admission matters and varsity life. 
In the preliminary survey, all the participants indicated that the 
majority of their Facebook Friends (following Facebook’s terminology and 
capitalisation) were peers from school, army, extended family and religious 
networks etc. and that these Friends are the ones who often read their 
Facebook walls. Several of the participants are also Friends with each other, 
and have added acquaintances from extra-curricular activities such as 
volunteer work or performances. Most of them have elders as their Friends, 
such as their parents, relatives, religious elders, and school teachers and a 
small number have strangers as friends for gaming purposes. However, the 
majority of the gaming participants engage in relatively few online 
interactions. All the participants appear to have a high degree of familiarity 
with most of the people they interact with on Facebook, and have fairly 
frequent face-to-face social interactions with a significant number of the 
Facebook Friends they have online conversations with. 
During the period prior to army enlistment and university admission, 
many of the participants were fairly active on Facebook, communicating 
predominantly in English despite their bilingual capabilities. This could be due 
to the fact that Facebook’s default language setting in Singapore is English. 
However, the predilection for English could also be a natural response to 
Singaporean multi-racialism and globalism, for many of the participants have 
Facebook Friends of other races and nationalities. Once the young men 
enlisted however, most of them ceased to post regularly on Facebook, opting 
merely to check their Facebook accounts regularly, and commenting only 
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when tagged or directly addressed. As the Facebook data collection period 
ended in August 2012, this study did not track whether the participants who 
began varsity life became more active on Facebook. However, Jaden 
mentioned in his 2013 email interview that he “became more active on 
Facebook … because … a lot of [his] school and club activities are posted on 
Facebook”, testifying again to the ubiquity of Facebook in the lives of youths 
in Singapore.  
  
4.2 Discourses in Place That Are of Concern to Participants: 
As Facebook is primarily used for relationship management (see 
Section 2.1), it is unsurprising that one of the most important discourses in 
place is related to friendship maintenance. The majority of my participants (16 
out of 19, i.e. approximately 84%), share a concern about causing offence. In 
the preliminary survey (see Appendix 6), many participants asserted that they 
will not “criticise anybody”, or say anything “bad”, “rude”, “crude”, “vulgar” 
or “insensitive” as that “may… cause unhappiness to others” and “may hurt 
people”. In these instances, many of them seem to be alluding to known 
friends, acquaintances or elders who are their Facebook Friends. This concurs 
with what studies on youth social media usage discovered - that “youths use 
… social media to develop and maintain broader communities of peers” (Boyd 
2010:79). The key difference here is that unlike other teenagers who “engage 
in the practice [of fabricating key identifying information] to protect 
themselves from the watchful eyes of parents” (Boyd 2008:131), and “limit” 
or “restrict parental access” (Subrahmanyam & Greenfield  2008), the youths 
in my study have not identified parents as their particular concern. This could 
be due to their age, as they are older than the adolescents in the above studies 
or perhaps the nature of Facebook, which promotes networking across group 
boundaries, or even their particular approach to familial relationships. 
The avoidance of offensive comments also makes apparent my 
participants’ consciousness of broad societal discourses related to the public 
nature of the Facebook platform, as most display concern about strangers who 
may chance upon their posts. As Jaden intimated in the focus group discussion 
(FGD), “people tend to restrict what they say in case they offend someone (or 
the government)”. Their unease seems to be centred on the issues of race and 
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religion, politics and sex. Firstly, several participants specifically mentioned 
that they refrain from “racist” comments or “anything that is offensive to other 
religions/nationalities”, to avoid “tensions”, “misunderstandings”, and 
“unnecessary negative emotions”. Some have also voiced their specific 
concern about “government intervention”. Due to school-organised media 
literacy lessons which touched on such issues, my participants are probably 
aware of national news channels in Singapore reporting on the 2012 firing of a 
high-ranking National Trade Union employee who posted racist comments on 
Facebook, and possibly the cases of racist bloggers being charged under 
Singapore’s Sedition Act in 2008 (see also Section 1.3). My participants also 
do not post about religion, except for a few who post about their own faiths 
but never about others. Their caution contrasts sharply with the attitudes of 
youths examined in other classic sociolinguistic studies. Those youth were not 
afraid to offend or cross ethnic boundaries even when they knew they were 
being recorded (e.g. Rampton’s Anglo-Saxon, Pakistani, and Caribbean urban 
British teenagers who engaged in language crossing “heretical discourse” 
(1995:508)). 
The participants in this study also appear to avoid mention of politics, 
in apparent contrast to a 2011 survey conducted by the national Institute of 
Policy Studies where it was asserted that youths are less apathetic than past 
rhetoric would suggest. In the collated corpora, there was only one interaction 
sequence concerning politics and this commented sympathetically on a 
politician who faced substantial mudslinging: 
 
Excerpt 1 
Jay Wow, after reading all the comments about [Politician F], I really pity her. So 
much hate, no appreciation at all. Apparently, people think its easy being a 
politician; she has to try to speak up for her constituency, contribute to 
parliament debates and policymaking, listen to shit from her residents, etc. 
And when she expresses some built up stress, she gets flamed like hell. I 
wonder who would want that job. Not me. 
 
 
Of the ensuing 25 posts (of which Jay contributed 6), 4 were not about the 
issue, with only three young men sustaining a conversation with Jay over 
politicians’ salary, flaming, and logical fallacies. One of them ended with a 
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joke about a public apology, a spoof video and the next train breakdown being 
the next newsworthy topic to talk about. Although such findings do not imply 
that my participants completely refrain from talking about politically sensitive 
issues, it seems clear that they practise some degree of self-censorship on 
Facebook.  
Another issue that is usually avoided (to the extent of not being 
mentioned in the survey, interview or group discussion) is anything related to 
sex. The most explicit sexual innuendo found in the collated corpus is the one 
in Excerpt 4 (see Section 4.3). The only other comments that may have some 
relation to sex are teases between some female participants about the men and 
idols that they find attractive. In keeping with Nevo et al.’s finding (see 
Section 1.3), my participants also largely do not tell sexual jokes on Facebook. 
Again, they contrast with the teenagers in other sociolinguistics studies, such 
as those in the Stenström et al. study who engage in sexually-tinged ritual 
insults and explicit sex talk (2002:38-41), albeit in face-to-face interactions. 
This may be due to the participants’ classifying this topic as a private matter or 
socially inappropriate in the relatively conservative Singaporean society.  
In addition to their careful avoidance of sensitive issues, 12 out of 19 
(i.e. approximately 63%) of my participants share a common concern about 
privacy. Their caution derives from more personal motivations, centring on 
what they consider “personal” or confidential, such as “thoughts and feelings”. 
Many of them only accept individuals whom they have met in real life as 
Facebook Friends. Most do not post private information such as telephone 
numbers or home addresses and in general do not upload, nor allow others to 
tag them in photographs that present them less positively, unlike youths in 
other studies who engage in more exhibitionism (e.g. Wang & Stefanone 
2013). As Mildred asserted in the FGD, “posting too personal or sensitive 
issues would be inappropriate due to the openness of social media”. Two 
enlisted male participants discussed the need for circumspection regarding 
“the place and people [they work with]” because of the “secret/classified 
nature” of their job. Three young ladies, Li Cheng, Nancy and Saamiya, 
revealed the measures they took to protect their personal safety (i.e. “never 
open … [their] account to the public or strangers” and “reveal too much 
information about … [them]sel[ves] such as check-in function”). Two 
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participants (Li Cheng and Jay) also raised cautionary examples of Facebook 
accounts being created to stalk others (see Appendix 7). These precautions 
show the participants’ underlying awareness of unsolicited digital voyeurism 
(Munar 2010) and unwelcome stalking. 
The participants’ prudence regarding sensitive issues and personal 
privacy may also stem in part from their concern over how such disclosure 
might reflect on them. Almost all of them admitted that there are aspects of 
their lives which they do not wish to share, such as triumphs, loneliness or 
anger. Although the reasons for their actions have not been examined in detail 
in this study, the following can be conjectured: sharing triumphs may make 
them appear conceited, sharing about loneliness and other complaints may 
make them “appear weak” (mentioned by Jay), sharing about “crazy/stupid” 
things may make them appear “wild” (mentioned by Ju Ee), and sharing about 
anger might have undesirable after-effects. Another motivation for their 
prudence is what Jaden terms “rumours… [about] companies … [using] 
Facebook to check their employees”, as articles on these were recently 
published by a national news channel (Channel News Asia 20 Mar 2013). In 
particular, several of the participants are anxious about potential negative 
“consequences or repercussions in the future” such as “jeopardize[d] job 
opportunities”.  
Clearly, these participants’ attempts at privacy management appear to 
run contrary to many CMC studies which lament the poor media literacy of 
youths (e.g. Jones & Soltren 2005; Debatin et al. 2009) and it would indeed be 
“mistaken to conclude that teenagers are unconcerned about their privacy” 
(Livingstone 2008:404). Unlike the multilingual Singaporean students studied 
by Stroud & Wee, these participants appear to be on their way to becoming 
“highly reflexive actors … who constantly modulate their behaviours by 
monitoring different audience reactions” (2012:64-65), albeit with particular 
attention to actions related to privacy management. Their reactions to 
discourses in place about relationship management, sensitive issues, as well as 
personal details may be considered a kind of “impression management” 
(Goffman 1959:203), where “avoidance” functions in tandem with more 
common impression management strategies to present them positively.  
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With so many impression management strategies used on Facebook, 
are the participants’ identity performances still authentic self-representations? 
The FGDs revealed that there is a range of Facebook identities possible with 
different motivations behind them, and some are more genuine than others 
(see Appendix 7). The consensus seems to be that although some part of the 
identity displayed is probably “accurate”, the identity portrayed is not wholly 
genuine, being necessarily incomplete, and hence is somewhat “misleading”, 
in that not everything will be shared. One participant, Ju Ee sums it up well 
when he said that “the completeness of the identity one portrays on Facebook 
depends on the person's intention of using Facebook. … Is it done for a more 
personal or professional reason?” In general, the participants assert that their 
Facebook personas are mostly the same as their real selves, with Kylie (see 
Section 5.3) especially adamant that her Facebook self is essentially herself in 
real life too. These findings share similarities with Morrison’s teenage girls 
who assiduously experimented with the construction of personal visual avatars 
for social networking as they wanted “more accurate autobiographical 
avatar[s]” (2010:133). The participants’ admittance of a wide range of friends, 
relatives and acquaintances as Facebook Friends also signals their comfort 
with revealing their true selves online, for with such a wide range of friends, it 
would be difficult to present completely falsified personas on Facebook. 
Hence although prevailing societal discourses affect the participants’ online 
discursive behaviour, thus shaping their performance of identity, they have 
still tried to present fairly genuine personas of themselves online. 
 
4.3 Explicating the Interaction Order/s  
The most pertinent social arrangement governing my participants’ 
online interactions is asynchronous Facebook-mediated conversation, which is 
open to any Friend to respond, and allows links to pictures and other media 
content (see Section 1.2). More specifically, there is a range of acceptable 
conversation topics, with birthday wishes and responses, as well as approving 
or humorous comments on photographs being the most common. Other 
common conversational topics include humorous or touching accounts, 
interests (such as local or international entertainment and news content), and 
threads inviting sympathetic responses (e.g. about minor illnesses and pain, 
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and sometimes frustrations). Occasionally, someone might post a status update 
on something good that has happened and congratulatory responses from 
his/her Facebook Friends typically follow. On a few occasions, there were 
Facebook interactions to arrange face-to-face meetings, typically for large 
groups of people (see Appendix 8). Even when mooted online, discussions 
involving meetings between a small number of participants were often taken 
offline, probably onto private Facebook messages, or mobile phone text 
messages. This concurs with Sharma’s data, which showed Nepalese youth 
using Facebook to coordinate a picnic (2012:484).  
For all of these interaction orders, the use of sympathetic and what 
Dubois terms positive subject-“aligning” stances (2007:163) are clearly an 
unspoken expectation. For example, the following excerpt is a typical kind of 
interaction:  
 
Excerpt 2 (Wenshu uploaded the following photograph of himself with a 
shaven head sitting under a waterfall to announce his impending enlistment.) 
 
 
Jake: good luck in NS.  
Ellie: HAHAHAHHAHAHAHAAHHHAHAHAHAHAHhahahahahhahahahgH
ahahaahhahahahagahga 
Lenis: WADAFUCK DISHER OF CHUCKLES  
Sanouk: lololololololol  
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Zed: hahaahahah wah i just died. NIP SLIPS!  
Keanne: LOL!!!  
Su Hee: ohmy this is funny!!!  
Weejin: Holy shit.. You going tekong when?  
Wen Shu: tomorrow, didn't i tell you alrd?  
Weejin glhf then cya soon :)  
Maeve HAHA. ALL THE BEST Wen Shu ! :D  
Janet Haha! Well-done!  
NOTE:alrd = already, glhf = good luck have fun, cya = see ya 
 
 
This humorous evocation of solemn Buddhist monks meditating under 
waterfalls was clearly appreciated as 24 people indicated that they liked it, 
responding with raucous laughter, admiration and well-wishes.  
Similarly, the following two typical examples of playful Facebook 
conversations got a positive reception: 
 
Excerpt 3 (Sherri uploaded a video link of the Korean idol TOP kissing a girl 
on a variety show.) 
Sherri: watch the last 2 mins of this vid. DON'T VOMIT BLOOD PEOPLE   
                                                
Sherri: OH OOPS, the thumbnail of the video says it all.. 
CiXu: Omg!! Why did u show it to us haha 
Sherri: hahaha i was heartbroken. so I had to share it and make you'all heartbroken 
also. :b 
CiXu: Lol evil! Haha it's okay, I know he kissed a lot of ppl! So yeah I'm not that 
heartbroken as you :p 
NOTE: words in capital letters represent shouting, vomit blood = a metaphor for 
feeling pained and frustrated 
 
 
Sherri’s excitement is apparent as she ‘shouted’ her comments (“OH OOPS”) 
and playfully announced her mischievous intention to “make you'all 
heartbroken also”. Ci Xu, who was also a fan of this pop idol, accused Sherri 
of being “evil”, and laughed off Sherri’s ploy as being ineffective by saying 
that “it’s okay” and providing the information that TOP had “kissed a lot of 
ppl”. Their use of orthographised laughter (LOL”, “haha”), playful emoticons 
sticking out their tongues (:b, :p) and multiple exclamation marks tempered 
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both the mischievous intention and the accusation, ensuring an overriding 
positive inter-subjective alignment. This shows that in cases of disagreement 
or negative comments, orthographised laughter, emoticons, and/or conciliatory 
remarks are used for mitigation.  
Strong offline friendships also contribute to inter-subjective alignment 
and appear to allow more direct speech. This is evident in the following 
extract which shows that subtle pre-existing inter-subjective alignment both 
aids and is reinforced by humour: 
 
Excerpt 4. (Raymond jokes about impending enlistment and being single) 
Raymond: Let's just stick together for the next two years, […] and continue life in 
a single sex environment[…]!!! The rest of you guys if you aren't 
going to be attached you can join us hahaha 
Mathias: i'm like the most legit of all the above \m/ 
Raymond: LOL... You free now?? wanna meet us? [4 friends] and I are going 
out... the bunch of them slept over at my house yesterday 
Mathias: nah at my grandparents house. 
(6 turns in between) 
Aaron: haha im perfectly single 
Mathias: Nah that'll be me! 
Raymond: Sun you're attached to your com hahaha 
Mathias: attached kinda implies that there is a two way relationship. as far as i 
can tell, i just push "her" buttons all day. ;) 
Aaron: sian i only push skyrim button and everyone does her too 
NOTE: legit = legitimate, Sun is Mathias’ family name, sian = Hokkein word for 
bored, skyrim is a computer game 
 
 
Raymond’s invitation to Mathias to go out together was indicative of a fairly 
strong pre-existing offline friendship, which was further corroborated by the 
fact that Mathias casually declined without much mitigation besides a weaker 
negation in the form of “nah”, which differs in intensity from an unequivocal 
NO. He also refuted Aaron’s claim on singlehood by claiming it for himself 
with another wry “Nah”, again signalling ease in being direct. Although Aaron 
and Raymond both used orthographised laughter, Mathias did not use any 
other mitigation until the end of his last turn where he put in a winking 
emoticon to signal his counter joke of “push[ing] “her” buttons all day. There 
is in fact a sequence of three jokes which gradually took on sexual overtones - 
an unusual sexual wordplay building on the word “attached”. The joking 
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hence signals a comfortable relationship and positive inter-subjective 
alignment between the young men.  
The three excerpts above prove that laughter, fun and humour all have 
a very important role to play in the interaction order, because they are used in 
various ways to signal and reinforce positive inter-subjective alignment. 
Analysis of the general comparison corpus also shows that orthographised 
laughter, emoticons, wordplay and other forms of humour are prevalent 
throughout the corpus. In particular, various forms of orthographised laughter 




“HAHA” makes up approximately 1.33% of the entire corpus, “D”-  part of 
the :D smiley emoticon makes up 1% of the corpus,  “HAHAHA” makes up 
0.62% of the whole corpus and LOL makes up 0.48% of the entire corpus. In 
total, the various forms of laughter (including forms not in Table 1 e.g. 
HAHAHAHA) take up a very high collective frequency of 4.33% of the total 
number of words in the corpus, which marks orthographised laughter as a 
suitable candidate for linguistic analysis.  
Findings from the individual email interviews also testify to the 
important role played by expressions of humour and fun in online interactions 
and consequently in the online performance of youth identity. Almost all of 
the participants who completed the email interviews commented that they 
desire to appear “friendly”, “fun”, “interesting” and “approachable” (see 
Appendix 9). Although Jae Zen (see Section 5.2) alone did not specifically 
mention any such desire in his interview responses, he asserted in the FGD 
that humour is “absolutely necessary. Facebook is meant to make socialising 
fun in the first place, otherwise hardly anyone would use it”, showing that he 
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too believed in the importance of displaying fun and humour on Facebook. 
Such findings clearly show how essential fun and humour are to youth online 
interactions. They also indicate that linguistic analysis of how youths employ 
humour in their online performance of identity can prove fruitful for 






Analysis II: Searching for Self  
To be oneself, simply oneself, is so amazing  
and utterly unique an experience 
 that it's hard to convince oneself  
so singular a thing happens to everybody.  
ʊfrom Prime of Life (Simone de Beauvoir 1962:233) 
 
To elucidate youth identity construction processes, this chapter 
analyses how three key participants - Beiyie, Kylie and Jae Zen, utilise fun 
and humour to perform highly distinctive identities online. Each of them 
deploys humour slightly differently online, and the display of each 
individualised style of humour contributes to a unique definition of self, which 
is elucidated with the concept of the implicit stance act. 
 
Performing Identity Online 
5.1 Beiyie  
Beiyie has the interests and activities of the quintessential girl-next-
door, except for her off-the-wall sense of humour. A Singapore permanent 
resident (PR), China-born Beiyie and her family migrated to Singapore when 
she was five. She had been attending Singapore schools since. During the 
period of data collection, Beiyie was eighteen, having completed her GCE A 
levels, and was working as an office assistant while awaiting results and 
university admission. Her Facebook conversations were all with friends from 
various school groups (such as classes or co-curricular activity groups), with 
whom she maintained close ties. These conversations included many 
responses to posted photographs, discussions of entertainment (e.g. Taiwanese 
movies and Korean dramas), arrangements for social gatherings, as well as 
random topics such as how individuals are feeling at specific times.  
 
a) In her own eyes 
In her preliminary survey and email interview (see Appendix 10), 
Beiyie described her real self as “mostly the same” as her Facebook persona. 
In her words, “most of the time, I would express myself truthfully but I like to 
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create some humor when I post a status.” She admitted that she deliberately 
“display[ed herself] … as a[n] outgoing and enthusiastic person”, in the hope 
that people reading her Facebook wall would think of her as “interesting”, 
“fun and comfortable to talk to” and having a “casual and funny tone”. In 
retrospect, she felt that she “used to be very high when [she] post[ed] 
something”, and that her “focus [was] on the people around [her]” and 
“mak[ing] people laugh”. This desire for attention could perhaps have been an 
underlying motivation behind the breathless, highly-reactive persona that she 
performed in many of her Facebook conversations. 
However, Beiyie also asserted that “although [she] seem[ed] bubbly 
and cheerful normally, it d[id] not mean that [she] c[oul]n’t have other 
emotions, especially negative emotions”. Nonetheless, she exercised self-
censorship by trying “not … to bring personal problems up to social media”, 
adhering to the precautions taken by her peers in this study (see section 4.2). 
Beiyie also averred that she had changed over time and had begun “doing 
things for [her]self” because she “f[ound them] appealing … and really 
inspirational in some way” and not because she “want[ed] people to like 
[them]”. In the latter half of 2013, she switched to using other social media 
platforms such as Instagram, a photograph-sharing website. From these 
comments, it is clear that Beiyie made conscious decisions about the identities 
she performed online, although each instance of humour and consequent 
identity performance may not necessarily be premeditated.  
 
b) Through her words 
A frequency analysis of Beiyie’s approximately 5,500-word individual 
corpus immediately reveals that Beiyie’s Facebook comments were 
accompanied with much orthographised laughter and use of emoticons. 
Among her most frequently used words, laughter variations ranked high - 4th, 






Clearly, Beiyie laughed more often and for a longer duration (i.e. “hahaha” 
and “hahahaha” instead of “haha”) than her peers. Her use of “D”, together 
with a colon to form the laughing emoticon “:D”, is also significant as it 
reflected her tendency to use emoticons to enrich her verbal comments (see 




Smiley emoticons and laughter variations (including those not shown in Table 
2) made up approximately 4.87% of Beiyie’s individual corpus, and this is a 
significant 0.5% higher than the percentage of orthographised laughter 
variations found in the general corpus (4.33%, see Section 4.3). Hence, it is 
evident that they contribute significantly to what Beiyie considered the 
“bubbly and cheerful” aspect of her online persona.  
 A visual scan of Beiyie’s corpus confirms that orthographised laughter 
and emoticons are fairly evenly distributed throughout the whole corpus (see 
the following chart composed of pages randomly extracted from her corpus, 
where laughter is highlighted in yellow and emoticons are highlighted in 
turquoise). As the corpus was collected over a period of 9 months, such use of 
laughter and emoticons is manifestly characteristic of Beiyie and indicates that 
she is a good candidate for the analysis of laughter-talk, defined by Partington 
as “talk preceding and provoking, intentionally or otherwise, a bout of 




 Chart 3: Random Pages from Beiyie’s Individual Corpus 
 
 This visual scan also reveals that Beiyie used action descriptions (high-
lighted in green) much more liberally in comparison to the other participants, 
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the majority of whom do not use such action descriptions. In addition, the 
majority of these described actions seem rather loud or even face-threatening, 




These action descriptions, together with expressions such as OMG (an 
acronym for ‘oh my god’) and exaggerated orthography like “whyyy”, 
“sexyyy”, “scaryyyy” and especially “okayyyyyy”, make Beiyie appear highly 
excitable and hence facilitates the performance of a “high”, “outgoing and 
enthusiastic” identity. 
Beiyie’s corpus also reveals that she performed a Singaporean identity 
through the use of discourse particles and exclamations that are generally 




It is particularly noteworthy that Beiyie often used the Singlish particle, “la” 
(the 13th most frequent linguistic item in her corpus). Derived from Hokkien, 
“la” is usually used to soften the force of an utterance, and is often considered 
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“quintessentially Singaporean” (Website: The Singapore Promise). Together 
with the use of “eh” (to express surprise), “lo” (a variant of the Singlish 
particle “lor”, used to signal resignation) and “neh” (a shortened form for 
“never”), the use of “la” indexed a distinctively Singaporean identity for 
Beiyie.  
An analysis of Singlish discourse particles and exclamations in 
Beiyie’s online interactions reveals that not only did Beiyie use Singlish 
particles and exclamations, she also used words from other languages spoken 
in Singapore: 
 
Excerpt 5. (Beiyie reassured Li Cheng who professed jealousy as Beiyie was asked 
to sit with some mutual friends.) 
Li Cheng: SHE IS GONNA SIT BESIDE U BOTH?? Jealous jealous 
Beiyie: Hahaha no la!!! She say she hope Mah! Later I end up at some ulu 
corner by myself. Lc how's you? 
Li Cheng: I am with 6 others lol 
NOTE: la = Singlish particle to soften the ‘no’, mah = Singlish particle to assert 
something obvious (from Cantonese), ulu = remote (in Malay), lc = Li Cheng 
 
 
Beiyie’s reassurance and joke about ending up alone in a remote corner were 
conveyed in Singlish, and she also used Singlish grammar, which differs from 
Standard Singaporean English (used by both Jae Zen and Kylie). Although not 
all code-mixing by Singaporeans is humorous, in Beiyie’s case, instances of 
code-mixing appear to be part of her strategy to convey humour so as to 
“make people laugh” (see this Chapter, p.58). Her response was clearly 
understood and accepted by Li Cheng, who laughingly answered Beiyie’s 
return query. Similarly, Beiyie did not explain the term “angmoh” in the 
following excerpt: 
 
Excerpt 6. (Beiyie recommended a doctor to Li Cheng .) 
Li Cheng: My throat hurts so much and i kept coughing ): I think i might get six 
pecs from coughing. LOL 
Beiyie: HUH!!! Go see doctor chingu!!!!! You can come see my doc whom 
ailee imagine to be a handsome angmoh haha 
NOTE: six pecs = six-pack abdominal muscles, chingu = friend (in Korean), ailee = 





Because such Singlish linguistic items were understood by Beiyie’s friends 
without the need for further explanation, they attest to the Singaporean identity 
she has in common with her friends and despite her official status as a 
Singapore PR, they mark Beiyie as a Singaporean. 
 In the above excerpt, Beiyie’s use of the Korean word “chingu” also 
marked her as an avid consumer of Korean popular entertainment, as most 
Singaporeans do not speak Korean. Such an identity is further reinforced by 
discussions like the following:  
 
Excerpt 7. (Pu Tien encouraged Beiyie to watch a drama she liked.) 
Pu Tien: Yeah, obviously there were alot of obstacles. The last episode is so 
touching u can watch it again and again. Not kidding. GO WATCH 
PLEASE 
Beiyie: HAHAHAHA Okok, let me watch episode 1-10 of rooftop prince first, 
cause I started from episode 11. Hahaha 
NOTE: rooftop prince = Korean drama series 
 
 
However, Beiyie was keen on more than Korean entertainment for she also 
watched and discussed Chinese movies and television series with her friends: 
 
Excerpt 8. (Ci Xu and Beiyie are discussing the plot and characters of a Chinese 
television series.) 
CiXu: Omg lian cheng is very ke lian! So sad for him 
Beiyie: YA LO! But actually the woman he married quite sad also. […] 
CiXu: Haha sounds like a sad story but the ending is happy? 
Beiyie: Sad one loo!-.- that's why I just jumped to the ending! Hahaha  
NOTE: lian cheng = a prince’s name, ke lian = pitiful (in Mandarin), loo = another 
spelling for “lor” 
 
 
Besides partaking of both Korean and Chinese entertainment, Beiyie also 
made non-Asian cultural references, such as the following: 
 
Excerpt 9. (QD teases Beiyie, who is taller than her friends.) 
QD: well if beiyie got those heels from new look, she'll be unstoppable! 
Beiyie: Hahahaha unstoppable?.... I'll look like hulk, just that I'm not green!  
Hahaha cixu! Or you can tie a staircase to your feet! Haha 





In excerpts 6-8, Beiyie mixed local terms and global (entertainment) 
references without further commentary. This seems to be characteristic of 
young cosmopolitan Singaporeans in general (see Section 2.4), hence 
facilitating Beiyie’s performance of a cosmopolitan Singaporean identity. 
Beiyie’s online interactions also revealed her Singaporean Chinese 
identity:  
 
Excerpt 10. (Beiyie and Ci Xu talk about a mutual friend, Li Cheng.) 
Ci Xu: … me and lc didn't even see each other in camp 
Beiyie: HAHA NO FATE 
Ci Xu: Nvm, we see each other too much already 
Beiyie: TOO MUCH FATE HAHA 
NOTE: fate = the destiny to meet, nvm = nevermind §LW¶VDOULJKW 
 
In the above excerpt, Beiyie’s joke was dependent on a mutual, specifically 
Chinese, understanding of the concept of fate, 什 ‘yuan’, i.e. predestined 
meetings and affinity. Ci Xu’s nonchalant response indicated that such a 
concept was familiar to her, and this subtly affirmed the cultural identity that 
Beiyie had in common with her, i.e. of Chinese descent. This identity was 
further reinforced by Beiyie’s use of romanised Mandarin words, such as in 
excerpt 8 and in the following: 
 
Excerpt 11. (Beiyie commented on a month-old picture of her phone.) 
 CLASS CHALET  starting our night cycling nowww!! woo~~ 
Beiyie: THAT'S MY PHONE THERE:) 
Wen Yin: hahaha. i thought you all went night cycling again then nvr jio. then 
realised it the chalet.. haha 
Beiyie: AHAHAHAHA I was huai jiu - ing 
Wen Yin: Hahahaha 




By using the Romanised Mandarin words “huai jiu”, and engaging in word 
play by adding the English suffix “–ing” to the Chinese verb, Beiyie clearly 
enacted a multilingual Chinese identity through ludic code-mixing. Like 
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comical advertisements that code-mix to break readers’ expectations (eg. 
Vizcaíno 2012), Beiyie’s words constitute amusing “localized and hybrid 
discourse” (Ooi & Tan 2013:226), which indexed her Singaporean Chinese 
identity. 
 A propensity to start and end humorous comments with orthographised 
laughter is apparent from the preceding excerpts. Beiyie often met other 
people’s comments or posts with laughter before responding with a funny 
answer (see Excerpts 5, 7, 9-11). She also frequently used orthographised 
laughter to cap her funny comments (see Excerpts 6-8, 10), signalling that she 
had said something funny. This abundant laughter, in tandem with Beiyie’s 
use of numerous exclamation marks and ‘shouted’ laughter and comments, 
also contributed to the highly excited character of Beiyie’s sense of humour.  
Beiyie also made fun of herself in many contexts, sometimes in a self-
deprecating way: 
 
Excerpt 12. (Beiyie and Ci Xu discuss a jumpshot photograph in which Beiyie’s long 
hair had flown up and covered her face) 
Beiyie ALOTALOTALOT OF HAIR HAHAHA 
Ci Xu Hahha can't even see your face! :p 
Beiyie FAIL SHAMPOO ADVER HAHAHA 
NOTE:ADVER = Beiyie’s shortform for advertisement 
 
 
By presenting herself as the subject of a failed shampoo advertisement, Beiyie 
made herself the butt of the joke by intensifying her friends’ mild teases into 
outright jokes. She also laughed along with them, hence positively aligning 
herself with them. Even embarrassment did not deter her from engaging in 
such humour: 
 
Excerpt 13. (Li Cheng joked about the possibility of a romance with a cute guy she 
and her friends encountered in an office lift.) 
Li Cheng OFFICE ROMANCE. LOL  
Beiyie aiya so paiseh! eh how uh. later after tmr no motivation for work alr 
HAHA 
NOTE:aiya = Singlish exclamation expressing dismay, paiseh = embarrassed, eh = 
Singlish discourse particle to GUDZDWWHQWLRQKRZXK§ZKDWWRGRWPU WRPRUURZ





Beiyie continued her exaggerated exclamation of embarrassment with the 
Singlish equivalent of “What should I do now? After this, I won’t have any 
motivation to work tomorrow.” Again, there was intensification of Li Cheng’s 
joke into one subtly centred on herself as the butt of the joke. Beiyie’s 
propensity to engage in such humour surfaced even when she started with 
comparatively infrequent self-admiration: 
 
Excerpt 14. (Beiyie commented on a nice photograph of herself.) 
Beiyie Ma hair looks permed hahaha 
CiXu Yar lor!! So pretty!! Haha 
Beiyie Aiyo, actually every night I'll do the ໟ⛒፠ hairstyle! Hahahaha jk 
NOTE: Aiyo = dismissive Singlish exclamation. ໟ⛒፠ (bao zhu po)= crass 
landlady in hair curlers who shouts at tenants (a Chinese movie stock character), jk 
= short for joking 
 
 
By joking that she was doing the ໟ⛒፠ hairstyle, Beiyie immediately evoked 
a ridiculous image for herself which overrode her nice image in the 
photograph. Such self-deprecating humour seems unusual when compared to 
humour cited in much published research, as those tend to be much less self-
deprecating in nature. Perhaps such behaviour helped Beiyie perform an easy-
going and humble identity, which amalgamated with Beiyie’s “established 




c) Through her stances 
Although the above analysis revealed the identities Beiyie performs via 
her words, it did not explicate how identities are also constructed inter-
subjectively. Hence, to elucidate this process, Du Bois’ Stance Triangle 
(2007:163) has been adapted to analyse humorous conversational turns rather 
than single utterances. Rather than being a “specific entity or state of affairs” 
(p.155), the Stance Object is more abstract, sometimes being specific types of 
words, and sometimes composed of entire conversational turns. The following 





In Stance Act B1, Beiyie (Subject 1) positioned herself as sympathetic to Li 
Cheng (Subject 2) by recommending her own doctor to her and joking about 
this doctor. This positioning process is unified through the U-turn arrow, 
which minimises the importance of the evaluation (using Du Bois 
terminology) made by Beiyie of a specific referent in the conversational turn 
(in this case the coughing, and then the doctor), because Beiyie’s “evaluation” 
of the Object is important mostly with regard to how it “positioned” herself.  
Beiyie’s sympathetic stance was also conveyed through the initial shock at Li 
Cheng’s condition, her direct address of Li Cheng as her friend using the 
Korean “chingu”, and the following joke about her doctor which can be seen 
as an attempt to cheer Li Cheng up. By positioning herself as sympathetic, 
Beiyie aligned herself positively with Li Cheng, as represented by the 
downward-pointing arrow, and hence indexed her identity as Li Cheng’s 
friend. Du Bois’ stance triangle helped to elucidate identity construction 
processes by clarifying the Subject’s self-positioning and inter-subjective 
alignment. 
When such stances with positive alignments to Li Cheng were 
habitually repeated (e.g. Excerpts 5 & 13), and Li Cheng signalled tacit 
acceptance of them by not challenging them (represented by the dotted arrow 
in B1) and by engaging in many other similar conversations, Beiyie’s identity 
as a friend of Li Cheng was realised and reinforced. When Beiyie and Li 
Cheng interacted similarly with other girls such as Ci Xu using comparable 
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aligning stances (e.g. Excerpts 9-10), they index themselves as a group of 
close friends.  
However, the above analysis does not completely explain all the 
identities that Beiyie performed within this conversational turn. Clearly, 
besides being Li Cheng’s friend, Beiyie was also performing other identities 
through her choice of words. Du Bois’ stance triangle in its original 
conception hence does not seem sufficient for explicating the concurrent 
stances a person can take in a conversational turn. This study therefore 
proposes the concept of IMPLICIT STANCE ACTS for analysing concurrent 
stances.  
The argument for proposing an implicit stance act is that whilst there is 
still an evaluation of the original ObjectS and a self-positioning of Subject 1 
relative to ObjectS in the Surface Stance Act, Subject 1 can also concurrently 
position him/herself in another way via an implicit stance act. This positioning 
can have little to do with the original propositional content and illocutionary 
force (Austin 1962; Searle 1969) of the conversational turn in ObjectS. As the 
objective of analysing this implicit stance act is to identify another concurrent 
self-positioning of Subject 1, the evaluative stance action of the subject-object 
vector in Du Bois’ stance triangle has been modified to a performance of a 
particular “object” which positions the subject, represented by a U-turn arrow. 






On the right side of the diagram is the Surface Stance Act, that is well-
accommodated by Du Bois’ model (see analysis in Stance Act B1).  On the 
left is the Implicit Stance Act which, I argue, is concurrently performed with 
the Surface Stance Act. Through using the Korean word “chingu” and the 
Hokkien word “angmoh”, Beiyie positioned herself as a Singaporean Korean-
entertainment fan, like Li Cheng, who is one as well. She thus aligned herself 
with her other friends on Facebook who share the same passion for Korean 
entertainment. This is represented by the downward-pointing arrow on the left. 
If this was an isolated occurrence, it would not be a meaningful 
identity performance. However, her Singaporean identity was performed 
numerous times through the use of indexical multilingual terms and Singlish 
syntax (see Excerpts 5-6, 8, 10-11). Her Korean-entertainment fan identity 
was also frequently performed (in Excerpt 7 and other interactional sequences 
which have not been included here). Through these repeated stances, Beiyie 
showed off a repertoire indexical of Singaporeans who enjoy Korean dramas 
and Korean popular music, and in the process, solidified her identity in this 
respect. As there are several similar conversational turns which display 
repeated stances, these have been grouped and labelled with abstractions of 
what she appears to do with them in the following analyses. This elucidates 
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other identities that she is concurrently and implicitly performing, as can be 





When Beiyie made a funny comment, she engaged in “cooperative humour” 
(Holmes 2006:110) in the surface stance act, because her humorous comments 
“contribute[d] material which support[ed] the proposition of [the] previous 
speaker” (ibid). Hence she aligned herself positively with her interlocutors, as 
represented by the downward-pointing arrow.  
 At the same time however, in the implicit stance act on the left, 
Beiyie’s humorous comments evaluated either her actions or herself 
negatively, and repeatedly made herself the butt of the joke. This mildly self-
deprecatory humour hence helped Beiyie position herself as a fun, easy-going 
person who can laugh at herself. As a “sense of humour … counts as a virtue 
in our society … an admirable character trait” (Norrick 1993:47), her implicit 
stance act invited alignment from her friends (Subject 2), which is represented 
by the dashed upward-pointing arrow on the left. Therefore, Beiyie’s slightly 
self-deprecatory jokes not only helped her signal alignment with her friends, 
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but also fostered reciprocal social alignment from her friends. As a result, such 
repeated stance acts strengthened her identity as a member of their group and 
contributed significantly to her identity performance. 
 Beiyie’s use of self-deprecating humour decreased significantly when 
she interacted with male friends however. With them, she was more likely to 
engage in more aggressive banter, with much less orthographised laughter 
used in mitigation, especially when reacting to their teasing:  
 
Excerpt 15 (Beiyie starts with a pensive comment which Hee Han counters with a 
tease. Responses from Beiyie’s female friends have not been included.) 
Beiyie: I offended someone important today)))): 
Hee Han: u offended me.. 
Beiyie: hee han : MORE LIKE YOU OFFENDED MY FEET! apologise to her 
H^3 
Hee Han: no loh u get some ruffian to threaten me.. 
Beiyie: you mean MACI? Macy hahahaha love her. … 
Ooooooooooooo heehan you die alr....later she dont help out for [the 
concert] the whole [orchestra] shall bodyslam you 
Hee Han hahaha then why she doing the dirty work 
Beiyie WHAT DIRTY WORK. pls it's sisterhood work can. and threatening you 
is a honourable task :D 
Hee Han thx i feel so comforted 
Beiyie haha i know i know. youre welcome(: 
NOTE: \RXGLHDOU§\RX¶UHJRLQJWRGLHERG\VODP ZUHVWOLQJPRYHZKHUHRSSRQHQW
is thrown hard on the floor, thx = thanks 
 
In Excerpt 15, Hee Han interrupted Beiyie’s woeful confession, which had 
received sympathetic and humorous responses from her girlfriends. This was 
then aggressively countered by Beiyie who accused him of offending her feet. 
Hee Han’s ensuing explanation was met with an exaggeratedly loud 
warning/threat of Macy refusing to help with the concert which would result in 
him being attacked by the orchestra with which they all performed. Beiyie’s 
shouted accusation in capital letters, hostile words such as “die”, “bodyslam” 
and “threatening you is a honourable task” and her bold acceptance of his 
ironic statement as unadulterated thanks, are all face-threatening acts (Brown 
& Levinson 1987). As a result, she created an abrasive persona that is at odds 
with the friendly identity she usually performed with her girlfriends. 
 Beiyie’s interaction with Hee Han was not an anomaly, for in general, 




Excerpt 16 (Beiyie complains about broken promises. Only comments from male 
friends are shown here.) 
Beiyie: 
 
some people just promise you some things at some point of time just for 
the sake of promising but they never ever happen. why make the 
promises in the first place, when you forget about it the next second. 
Cole: D: 
Beiyie: what la haha 
Cole: nothing. who so mean! haha 
Beiyie: nah la! just a random statement. but not mean la just break promises. 
everyone does that! thankss though(: 
Landrys: Sorry :( 
Beiyie: you also neh promise me anything.. haha 
Cole: He promised to marry you. I was there to witness it. 
Beiyie: whattheshit... i go be nun now 
Cole: D: 
Beiyie: so for the whole day your facial expression is D: issit hahaha 
Cole: yeah. too bored D: will you marry me? 
Beiyie: haha go be monk la 
Cole: Awww man </3 
NOTE: D: = dismayed emoticon 
 
 
Although Beiyie initially ‘smiled’ at Cole, thanking him for his sympathy, she 
quickly invoked her more abrasive persona when he joked that Landrys 
promised to marry her. She first swore with “whattheshit”, which is significant 
because she rarely used such words on Facebook, before rejecting his 
proposition with her declaration that she would rather become a nun 
immediately. She then laughed at Cole’s dismayed emoticon and when Cole 
intensified his teasing with a boredom-inspired marriage proposal, she 
countered with the rejoinder that he should become a monk instead. Such 
aggressive rejoinders are rare in Beiyie’s corpus, and when she did engage in 
face-threatening acts with her girlfriends (e.g. Excerpt 5 where she disagreed, 
and Excerpt 9 where she teased CiXu), there was much more mitigation with 
orthographised laughter and the use of Singlish than there was with Cole.  
Similarly, Beiyie’s teases of her male classmates, Hun Hong and 
Mathias, were confrontational with very little mitigation: 
 
Excerpt 17 (Jillian uploaded the class page in the school magazine for the class 
members to view.) 
Jillian: the previous one had problems because it was too small and blur so i had 
to redo another one with my original photos from my camera! hope y'all 
don't mind!  
Hun Hong: er why did use tat pict of me-.- 
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Jillian: Hun Hong why??? v cute wat! wanted to put some funfair pics! didn't 
have Mathias in that if not i'll put both of yours!! haha. sorry 
Hun Hong: lol cute-.- 
Beiyie: Uncle you secretly smiling lo not act 
Hun Hong: smile for wat rofl 
Beiyie: How I know....... :) 
Mathias: Thank goodness I asked you to do this. I mean... This awesomeness is a 
result of my excellent foresight and planning;) 
Mikayla: Haha Mathias trying to claim credit!! 
Beiyie: from newzealand somemore tsk tsk tsk 
Wen Yin: he is in new zealand??? HAHA. u know i vision him rearing the cows. 
HAHA. 
Mathias: Sheep you mean?? Hahaha. Cows is Aussie. 
Beiyie: So how's meh meh Madthias? 
NOTE:tat = that, wat = what, Uncle = class nickname for Hun Hong, rofl = rolling on 
WKHIORRUDQGODXJKLQJVRPHPRUH§ZKDW¶VPRUHYLVLRQKLPUHDULQJWKHFRZV§
imagine him feeding the cows, meh meh = sound made by sheep 
 
In this excerpt, Beiyie directly contradicted Hun Hong’s nonplussed emoticon 
“-.-” with a face-threatening request to “not act” as if he were displeased.  
Similarly, she expressed disapproval of Mathias’ claim with a “tsk tsk tsk”, 
playfully compared him to a sheep and deliberately misspelt his name to 
include “mad”. Clearly, Beiyie habitually used slightly more antagonistic 
humour acts with her male friends, and hence performed a slightly different 





In the surface stances, Beiyie was ostensibly engaging in humorous bantering 
with her male friends. As humour and teasing done with friends of some 
familiarity can be considered a positive politeness strategy (cf. Brown & 
Levinson 1987), Beiyie established some positive alignment with her male 
friends. This is represented by the downward pointing arrow in the surface 
stance, which is dashed to denote a reduction in alignment strategies.  
 However, when Beiyie’s humour is examined closely through the 
implicit stance act, it is apparent that slightly antagonistic face-threatening acts 
such as accusation (15.1, 17.1), demands (15.1, 16.3), threats (15.2, 16.1), 
disagreement (15.3, 16.1), disapproval (17.2) and mockery (16.2, 17.3) are 
implicitly encoded within the banter. The aggressiveness is evident from the 
words “die” and “shit”, which her corpus shows to be rare (“die” only 
occurred three times, with the other two in a laughing, friendly context; whilst 
“shit” only occurred twice, with the other time referring to real manure). 
Furthermore, she rarely swore online, with the only other instance being 
“WHAT THE HELL IS THISSS!!!!” when a female friend likened her to a 
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tantrum-throwing child in a video. Although it might be argued that closer 
relationships are often less mitigated, it is less likely that Beiyie had closer 
relationships with these male friends, as she had much fewer interactions with 
them than she had with her girlfriends, usually interacting with them only on 
the Facebook walls of other friends, in more transactional discussions (e.g. 
planning a class outing or Excerpt 17). It is possible that Beiyie was assuming 
that males can take more aggressive stances and hence need no mitigation. 
Inter-subjective alignment in such instances is likely somewhat negative, as 
represented by the downward-pointing dashed grey arrow on the left, which 
contributes to Beiyie’s identity as an assertive young woman who can hold her 
own with the young men. 
  
In totality, Beiyie’s frequent words and habitual stances on Facebook 
helped her perform a multiplicity of identities: Singaporean, Chinese, 
humorous, outgoing, excitable and cosmopolitan in choice of entertainment. 
Her humour style is reactive, with jokes being her usual response to stimulus 
such as posted photographs, or her friends’ comments. Affiliating herself more 
with her girlfriends through supportive stances, Beiyie performed a more 
assertive identity with her male friends, and displayed a range of personas, 





5.2 Jae Zen  
Jae Zen is a writer at heart, with a love for musical theatre, BBC 
dramas and fan-fiction. Born, raised and schooled in Singapore, he is a 
Singaporean Permanent Resident, whose parents were Malaysian. At the time 
of data collection, he was enlisted in the army and had submitted his 
Singapore citizenship application. He was also applying to universities in the 
UK. On Facebook, Jae Zen’s posts and interactions revolve around his distaste 
for some aspects of army life, and his love for musical theatre, as well as the 
Sherlock franchise which includes the Conan Doyle novels and screen 
adaptations. He would also occasionally post links to the poetry and fiction he 
reads and writes. These are activities and interests not common among his 
peers and many of his posts are very long compared to those by his peers. As 
most enlisted young men have little time to go online, his assiduous updating 
and monitoring of his Facebook account heightened the significance of his 
online display of identity. The friends who engage most with him in extended 
online conversations are those who share his comparatively esoteric interests. 
 
a) In his own eyes 
In the preliminary survey and the email interview (see Appendix 11), 
Jae Zen said that his persona on Facebook is mostly the same as his real self, 
and described himself as an “Anglophilic musical theatre geek who 
happen[ed] to write”. He both poked fun at his “rabid Anglophilia” through 
his blog description and took quiet pride in the fact that he “d[id]n’t have too 
many mainstream interests”, thus underscoring his own distinctive 
representation of self. Admitting that he wished people thought of him as 
“definitely someone who is unique”, Jae Zen engaged in self-descriptions 
which hinted at a subtle degree of subversiveness. This is reinforced by the 
television shows he ‘liked’ on Facebook - Monty Python - a 1970s British 
surreal comedy show, South Park - an American animated adult situation 
comedy and Misfits - a British dark science-fiction comedy/drama television 
series, most of which are usually not screened in Singapore. Calling himself 
“an avid follower of the franchise”, he wrote fan-fiction mostly for the 2010 
British detective drama entitled Sherlock, a modern day adaptation of Conan 
Doyle’s novels, and Doctor Who, about a time-travelling alien. 
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Unsurprisingly, Jae Zen expressed a preference for the  “Queen’s 
English”, and eschewed the use of Singlish, stating unequivocally that he had 
“no fondness for Singlish or broken English” and would only use 
“colloquialism” when “it’s with friends … for humorous effect, i.e. they 
kn[e]w that [he did]n’t often talk like that”. Although he said that he was 
“influenced by the humour used mainly on Tumblr, which usually involve[d] 
exaggerated or overblown reactions”, and that “[he] want[ed] to come off as 
funny or witty sometimes”, his personal style of humour seemed to favour wit 
rather than laughter–inducing fun, and “not so much irony as much as 
innuendo at times”. Preferring to express his thoughts more obliquely, he 
sidestepped frank revelations and favoured having his friends make inferences 
about his real feelings. 
In order to “present [him]self as someone [he’d] like to be friends 
with”, Jae Zen said that he avoided posting “jarring … status updates every 
hour on whatever the user is doing” and refrained from “swearing or 
commenting on posts relating to politics/religion, because it[ was] easy to get 
into arguments from there and it d[id]n’t reflect very well on [him].” His self-
consciousness was particularly evident when it came to his writing, for in 
conversation with a fellow fan-fiction writer, he said that “there 
[we]re...literary reasons why some of the things [he’d] written should never 
reach the eyes of anyone [he] kn[ew] in real life. [He] probably wouldn't be 
able to live it down.” These comments showed his clearly heightened 
reflexivity regarding his posts on Facebook which made him appear to be 
consciously engaging in online impression management. 
 
b) Through his words 
Jae Zen was the most voluble of all the male participants in this study, 
which allowed the collection of a personal corpus of approximately 6,000 
words. This corpus is particularly interesting for what it does not have, in 
comparison with the other corpora, for unlike most of the other participants, 
there is a notable absence of Singlish terms like “LA” and “LOR” as well as 






This validated Jae Zen’s avowed distaste for Singlish and broken English, 
subtly reinforcing his Anglophile identity. Furthermore, in keeping with his 
identity as a writer and Sherlock fan, Jae Zen frequently used words such as 
“SHERLOCK” (0.47%), “FIC” which referred to fan-fiction (0.26%) and 
“READ” (0.23%), which were seldom used by the other participants in this 




Such findings verified his claims to identities as a Sherlock fan, a reader and 
writer, which were further supported by the occasional links he provided to his 
own writing. 
  In comparison to his peers, Jae Zen also seemed fond of the words 
“JUST”, “REALLY”, “PRETTY” and “BIT” (see Table 7 below). Although 
these words can have other functions, Jae Zen and the majority of the other 







In terms of frequency, it is obvious that Jae Zen used these words much more 
often than his peers. When questioned about it, Jae Zen divulged that such 
words “ma[de him] look moderate and/or not slavishly fanatical, even if the 
opposite is true. It’s a way to control how much [of himself he] present[ed] to 
[his] friends” (see Appendix 11).  
This approach appears quite rational as Jae Zen often used such 
qualifiers when commenting on topics on which he had strong feelings, such 
as his avowed interests: 
 
Excerpt 18 (In a discussion with a fellow fan-fiction writer) 
Jae Zen: First person usually works only with phenomenal writers, otherwise it's 
just aggravating to read through. Haven't found any decent Sherlock 
first-person fic yet, though there's always the possibility that there's a 
well-written one out there somewhere. 
 
 
By discussing the merits of writing in first, second and third person with such 
certitude, Jae Zen clearly performed an informed critic identity. His abiding 
interest in Sherlock was also evident in the next excerpt about another 
favourite television series, Dr Who, which is often blended by fans with 
Sherlock to create Wholock fiction:  
 
Excerpt 19 (Jae Zen recommended watching a particular episode of Dr Who in 
tandem with a particular episode of Sherlock and suggested the following in the 
ensuing discussion.) 
Jae Zen: Speaking of The Master, they really should cast Benedict Cumberbatch 
as his next regeneration without the hair dye, just so he can piss The 
Doctor off. *is proud* 
NOTE: The Master = a time-travelling alien villain who regenerates with a different 
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Jae Zen’s remarks on his other interest, musical theatre, were also moderated 
with the use of such qualifiers: 
 
Excerpt 20 (Jae Zen denounced a London-based friend’s comment about 
preferring plays to musicals.) 
Jae Zen: Plays better than musicals? Heretic. While I must admit that I really 
want to go see War Horse on West End, that's sort of the case with every 
other production they have. 
NOTE: War Horse = a play which used life-sized horse puppets 
 
 
All these helped Jae Zen perform his identity as a fan and critic and his use of 
qualifiers seemed more to corroborate his ‘slavish fanaticism’ rather than 
moderate it.  
In posts related to the army however, Jae Zen did appear calm and 
moderate with the use of qualifiers:  
 
Excerpt 21 (Jae Zen posted a lament on his finding out late about some theatre 
awards, which is answered sympathetically by his friend.) 
Qf Gwee: howz thing with u? book in wat time 2moro? 
Jae Zen: Still as awful as always, so pretty much the norm. 1925 hours. 
NOTE: howz = how are, book in wat time = what time do you have to report to camp, 
2moro = tomorrow, 1925 = twenty five minutes past seven o’clock, in army convention  
 
By dismissing the ‘awfulness’ of life as ‘pretty much the norm’, and 
answering his friend’s question using the conventional army form for time, Jae 
Zen created a tone of amusingly wry understatement. This can also be seen in 
other remarks: 
 
Excerpt 22 (Jae Zen responded to Jaden’s post.) 
Jaden: For Honour And Glory! 
Jae Zen: Said the kamikaze pilots.  
I'd also like to point out that you could pronounce that acronym in a 
multitude of pretty creative ways. 
NOTE: For Honour and Glory = motto of the commando army elite unit, kamikaze 




Again, Jae Zen’s wry reminder about kamikaze pilots, and his challenge which 
threw the heroic declaration of the motto into doubt, all contributed an 
understated vibe to his posts, proving that his humour style is indeed often 
about innuendo. In general, Jae Zen’s choice of topics and words also seemed 
to be much more deliberate compared to the more spontaneous Beiyie. This 
then reinforced his desired identity as a writer, a persona that is commonly 
expected to be more conscious about language use. 
 Although the above examples show that Jae Zen has a wry sense of 
humour, his turns at humour were rarely accompanied by orthographised 




Jae Zen only used laughter equivalents thrice in his entire corpus and always 
in conversation with female friends. Claimed by another participant, Jay, to be 
the way men rather than women laugh online, “LOL” was used once in a large 
group discussion which included female schoolmates, and once in an intense 
discussion with a female fan-fiction reader and writer. Jae Zen also used the 
only emoticon “X’D” to respond to a fan-video that this female writer had 
recommended to him. In the rest of his corpus, there are no emoticons or 
orthographised laughter, unlike the general corpus, where laughter variations 
are high on the word frequency list (e.g. “HAHA” (1.33%) is the sixth most 
frequent word).  
Nonetheless, wit and humour are abundantly present even if differently 
realised, without laughter or emoticons to mark them (unlike Beiyie’s 




Excerpt 23 (Jae Zen and fellow Dr Who enthusiasts had an animated discussion 
about Dr Who collectibles after Jae Zen posted a picture of the Sonic Screwdriver. 
Some details about the collectibles were not included in the excerpt below.) 
Rose: I have this too! Figured out how to get the batteries in yet? That part can 
be fiddly. 
Rose: Okay that's it I'm shedding the dignified proper typing for caps. OH MY 
GOD YOU HAVE THE ELEVENTH DOCTOR'S SONIC 
SCREWDRIVER SO DO I 
Jae Zen: […] I KNOW RIGHT? Getting the batteries in wasn't exactly the hard 
part; the hard part was when I tried to sonic open a door and it remained 
obdurately locked. […] 
Where did you get yours? Do you have Ten’s as well? These things are 
rarer than hen's teeth here. 
Jae Zen: I heard you can get a Dalek at Absolute Comics but I've never actually 
seen one. They had […] a perception filter, but I didn't know if it was 
supposed to look like that. 
Daniel: it doesn't do wood jae zen goodness have you learnt nothing???? 
Jae Zen: I dunno about you but my door has a metal doorknob. 
Valerie: ALL THE AWARDS FOR DANIEL'S COMMENT :') 
Rose: […] Bought mine from the BBC site and had it shipped over […] 
purchases I have never regretted, seriously. Wanted Ten's too, but 
shipping is a bitch.  
I'll just sit here and applaud your perception filter joke. Truly, that was 
witty. 
Rose: Oh, and completely off topic, but do you watch BBC's Sherlock?  
Daniel: Ily bb <333 
Jae Zen: Valerie : NO WAI 
Rose: […] The TV show Sherlock? Nope. Is it anything like the movie 
version? 
Daniel: Ily2. Also maybe you can tell me about Sherlock. 
NOTE: sonic open a door = a door- unlocking function of the screwdriver, 
perception filter = a device disguised as a watch or a key on a string with the 
telepathic effect of misdirecting senses away from the person wearing it, doesn’t do 
wood = doesn’t do anything, :') = smiley emoticon tearing from laughter, Ily bb 
<333 = “I love you baby” with exaggerated heart emoticon 
 
 
In this conversation, Jae Zen was discussing Dr Who collectibles with Rose, 
making jokes, and fending off Daniel’s and Valerie’s teasing with deadpan 
wit. All of Jae Zen’s humorous comments were unmarked and appear to be 
nonchalant interjections. In the first instance, Jae Zen joked about being 
unable to open a door with the collectible toy sonic screwdriver. Then he made 
a wry comment about whether the perception filter “was supposed to look like 
that”, a joke which could only be appreciated by Dr Who enthusiasts, who 
knew that perception filters would not look like science gadgets because they 
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were integrated into everyday objects. This was followed by a quick-witted 
retort to some teasing. 
His friends clearly appreciated his jokes, with Rose “applauding” his 
perception filter joke as “witty”, and Daniel responding with an exaggerated, 
incredulous chastisement for believing that a toy can really work like an 
imaginary scientific gadget. Daniel’s choice of the word “wood” allowed for 
two readings of his comment – firstly, that the toy could not unlock doors, and 
secondly, that such gadgets would not work on wooden devices. This opened 
up the opportunity for Jae Zen to respond with a witty but deadpan comment 
that “[his] door ha[d] a metal doorknob”. Valerie then joined in the raillery by 
expressing appreciation for Daniel’s comment with a smiley emoticon that 
was tearing from laughter, hence subtly teasing Jae Zen as well. This teasing 
sequence ended when Jae Zen’s understated but humorous rejoinder was met 
by Daniel’s conciliatory “Ily bb <333”, which was in turn met with Jae Zen’s 
own “Ily2” (i.e. I love you too), followed by a request for information. In the 
same conversational turn, when Jae Zen countered Valerie’s implied tease 
with a shouted “NO WAI”, he toned it down with an interesting spelling of the 
word “way”, seemingly simulating a lazy drawl. 
 Clearly, through this interactional sequence, Jae Zen performed an 
identity which was witty in a very dry, understated manner. His deadpan 
humour, together with his general eschewing of laughter and emoticons, seems 
to be a manifestation of his real life persona. In real life, he is also apt to make 
quips using bland facial expressions that leave people guessing whether he 
meant to joke or not. Besides being a source of amusement to himself, this 
style may perhaps be a subtle performance of his male identity, for most of the 
male participants in this study use very few emoticons. 
The sequence of interactions above also clearly shows that only people 
with their particular interests (i.e. the Dr Who series) will understand the 
jargon used. In fact, their interactions constitute a genre of participation that 
Ito (et al., 2010) have termed “geeking out”, which involves “interest-driven 
practices, [where] specialized activities, interests, or niche and marginalized 
identities come first” (p.16). Marked by “an intense commitment or 
engagement with media [that is] characteristic of the young people … 
involved in a media fandom” (p.64), the practices of these youths include 
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“intensive and frequent use of new media [as well as] high levels of 
specialized knowledge” (p.66). By “geeking out” on Facebook with his 
likeminded friends, Jae Zen clearly signaled his identity as an avid fan of the 
Dr Who series. In this sequence, which also marked the beginning of Jae Zen’s 
fascination with the Sherlock series, Jae Zen’s “identification” (Jenkins 2004) 
with this group of friends was also reinforced when Daniel used a conciliatory 
acronym and heart emoticon, which is rare among the male participants, and 
Jae Zen reciprocated with “Ily2”, which does not occur anywhere else in his 
corpus. Hence, through his words, Jae Zen performed his preferred identity of 
an interesting writer with unique interests.  
 
c) Through his stances 
As Jae Zen did not signal his “humour acts” (Raskin 1985:3) with 
laughter, expressive emoticons or formulaic openings, isolating them for 
stance analysis proved to be more difficult than Beiyie’s well-marked and 
explicit expressions of humour. In addition, Jae Zen’s preference for wry 
deadpan humour, or what he called “innuendo” made his humour much less 
obvious. Nonetheless, a stance analysis of a few of his usual remarks to his 
fellow Wholock enthusiasts revealed some interesting characteristics: 
 
Excerpt 24 (Extracted from a lengthy 4-day-long, >5000 word discussion on fan-
fiction, primarily between Jae Zen and Rose.) 
 
Jae Zen: I cope self-destructively by perusing Tumblr. Fandom creativity has 
never been so depressing and therapeutic at the same time.  
Jae Zen: … I realise now that some of my favourite fanfic quotes are my own. 
Talk about ego. 
Jae Zen: Ashattered? Flashamed? Pick a portmanteau. I did […] Because non-
words usually sound a lot more sophisticated and pretentious. 
NOTE: Tumblr = a highly popular microblogging platform and social networking 
website, portmanteau = a word formed from the blending of  two or more words  
 
 
In these quotes, Jae Zen both celebrated and undercut his creativity several 





In the surface stance act, Jae Zen talked about his creative interests as a 
fan-fiction writer and connoisseur, positioning himself as someone who knew 
these interests well. By doing so, he aligned himself positively with his 
community of friends who share similar interests, as represented by the solid 
downward-pointing arrow on the right. However, implicitly, he was also 
engaging in self-mockery, in direct contrast to his connoisseur persona and 
this showed off his ability to laugh at himself. Jae Zen’s implicit stance act 
predisposed his friends to align with him favourably, which is represented by 
the upward-pointing dashed arrow on the left. When they did so by continuing 
their extended discussion with him, his identity as a member of their group 
was affirmed. Hence, Jae Zen combined his surface and implicit stance acts to 
perform his identity as a fan-fiction writer with a sense of humour. 
In Stance Act J1, the contents of the surface and the implicit stance 
acts can also be seen as opposing double scripts, akin to the surface meaning 
vis-à-vis the oblique implication inherent in most innuendoes. This seems to 
be the key to understanding Jae Zen’s humour style, for his humorous 
comments often seemed to concurrently run two opposing scripts, bearing 
some similarity to Raskin’s hypothesis about joke-carrying texts that are 
“compatible … with two different scripts [which] are opposite” (1985:99). In 
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this way, Jae Zen played with incongruity, causing a reader to be “led along 
one line of thought … and then presented with another” (Mindess 1971:141).  
This was done with the other topics he discussed on Facebook as well, 
such as army-related humour acts (such as Excerpt 22), where incongruent 
scripts were blended to comical effect: 
 
Excerpt 25 (Jae Zen solicited help with rhyming beginning with the following post.) 
Jae Zen: I swear the most productive thing that has come out of having a 
notebook in the army so far has been sordid attempts at trying to 
compose lyrics to match the Doctor Who theme music. 
 
In this excerpt, the two incongruent scripts of army and lyric composition 
were blended by Jae Zen to amusing effect, and were then further subverted by 
reference to his creative attempts as “sordid” ones. Similarly: 
 
Excerpt 26 (Jae Zen mused about enlisting the next day.) 
Jae Zen: I have this amazing idea for tomorrow where I'll stand right in the 
middle of the bunk and holler 'VATICAN CAMEOS', and the first 
person to hit the dirt will be my new best friend. If only it wouldn't be a 
completely wasted effort. 
NOTE: VATICAN CAMEOS = a code phrase uttered by Sherlock to tell Watson, his 
partner, to duck or take cover because there may be a booby trap 
 
Jae Zen set up two incongruent scripts, i.e. code phrases from Sherlock, a 
production that is not commonly viewed by most Singaporean youths, and life 
in Singaporean army barracks, before derailing his “amazing idea” with the 
prediction that it would be a “completely wasted effort”. 
 Although Jae Zen only derided his own creative efforts (like in Stance 
Act J1), there were implied dissatisfactions hidden behind the overt references 
to his interests. When a stance analysis is done, the identity work he engaged 








In the surface stance act, it can be seen that by selecting lyric 
composition for the Doctor Who theme music and Vatican Cameos as part of 
the objects that he was orientating his stance act on, Jae Zen created a positive 
alignment and hence identification with the group of friends who share his Dr 
Who and Sherlock interests. This is represented by a solid downward-pointing 
arrow. This is akin to what Beiyie did implicitly when she used words which 
indexed her Singaporean identity (see Stance Act B1.1). However, since the 
jargon was part of Jae Zen’s main proposition, it is part of the surface stance 
rather than implicit stance. In addition, the blended incongruent double scripts 
and slight self-mockery in Jae Zen’s comments showed off his wit and adroit 
use of language, creating both interest and sympathy. Thus, he primed his 
friends to align positively with him, represented by the upward-pointing 
dashed arrow on the right, and strengthened his identity as a member of their 
group.  
At the same time, an examination of the implicit stance act reveals that 
although army-related referents were not given primary focus in Jae Zen’s 
utterances, he had implicitly evaluated them in a negative way because his 
creative efforts were impeded in the army environment. This contributed to his 
non-identification with the army, and positioned him as dissociated from it. 
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His implied dissatisfaction and his wry humour in narrating these scenarios 
gained him sympathetic responses from his friends which seem similar to 
those received by adolescent German girls narrating disaster stories in 
humorous ways (Branner 2004). In Branner’s study, it was noted that when 
embarrassing stories are recounted with humour, the victim’s friends would 
use the opportunity to laugh with her and engage in collaborative story-telling 
to “celebrate … group solidarity and heal the wounds of the victim” (p.139). 
Similarly, Jae Zen’s friends took on dismissive tones that parallel his implicit 
stance, hence signalling their understanding and solidarity: 
 
Excerpt 25a (A response to Jae Zen’s comment in Excerpt 24) 
Hita Praan: I wrote a poem about how army sucks 
 
Excerpt 26a (A response to Jae Zen’s comment in Excerpt 25) 
Qu Lee: I have a feeling that your bunk will be filled with meatheads. 
NOTE: meatheads = slang for muscular but stupid men 
 
 
Although his surface stance act was focused on his thwarted creative efforts, 
his friends often focused more on his implicit stance act and responded with 
sympathetic, aligning stances, represented by the upward-pointing dashed 
arrow on the left of Stance Act J2. Such responses then reinforced his identity 
as a member of the group. 
 Jae Zen’s repeated use of double scripts also suggests that he might 
have some conscious awareness of incongruous scripts in life, and exploited 
them in funny anecdotes. For example, he used double scripts to present 
himself as considerably atypical, compared to people who are more 
conventional: 
 
Excerpt 27 (Jae Zen recounted an occasion when he tricked his classmates.) 
Jae Zen: So this one time we're having a National Education class in the computer 
laboratory (I can't remember if it was in 2010 or in 2011) and we got put 
into groups to research and complete some sort of write-up on 
"Singaporeans who have made a name for themselves in the world" […] 
I suggested Annabel Chong, and no one in my group understood why 
until I told them to Google her. Needless to say, we did not feature 
Annabel Chong. I think it was the first time I consciously managed to 
troll other people. 
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NOTE: National Education = a mandatory civics education programme which 
teaches students facts about Singapore so as to foster pride and a sense of 
belonging, Annabel Chong = a Singapore-born American pornography star, troll = 
the act of making inflammatory or off-topic comments to disrupt conversation 
 
 
In the above excerpt, Jae Zen made use of the double scripts possible in the 
term “well-known”. By suggesting someone who was notorious rather than 
someone that conventional Singaporean society admired, he not only revealed 
his ability to trick people who were less informed, but also depicted himself as 
someone unconventional.  
 
Excerpt 28 (Jae Zen commented on his Chinese experiences.) 
Jae Zen: Oddly, I'm feeling a lot more Chinese, having used chopsticks correctly 
for more than two consecutive days, gotten a load of chrysanthemum tea 
into my system and engaged in fleeting Mandarin conversations with 
relatives over the weekend. Admittedly, the experience was diminished 
slightly with a paucity of usable words and horrible phonetic 




Similarly, in Excerpt 28, Jae Zen called up the conventional Chinese 
Singaporean script, before proceeding to show that he was unable to follow it, 
despite being of Chinese descent. As with Excerpts 25 and 26, such anecdotes 
are primarily funny because of the incongruity of the double scripts. However, 
there was also clear celebration of Jae Zen’s non-conformity, which contrasted 
curiously with the implicit indexing of his Singaporean (Chinese) identity (see 






In the surface stance act, Jae Zen highlighted his non-conformity with 
entertainingly droll humour, setting up a positive alignment with his potential 
interlocutors, as represented by the solid downward-pointing arrow on the 
right. Like the surface stance act in Stance Act J1, the use of humour also 
primed Jae Zen’s friends to respond appreciatively, which is reinforced by 
customary Facebook expectations of response and commentary (see Section 
1.2) as well as the contemplative “I think it …”, which indirectly solicited 
feedback. This is represented by the dashed upward-pointing arrow on the 
right.  
Although Jae Zen’s surface stance act celebrated his 
unconventionality, he was also implicitly indexing himself as a young 
Singaporean with his choice of topics. By referring to familiar young 
Singaporean experiences in his anecdotes, Jae Zen positioned himself as a 
young Singaporean, even if reluctantly, and hence established alignment with 
the majority of his Singaporean friends on Facebook, represented by the solid 
downward-pointing arrow on the left. This attracted many Facebook “likes” 
and responses from friends who are not part of his select “wholock” group and 
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who rarely converse with him on Facebook. Their corresponding alignment is 
represented by the upward-pointing dashed arrow on the left, and their actions 
then validated Jae Zen’s identity as a Singaporean student. 
The preceding analyses show that Jae Zen’s use of double scripts as 
well as understatement is characteristic of his humour, and a method by which 
he elicited appreciative responses from like-minded friends. His comparatively 
erudite language style, unembellished with Singlish, orthographised laughter 
or emoticons, and tempered with qualifiers and indirect implications, is a 
testimony to his skill and identity as a writer. The recurring selection of Dr 
Who, Sherlock, fan-fiction reading and writing as objects in his stance acts, in 
tandem with his perceptible discomfort with some common Singaporean 
experiences, helped him perform an unconventional, niche-group identity. 
Such an identity bears some similarity with what Bhatia terms “in-between 
identities” (2002:55), except that rather than feeling torn between immigrant 
“diasphoric selves” (p.73), Jae Zen’s ‘in-betweenness’ is between his 
Singaporean upbringing and his niche interests, which admittedly may have 
been complicated by Singapore’s British colonial legacy, his current 
Singapore permanent resident status and his aspirations to undertake tertiary 
studies in Britain. Like the podcasting Malaysian who worked in Britain and 
the ethnic Indian who lived in America (Dervin & Riikonen 2009), Jae Zen is 
undoubtedly influenced by how “computer-mediated communication … 
contribute[s] to the contemporary multiplication of voices in the definition of 
identities” (p.149). 
  
In summary, although the examination of Jae Zen’s corpus also 
revealed a multiplicity of identities (like Beiyie’s corpus), Jae Zen seemed 
more cynical about some of his identities. He clearly revelled in his more 
esoteric identities, and delighted in making his readers infer his private 




5.3 Kylie  
Good-natured and gregarious, Kylie is a popular young lady with an 
exceedingly wide spectrum of friends on Facebook, including family 
members, ex-school friends, church friends, community elders and friends 
from work, volunteer and artistic activities. A Chinese Singaporean, Kylie is 
an artist, dancer and singer in her spare time, and at the time of data collection, 
was working in an ice-cream parlour whilst awaiting her GCSE A level results 
and university admission. Her Facebook conversations often started with 
interesting anecdotes about her family or herself, pictures of artwork or 
performances she engaged in, as well as inspirational media or religious 
material. All of her activities fell within the spectrum of common activities 
among her peer group, but she seemingly did more of everything compared to 
her peers. 
 
a) In her own eyes 
Unlike most of the other participants, including Beiyie and Jae Zen, 
Kylie was adamant that her real self is “exactly the same” as her Facebook 
persona and insisted that she presented herself on Facebook “as the way I am 
in person”. Expectations of some degree of authenticity seem to be de rigueur 
among the research participants (15 said their online personas were “mostly 
the same, while 4 said they were “exactly the same”), but Kylie stood out with 
her repeated assertions in the survey, and email interview (see Appendix 12). 
In fact, she resolutely declared that she was “genuine” in “nearly all virtual 
platforms [she] use[d] regularly, including WhatsApp and sms”, and “really 
[was] just who [she was] on Facebook, to the best of [her] knowledge”. As 
Kylie was the most active and voluble participant in this study, with the most 
number of friends (more than 1000, all of whom she seemed to have had 
personal contact with), such authenticity seems to be both a necessary and yet 
remarkable feat.  
Although Kylie admitted to consciously avoiding “anything rude” and 
“offensive”, especially “anything racist”, and refraining from posting 
“sensitive/private” information, she attributed her actions to “hav[ing] a social 
obligation to not negatively influence [young kids who have access to her 
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Facebook page]”. Such online impression management strategies seem to have 
been carried over from real life impression management strategies that Kylie 
utilised in most aspects of her life, as can be inferred from her assertion that 
she “d[id]n’t use swear words often in real life too anyway”. Perhaps this 
might be due in part to her cultural background, her religious affiliation or her 
close relationship with her family.  
Kylie’s personal style did not seem to have been impeded by her 
impression management practices however, for she asserted that she “post[ed] 
what [she] fe[lt] like posting, mostly funny statuses with the purpose of 
making others laugh [and] occasionally inspirational quotes to inspire others”. 
Like Beiyie, it is apparent that she enjoyed “mak[ing] others laugh a little :)”, 
and this is integral to what she termed her “hyper” and “EMOTIVE” persona 
on Facebook, which seemed to spill over into her Facebook comments, survey 
and interviews. Her online exuberance also appears to be a direct contrast to 
Jae Zen’s apparent restraint and inclination towards understatement. 
 
b) Through her words 
As the most voluble of all the participants in this study, Kylie had a 
personal corpus of more than 10,000 words. A frequency analysis revealed a 
phenomenon not seen in other participants’ individual corpora. There was an 
unusually large number of single letters and non-words used such as D, XD, Q 
& O, making up a total of 4.32% which was almost 2.5% more than the 





The concordance data for each letter revealed that they were used in the 
formation of emoticons, some of which are particularly unusual e.g. “Q.Q”. 
Since the corpus engine Wordsmith cannot recognise complete emoticons as 
words, whole emoticons were manually isolated from the raw data, and a 
count revealed that Kylie used 681 emoticons. This meant that approximately 
more than 5.7% of her total number of words was made up of emoticons alone 
(compared to Jae Zen’s non-use of emoticons and Beiyie’s 4.87% of 
emoticons and orthographised laughter variations combined). Such use of 
emoticons seem to index a feminine identity, as they appear to echo research 
which show that females smile more and are more expressive (e.g. Cameron 
2000). 
This is also empirical evidence supporting Kylie’s claims of being 
“hyper” and “emotive”, as the range and uniqueness of her emoticons enabled 




Like Beiyie’s orthographised laughter, Kylie’s emoticons were evenly 
distributed throughout her corpus, indicating that such usage was characteristic 









Furthermore, a visual scan reveals that Kylie often used multiple emoticons in 
a single turn, hence capturing fleeting facial expressions. These emoticons 
seemed rather comical because they are unique and a little exaggerated, and in 
essence, they enacted the real Kylie online, with her slightly inordinate 
reactions to many things in face-to-face conversations: 
 
Excerpt 29 (Kylie briefly discussed university orientation camps with Maggie.) 
Kylie: Haven't gone for […] orientation yet D:: Didn't get selected for camp D: 
Maggie: There's selection for camps?! Nevermind lah can just make friends when 
sch starts :))) Or crash camps! 
Kylie: IKR D: Crash cannot they take head count Q.Q You have fun at SMU 
OKAY :D 
NOTE: Nevermind lah = Singlish for don’t worry, crash camp = join the camp 
without invitation, IKR = I know, right? indicating agreement, crash cannot they 
take head count = I can’t crash the camp because they will count the people there 
(Singlish syntax), SMU = acronym for a local university. 
 
 
In this excerpt, Kylie went from an appalled D:: to a less unhappy D: which 
changed into the sad Q.Q before finally changing into a wide encouraging 
smile :D. In real time, there was only a 3-minute interval between Kylie’s first 
and last comment. Similarly, in the following excerpts, Kylie went through a 
whole gamut of expressions when discussing a difficulty she experienced:  
 
Excerpt 30 (Kylie expressed her frustrations about learning Japanese. Some technical 
details have been omitted here.) 
Lan SJ: Yep I'm still learning Japanese […] (: Sure, glad to help! […] 
Kylie: OOOOOHHHH yay help me out :D Furigana means both hiragana and katakana doesn't it O_O Anyway, both! Kanji learning by myself is a very slow process... But i have this stupid instruction sheet for my artwork that's in Japanese,and i can't read the last bit :((( 
Lan SJ: Oh. Furigana is […] like having Hanyu Pinyin […] Lol! Take photo of it, upload on facebook, tag me I see what I can help. […] 
Kylie: SJ: Stupid website information cheated my feelings >.< Close enough :D 
Thanks for clearing my misunderstanding! YEAH. […] The websites don't 
seem to be very reliable :((( Okay i will!!! Thank you :) I finished katakana 
and hiragana already abang :D I can write them all out for you,if you want. 
NOTE:Furigana/hiragana/katakuna/kanji = different Japanese scripts, cheated my 
feelings = deceived me (in Singlish), abang = brother (in Malay) 
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In these excerpts, Kylie’s emoticons swung from negative (e.g. D::, Q.Q, 
O_O, :(((, >.<) to positive (e.g. :D, and :)) within a short span of words. This 
added to their comic effect, and showed off Kylie’s funny persona, especially 
when contrasted against more solemn, prayerful occasions when Kylie forwent 
all emoticons: 
 
Excerpt 31 (Kylie prayed online for her godmother in hospital.) 
Kylie: Please God, I pray and I pray and I pray. Just please help her. 
 
 
Hence, although Kylie’s choice of words may not appear funny, her much 
wider and more creative range of emoticons (compared to Beiyie’s) aided in 
the performance of an expressive and fun personality. Her ‘niceness’ was also 
fairly evident because even when expressing frustration, she did not forget to 
‘smile’ at and respond genially to her friends (e.g. she closed her conversation 
with Maggie with an affable “have fun”, and offered to write in Japanese for 
Lan SJ, whom she affectionately addressed as “abang”, i.e. brother). 
 Likewise, Kylie’s action descriptions, often embedded in anecdotal 





In contrast to Beiyie’s action descriptions, which often appear face-threatening 
(see Chart 4), Kylie’s descriptions of her family members’ and her own rather 
bizarre actions and reactions e.g. “flails about excitedly” and “doing a weird 
dance around the house”, made her appear comical. 
 Many of Kylie’s status updates were amusing anecdotes about her 
family, which was unusual among her peers, who did not often write about 
their families. Although such anecdotes initially seemed a little similar to Jae 
Zen’s recounted personal anecdotes in Excerpts 27 and 28, Kylie’s anecdotes 
were substantially different in how they present Kylie:  
 
Excerpt 32 (Kylie recounted a family conversation.) 
Kylie: *Doing a weird dance around the house* 
Mum: *Stares at me blankly, then looks at aidan* 
"Did you just see a HUGE ant getting lost around the house?" 
Me:"DID YOU JUST CALL ME AN ANT." 
 
 
Unlike Jae Zen’s anecdotes written from a first-person perspective, Kylie’s 
family anecdotes were written like a play script, creating an odd distancing 
effect, as if she was an outsider observing the situation. Essentially, by 
recounting such stories in this way on Facebook, Kylie shifted these self-
contained family stories into what Goffman termed the “theatrical frame … 
which transforms an individual into a stage performer … an object that can be 
looked at … without offense, and looked to for engaging behaviour, by 
persons in an “audience” role” (1974:124). By doing this repeatedly, such as 
in the following excerpt, Kylie created amusing little theatrical vignettes, 
thereby “mak[ing] others laugh a little”: 
 
Excerpt 33 (Kylie recounted her dismay at her father’s comment.) 
Kylie: During dinner as I was laughing madly,sitting opposite my dad. 
Papa:" Eh kylie! YOU HAVE DIMPLES?!" 
Me:"...... After 18 years of being my father you JUST REALIZED I 
HAVE DIMPLES?!" 
</3 





In these anecdotes, there was no clear celebration of particular personality 
traits (e.g. unconventionality) or any highly introspective reflection (unlike Jae 
Zen’s anecdotes). In addition, although Kylie was the besieged character, the 
anecdote was funny without being self-disparaging, unlike Beiyie’s comments, 
which were often a little self-deprecatory. Instead, Kylie presented herself as 
simply taken aback. In fact, her indignant reactions hinted at a healthy self-
respect that felt affronted by such treatment, as can be clearly discerned in the 
following: 
 
Excerpt 34 (Kylie recounted another amusing parental comment.) 
Kylie: *Does something that makes my mum laugh heartily.* 
Me:"See mum, what WOULD you do without me?" 
Mum:"Oh...MANY THINGS." 
WHY MUM WHY. </3 
 
  
Kylie’s indignation can be explained with reference to Goffman’s Frame 
Analysis (1974). As such anecdotes invoked a family-oriented primary “social 
framework … with ‘guided doings’ [that] subject the doers to ‘standards’, to .. 
appraisal of [their] actions” (p.22), a common expectation would be support 
for family members. However, the unexpectedness of the actions of Kylie’s 
family members, made these actions “ineffectively guided behaviour” (p.39) 
that did not quite fit with the primary social framework, which then cued 
sympathy for Kylie. 
Similarly, she educed sympathy for herself through recounting 
amusing predicaments that she found herself in, such as the following: 
 
Excerpt 35 (Kylie complained about biting bugs.) 
Kylie: Apparently, (hateful,abominable,wretched,evil) bugs just can't get 
enough of my blood (or something). 





In this excerpt, Kylie indulged in a highly unusual round of pseudo-expletive 
“FWPEOIFHWPEOIFHDGHPOIGHENLKNCVKXLIWEF”. Seen in totality 
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with “WTH” (acronym for What the Heck!), “*!@$#?” (see Excerpt 36) and 
“X94803294820394”, which were the only other instances of ‘swearing’ in 
Kylie’s corpus, such sanitized ‘profanities’ appeared highly comical and bore 
testimony to her claim that she did not use swear words often and was 
conscious of her social obligation to not negatively influence others. In 
addition, this kind of ‘swearing’ brings to mind Robin Lakoff’s ideas about 
women tending towards avoidance of coarse language or expletives (1975). 
This of course, further reinforced the feminine identity that she already 
performed through her inordinate use of emoticons. 
 In all the excerpts above, Kylie performed a hilarious persona through 
the odd predicaments she found herself in and her inordinate reactions, and not 
through self-deprecating humour (like Beiyie) or adroit use of language (like 
Jae Zen). Her anecdotes appeared to surface an “‘absurd’ or ‘out of this world’ 
element” (Chiaro 1992:9), where there is “trangressive… violat[ion of] all 
sorts of discursive proprieties” (Purdie 1993:34) and conventional 
expectations. This was particularly clear in Excerpt 35, where her near-
histrionics over irritating insect bites was very startling and hence funny. 
However, although Kylie was, in many ways, the butt of the joke in such 
anecdotes, there is no impression of inferiority, unlike classic ‘joke-butts’ (e.g. 
Raskin’s “dumb jokes” 1985:185). Instead, Kylie became an object of 
sympathy, assisted in part by the social expectations for empathetic responses 
underlying Facebook usage. Her humorous anecdotes also paralleled the 
actions of the Irish who use jokes to project themselves as “successful and 
witty users of jokes about themselves” (Davies 1988:60), subtly creating a 
persona worthy of sympathy through entertaining readers and making them 
laugh incredulously along with her. 
 
c) Through her stances 
Stance analysis of Kylie’s family anecdotes, in particular their 






In the Surface Stance Act, Kylie’s final punchlines in her anecdotes 
were addressed directly to her family members who were the ‘characters’ in 
her vignettes, as evident from the use of “you” and “mum”. These punchlines 
were capitalised and ‘shouted’ (also evident in Excerpt 35), which seem to be 
in keeping with the “emotive” aspect of Kylie’s character. Since Kylie’s shock 
and indignation clearly stemmed from the fact that her parents’ comments and 
actions mattered to her, her strong alignment and identification with her family 
became evident, represented by the solid downwards-pointing arrow on the 
right. This alignment was aided by the “theatrical frame” (Goffman 1974:124) 
of the anecdote which positioned her family members as “fellow performers 
… inhabitants of the same realm”, tacitly reinforcing her identity as a member 
of her family. It was also reinforced by her frequent posting of similar family 
anecdotes as well as her occasional bald declarations of love for her family 
members, e.g. “Family – the best gift God blessed me with” and “HAPPY 
FATHER'S DAY PAPA :) […] I love you and God bless :)”. Her identity as a 
person for whom family is important was thus clearly performed. 
 At the same time, whilst the punchlines were obviously part of the self-
contained play script, their clear positioning as punchlines also made them 
similar to “‘rhetorical’ commentary on the characters or events of [Kylie’s] 
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story, [meant] to induce appropriate attitudes in the reader” (Booth 1952:164). 
Indirectly then, in the implicit stance act, Kylie was addressing her audience 
(Subject 3), and cueing a reading of herself feeling distressed and asking for 
sympathy and comfort, an action that is supported by the Facebook interface 
allowing commentary from friends. These punchlines hence functioned like 
Jae Zen’s “I think” (see Stance Act J3) which invited empathy. In Kylie’s 
case, sympathy for her plight appeared natural and indeed, this was the stance 
taken by several self-selected interlocutors who reacted with the following 
sympathetic comments - “Fathers.” (in response to Ex33), and “Ouch... :c I'm 
sure your mum would rather give up those things for you than do those things 
without you!” (to Ex34). By sympathising with Kylie, these interlocutors 
aligned themselves with her, hence signalling her membership in their 
network.  
In addition, it was also interesting how a few of Kylie’s male friends 
built on her parents’ remarks, teasing her with “you have dimples!?” (in 
response to Ex33), and “Ur mum is right, without u really can do many things 
:-p” (to Ex34). This suggested that her parents’ comments in the anecdotes 
might also be teasing, to trigger her funny inordinate responses (already 
evident from the way she uses emoticons). Such teasing from her friends 
certainly seemed to be common, as can be seen from their responses to 
humorous anecdotes about predicaments that Kylie found herself in (similar to 
Excerpt 35): 
 
Excerpt 36 (Kylie complained about being injured.)  
Kylie: Opened the refrigerator to find ice, only to have a frozen half-lemon drop 
on my foot. *!@$#? 
7 people like this 
Angie: O.O 
Kylie: Yup that was my reaction AFTER *!@$#? 
Angie Haha you're so cute  
Bebu: When life gives you lemons~ 
Kylie: Angie: HAHA NO cute is not a word one uses to describe me XD 
Bebu: KICK THEM AWAY AND ICE YOUR FEET FIRST. 
Bebu: You lousy 
Angie: Fine your reactions are! 
Kylie: Babo: YOU lousy :D 
Angie: Okay that one can accept ^^ 




Kylie: IT FELL ON MY FOOT. 
Bebu: So? If the man of your dreams fell on your foot by accident would you kick 
him in anger? 
Kylie: Yes i would actually. Not that the man of my dreams would even be as 
clumsy! HA. 
Bebu: He wouldn't be clumsy if god gave him a lil push would he :o and you 
never know :P 
Mark: eh Kylie i thought your ankle joints just recovered. must think about their 
feelings k. :) 
Kylie: Bebu: Kick. 
Mark: HAHA yes they did but a frozen lemon dropped on my foot >.< 
natural reflex would be to kick,yes?? 
Mark: i thought the natural reflex would be to shift the foot to avoid getting hit but 
i guess kick is a violent alternative. hope your lemon is alright! 
Kylie: HAHAHA MARK i super like your comment XD To be precise, i meant 
AFTER avoiding the lemon, i'd kick it :D AND WHY WOULD YOU 
CARE ABOUT THE LEMON. IT LANDED ON MY FOOT. 
Mark: 
how it felt after you kicked it:  
Mark: but yes please take of yourself before school starts! :P […] 
Kylie: HAHAH OMG MARK I FEEL DAMN BAD FOR THE LEMON NOW. 
Where did you even find that picture?!?!?!?! Thanks for making me feel 
guilty. Yes […] if i don't reinjure myself (with another lemon,perhaps). 
You too right :D […] 
Bebu: Fine. Kick me. That's all I'm here for isn't it? 
Kylie: Bebu: No lol now if i kick you, you'll probably look like the lemon in matt's 
picture and i'll feel terribly sad 
 
In this excerpt, Kylie received both sympathy and teasing from her friends, 
many of whom ‘like’ the post. It is clear that the young men, Bebu and Matt, 
both teased her more incessantly than Angie, and Kylie’s initial reactions were 
as usual quite “hyper” in nature, with much adamant shouting and expressive 
emoticons. This appeared characteristic of Kylie, as can be observed from her 
family anecdotes. However, like Angie, Bebu and Matt also took on indulgent 
and caring tones, reinforced by their knowledge and mention of her injury 
prone nature, Matt’s reminder to “take care of [her]self” and Bebu’s invitation 
for her to kick him. Likewise, Kylie responded with reciprocal good-natured 
comments like “I super like your comment XD” and “lol now if i kick you 
[…] i’ll feel terribly sad” by the end of the excerpt, which implied that she had 
a good relationship with them.  
Loud, expressive and affectionate responses to the majority of her 
friends, both male and female, even after their incessant teasing, seemed to be 




 Excerpt 37 (Kylie complained about developing ugly muscles from her job.)  
Kylie: MUSCLES FROM ICE-CREAM SCOOPING ._.  
12 people like this 
Stella: lol...u earn money AND get a form of exercise...killing 2 birds wth 1 stone 
i'll say... :))) 
Kylie: HAHAHA yes except my right arm will be buffer than my left. Wanna 
come visit :D 
Mike: where u working at? i come visit 
Kylie: Actually never mind XD XD 
Kylie: I don't want you ordering ice cream which everyone has been doing just to 
torture me :( 
Stella: oh...then scoop wth 2 hands then...or alternate... :) 
Mike:  ..... i helping u get more bisceps 
Mike: plus u can gimme extra large for the price of a small 
Mike: hahaha 
Stella: LOL...this guy.... 
Kylie: Stella: LOL THAT'LL JUST LOOK LIKE A NOOB. IKR (bangs head) 
Mike: LOL NO. Anyway i'm always generous with ice cream ^^ […] 
NOTE: bisceps [sic] = biceps, NOOB = inexperienced person 
 
 
In the above excerpts, it is particularly interesting that Mark seemed 
comfortable teasing Kylie on Facebook because this was the only extended 
conversation he had with her on Facebook during the period of data collation. 
As such online teasing was also observed from other individuals who did not 
have many interactions with Kylie on Facebook, it appeared that her friends, 
like her family members, were apt to tease her whether online or offline, 
perhaps because she would respond in a funny manner. This testified to her 
general amiability. In addition, it was significant that these friends often 
interacted only with Kylie and not with each other in these conversations 
(Stella’s comment about Mike being an exception), and Kylie often 
concurrently maintained separate conversational threads with each of them 
with a “[name]:” to signal who she was addressing her remark to. As she did 
this frequently with different friends, this was further evidence of Kylie’s good 
relationships with a wide spectrum of friends.  
Furthermore, in these interactions, Kylie’s girlfriends, such as Angie 
and Stella, did not tease her aggressively. Angie teased her indirectly with an 
ironic “Fine your reactions are” while Stella buffered her potentially face-
threatening recommendations of more positive perspectives with laughter and 
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emoticons, and even stood up for Kylie by laughing at Mike’s suggestion. As 
Kylie responded to their comments with similar laughter, emoticons and non-
aggressive language, she in essence performed consistent and abundant 
positive alignments with members of her own gender, hence subtly performing 
her own femininity too. 
 In the preceding excerpts, Kylie was also clearly unafraid to disagree, 
but generally did so in a convivial manner which epitomized both her personal 




In the surface stance act, Kylie usually disagreed directly and without 
prevarication, using “No” without hedges and indirect speech, contrasting 
significantly with Jae Zen’s use of innuendo and circumvention (see Stance 
Act J2-3). In addition, she clearly stated the reasons for her positions. As her 
non-acceptance of her friends’ propositions was essentially negative 
alignment, this is represented by the grey downward-pointing arrow. However, 
as was usual with Kylie, although there was some aggrieved shouting (about 
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looking like a NOOB), there was no force of anger or aggression behind any 
of her statements here, as can be seem from the accompanying orthographised 
laugher such as “LOL” and “HAHA”. Her assertion about the “man of [her] 
dreams” and the following cheeky “HA” is probably one of her most ‘defiant’ 
responses, which contrasted sharply with Beiyie’s more antagonistic bantering 
with her male friends (see Stance Act B3). Therefore, Kylie’s shouted 
laughter, emoticons and sympathy-arousing reasons contributed to her strong 
positive alignment with her friends, represented by the black downward-
pointing arrow. 
More subtly, when Kylie consistently used directness, and good 
humour to respond in quirky ways to comments and teases, she was building 
and performing a candid and cheerful personal style. Her personal stance style 
is hence similar to that of the manager with a “firm, yet funny and good 
natured” professional identity studied by Holmes and Marra (2005: 193). This 
is represented in the implicit stance act, with Kylie’s style establishing her 
positive alignment with her friends, as represented by the solid downward-
pointing arrow on the left. This quite obviously evoked her friends’ reciprocal 
affection, which is represented by the dashed upward-pointing arrow on the 
left.  
Furthermore, as Kylie used this style unfailingly with family members 
and a wide range of friends from secondary school, junior college, church and 
even church elders, regardless of gender, her assiduous good-natured 
responses collectively became a kind of “stance accretion” (Rauniomaa 2003). 
Unlike Beiyie and Jae Zen’s accreted stances however, Kylie’s stances did not 
directly contribute to her alignments with particular groups of interlocutors 
(and hence her “identification” with them). Instead, by being so consistently 
direct and yet amiable with such a wide range of individuals, Kylie subtly 
created a consistent stance that could be seen as an “ethos of self” (Johnstone 
2009:44) i.e. the “discursive display of consistent personal identity” (p.46). 
Over time, Kylie’s “style of stance … index[ed] not a social identity but a 
personal identity, a particular lingual biography” (ibid), with similarities to 
what Goodwin has identified as moral stance, which is  
acting in such a way as to reveal to others that the actor can be 
trusted to assume the alignments and do the cognitive work 
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required for the appropriate accomplishment of the collaborative 
tasks they are pursuing in concert with others, [i.e.] act[ing] as a 
moral member of the community (2007:70-1). 
 
In other words, a consistent style of stance can be part of the “acting in such a 
way” that an individual projects his/her trustworthiness and reliability as a 
“moral member of the community” to other people.  
Like Barbara Jordan, a respected African American politician, with a 
“personal identity as a thoughtful, consistent, authoritative person” (Johnstone 
2009:46), conveyed by a 
linguistic style … adopted across discourse genres and across 
time [which is] understood to index rhetorical credibility by 
constructing and calling attention to moral and epistemological 
authority stemming from consistent personal identity rather than 
changeable social identity (p.29). 
 
Kylie’s style also indexed credibility because of her consistent personal 
identity performed across time and across genres including the survey 
questionnaire, email interview, Facebook interactions, and private text-
messaging. Through the consistent use of her particular style of stance, Kylie 
performed a trustworthy and genuine moral identity, online and elsewhere, and 
this also contributed to her friends’ positive alignment with her.  
 
 In summary, the above analyses show besides performing identities as 
a quirky “emotive” female, a caring family member and a humorous good-
natured friend, Kylie also performed a consistent style of stance which 
gaveher credibility and contributed to her identity as a ‘moral’ individual 
(using Goodwin’s definition). As she frequently posted anecdotes that anyone 
could respond to and did not often pre-select particular groups of potential 
interlocutors through the use of Singlish or jargon, unlike Beiyie and Jae Zen, 
she projected an inclusive attitude and genuine conviviality. This elicited 
positive responses and conversation from her readers, and their reactions 
further reinforced her identity as one of them, even if they all derived from 
different communities.  
 
This chapter has deployed corpus methodology with Du Bois’ stance 
triangle to analyse the identity performances of Beiyie, Jae Zen and Kylie. The 
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analyses show that online construction and performance of identity is done 
through self-positionings and intersubjective-alignments established with 
specific word choices and repeated stance acts. A new construct - the implicit 
stance act, was introduced to extend Du Bois’ framework and it has elucidated 
how identity can be performed both overtly and implicitly through repeated 
concurrent stance acts. The following chapter will conclude this study by 





Explicating the Discursive Construction of Online Selves 
 Perhaps it's impossible to wear an identity without becoming 
what you pretend to be. 
ʊ from Ender's Game (Orson Scott Card 1985:231),  
 
The preceding analyses addressed the issues raised in the first two 
chapters and explicated the processes of online identity construction. The 
following section will summarize what this study has discovered. 
 
6.1 Youths and Their Facebook Selves 
The youths in this study variously engaged in almost all the activities 
that DMD studies have examined, writing about themselves as well as sharing 
links and photographs they like as if SNSes were a kind of “public diary” 
(Cachia & Hache 2011:216). To these youths, their Facebook selves were 
definitely identities for public display. Generally careful about posting 
potentially contentious and/or relationally damaging material such as racist or 
sexist remarks, they nevertheless strove to present their “real” or authentic 
selves online, perhaps because the friends they had admitted into their 
Facebook network were people they interacted with offline. Therefore, there 
truly was no great difference between their online and offline presentation of 
selves (Palfrey and Gasser 2008:20), besides a little more circumspection than 
they would normally exercise with very close friends or family. 
Although almost all the participants checked their Facebook accounts 
regularly to keep abreast of their friends’ activities, individuals differed 
significantly in how they used the affordances of Facebook. Whereas some 
used Facebook sparingly, briefly commenting only when they were tagged in 
photographs, others posted updates regularly and engaged in long 
conversations with friends (like the three principal informants). It is evident 
that more of an individual’s identity is revealed when the individual spends 
more time online (Thomas 2007:189), for the online identity performances of 
the more loquacious individuals were much more memorable and true to life.   
Unlike DMD studies which found that new media platforms often 
fostered identity experimentation, this study found insufficient evidence of 
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such liberal experimentation among the participants. Instead, when they chose 
to be active and to engage in substantial identity performance on Facebook, 
they typically performed stable identities, which “locate[d] … and … define[d 
them] in relation to other people” (Myers  2010:4) and particular interests. 
This may be because firstly, SNSes are predicated on connections between 
real individuals, and there is the expectation that everyone represents 
themselves as truthfully as possible. Secondly, as older teenagers, the 
participants are likely more mature, and hence more certain (perhaps 
subconsciously) of which identities and community memberships they hold 
dear. Before applying for tertiary education, many have likely taken time to 
reflect on their own characters, and their capabilities in order to make life 
choices about future qualifications and careers that they wish to pursue.  
Nonetheless, although there is a relative lack of identity 
experimentation and more adherence to “socially prescribed roles” (Stern 
2007:118), there is evidence of online creativity. The simplest and most 
common would be the use of unusual spelling for dramatic impact, as well as 
ingeniously amusing captions for photographs, but creative products such as 
Jae Zen’s writing and Kylie’s artwork are less common among these youths. 
Many of them experiment with photography by playing with angles, 
interesting poses or props, as well as digital manipulation of photographs (e.g. 
Wenshu’s meditating monk in Excerpt 2). There is evidence of 
recontextualisation of media material, which can be fairly simple (e.g. Sherri 
using a video clip of an idol kissing someone to taunt friends who admire him 
in Excerpt 3) or much more complex (e.g. Jae Zen’s fan-fiction endeavours). It 
is apparent that “multi-media composing” (Hull 2003:233) and referencing is a 
norm, which indicates that there should be adequate consideration of 
referenced media in the discourse analysis of online youth data, even if the 
linguistic data is ample. 
That Facebook is a “hanging out site in its own right” (Horst et al. 
2010:40) is a certainty, for the participants definitely see people, rather than 
technology, on the other side of the computer screen (cf. Tapscott 1998:39). 
The majority of these youths are not necessarily enamoured of technology, but 
some may assiduously learn how to utilise the affordances of websites such as 
Facebook, Twitter, Tumblr and Instagram as semiotic resources (see Taylor & 
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Mendoza-Denton 2005:84). This is particularly true of the three principal 
informants, for Beiyie is turning increasingly to Instagram to publish 
photographs that inspire her, whilst Jae Zen both browses and actively writes 
in Tumblr and Kylie learns Japanese and blogskin-design skills through online 
programmes.  
In addition, because the focus of these youths is on connections with 
other people, they often revealed their birth dates, tag the locations they were 
at and identified the institutions they studied or worked at, to aid in their 
networking. Although they are aware of criminal cyber-activities such as 
stalking or unauthorised cyber-spying and do not usually reveal compromising 
photographs or key private information such as addresses and telephone 
numbers, most of them do not seem to be as concerned about how criminals 
can potentially use other personal information. This seems to indicate that 
their desire to network overrides their desire for privacy, and that their 
relations to other people and interests are more important in their presentation 
of self. This can certainly be discerned from the actions of participants who 
are relatively less active on Facebook. Though seldom initiating conversation 
on Facebook, they are apt to respond when directly questioned or tagged in 
conversations or photographs.  
It is clear that the youths in this study accrue social benefits from 
Facebook, such as support and community bonding which are important for 
their emotional health and happiness. By observing each other’s birthdays 
with well-wishes, offering congratulations on achievements, engaging in 
conversation and providing comfort and moral support in times of need, these 
youths both enhance their social relationships, as well as signal their alignment 
with particular friends and communities. Their Facebook identities are 
noticeably contingent on the social connections called into play by their online 
actions. 
 
6.2 The Serious Outcome of Humour 
Clearly, this study reveals that for humour to appeal to and amuse 
potential audiences, it needs to be grounded in mutually understood 
sociocultural contexts. Wenshu’s monk in waterfall image would not be as 
funny if the audience did not know about his impending enlistment and could 
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not contrast his probable feelings with the peaceful image of meditating 
monks. Similarly, Jae Zen’s joke on the sonic screwdriver’s inability to work 
could only be appreciated by those friends who have watched the Dr Who 
television series. Likewise, Li Cheng’s ironic joke about gaining “six pecs” 
from coughing would not be understood if her audience did not understand 
that she was referring to the highly-desired well-defined ‘six-pack’ abdominal 
muscles. Sharing such social contexts reinforces pre-existing links between 
individuals and serves to index identities for them that are related to each 
other.   
Although this thesis is not focused on how humour works, the 
preceding analyses did reveal that the humorous effect of my participants’ 
remarks was hinged on some kind of incongruity. Beiyie often used Singlish, 
Mandarin or other cultural references in tandem with unexpected and slightly 
self-deprecatory humorous images of herself; Jae Zen used incongruous 
double scripts to display his wit; and Kylie drew attention to absurdities in her 
anecdotes to elicit laughter. In all these instances, humour made the 
conversation fun and prompted interlocutors to reciprocate with affirming 
responses ranging from amusement to sympathy or respect, resulting in 
positive alignment with the humorous individual. 
The participants’ preferred forms of humour range widely, and in this 
admittedly small data set, there is nothing like the dumb joke or other 
standardised joke formats that have been examined by linguists. Instead, 
individual styles vary widely, with some joking only through images (e.g. 
Wenshu’s waterfall picture was unaccompanied by captions), and others using 
short interjections (e.g. Bebu’s sardonic “when life gives you lemons …” in 
Excerpt 36), tongue-in-cheek declarations (e.g. Beiyie’s “sisterhood work” 
and Mathias’ claim to “excellent foresight and planning”) or teases (e.g. 
Sherri’s “DON’T VOMIT BLOOD PEOPLE” and Mark’s exhortation to 
Kylie to “think about [the] feelings” of her just recovered ankle joints). 
Whereas some youths aim to evoke laughter and sometimes even laugh at their 
own jokes, others (most notably Jae Zen and his friends) aim to amuse with 
witticisms. In addition, the way an audience is supposed to laugh at each 
individual’s humorous comments is also part of that person’s defining style. 
While Beiyie seemed to invite her friends to laugh at her and Kylie invited her 
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friends to laugh with her, Jae Zen appeared more intent on arousing both 
amusement and admiration through his wit. Therefore it is evident that the use 
of humour is highly idiosyncratic, and can reveal much about an individual’s 
character.  
The language used to convey humour, as with any language use, 
invokes particular identities for the individual. For example, Beiyie used 
Singlish which indexed her as Singaporean, while Jae Zen used grammatically 
correct standard English which is an essential aspect of his Anglophilic 
identity. Female participants were more likely to use emoticons and 
orthographised laughter, while male participants were more likely to use “lol”, 
suggesting that gender identity may be inferred from the choice of 
language/forms used. However, such inference cannot be absolute as there is 
evidence of style convergence when the participants engage in conversation 
together, and some individuals may also use styles and words not typically 
used by members of their own gender. 
The topics of humour chosen by the participants often invoke 
particular identities that may either be fundamentally important or especially 
distasteful to them. Hence, Kylie posted amusing anecdotes about her family 
whom she cared greatly about, while Jae Zen posted about his experiences 
being conventional or about being in the army, which he was clearly 
antipathetic to. When humorous topics have only niche appeal which invite 
specific audiences (like Jae Zen’s Wholock jokes or Ci Xu’s Korean popstars), 
very specialised identities are invoked for the humorous individual. It is 
therefore clear that one of the serious outcomes of humour is identity 
performance. By increasing interactional enjoyment, humour draws 
individuals closer together, and both surfaces and reinforces pre-existing 
group memberships and alignments that define individuals’ social identity. At 
the same time, each individual’s humour style also reveals much about his/her 
personality. In these ways, the fundamental identities that are characteristic of 
each individual are foregrounded by how this individual uses humour.  
 
6.3 Identity Performance through Humorous Stance Acts 
In the preceding chapter, stance act analysis utilising Du Bois’ stance 
triangle (2007) clearly delineated the processes of self-positioning vis-a-vis 
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objects and inter-subjective-alignment, which appear to be central to identity 
construction. Frequent self-positionings with regard to particular types of 
objects (or topics of discussion) and repeated positive alignments with 
particular groups of interlocutors reveal interests (or issues) and people that 
have some centrality in the life and identity of the participant. Often, different 
identities are simultaneously performed in multiple concurrent stance acts in 
single conversational turns and sometimes in single utterances.  Therefore, this 
thesis proposed the implicit stance act as an extension of Du Bois’ stance 
triangle (which focuses on what I have termed the surface stance act) to 
capture less noticeable concurrent stances, and the inherent self-positionings 
and inter-subjective-alignments.  




When Subject 1 utters a remark, it contains some main propositional content 
which can be deconstructed by the stance triangle in the surface stance act. 
This allows isolation and close analysis of frequently repeated ObjectsS and 
Subject 2s which are an integral part of Subject 1’s identity (e.g. Jae Zen’s 
Wholock references indexed his Wholock fan writer identity, and signalled his 
group membership with fellow Wholock fans). Such ObjectsS can position 
Subject 1 relative to them (signified by the U-turn arrow on the right) and may 
also preselect particular Subject 2s who can identify with Subject 1s’ choice of 
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ObjectsS (represented by the downward-pointing solid arrow on the right side 
of the diagram). Although seemingly negative alignment is possible (see 
Stance Act K1), when interlocutors self-select to respond, they typically signal 
reciprocal positive alignment to Subject 1 (represented by the upward-pointing 
dashed arrow on the right), due to the humour and the attendant networking 
expectations of the Facebook platform. 
Embedded within the main propositions are also stances related to the 
use of indexical language or jargon (e.g. Beiyie used indexical language such 
as Singlish) and expression of particular moods (e.g. Kylie exhibited distress 
and indignation in her anecdotes) or implied attitudes (e.g. Jae Zen subtly 
showed distaste for army life). Such stances, which are beyond that expressly 
stated in the surface stance act, can be elucidated with the aid of the proposed 
implicit stance act. Implicit stances position Subject 1 vis-à-vis ObjectsI in a 
subtly different way (signalled by the U-turn arrow on the left), compared to 
the surface stance, and often, interlocuters are cognizant of this, responding to 
both the surface and the implicit stances. Implicitly, Subject 1 also aligns 
him/herself with particular groups of interlocutors (represented by the 
downward-pointing solid arrow on the left), who may or may not be different 
from those preselected in the surface stance act. When these Subject 2s or 3s 
respond with understanding or even reciprocal use of similar language, jargon 
or orientation to ObjectIs (represented by the upward-pointing dashed arrow 
on the left), their reactions index Subject 1 as a member of their community. 
When humour is used, the implicit stance act becomes especially 
useful in elucidating each participant’s personal style of humour. For example, 
Stance Act B2 revealed that when Beiyie engaged in cooperative humour, she 
implicitly deprecated herself as the butt of her own joke, and showed off her 
easy-going persona. Similarly, in Stance Act J1, Jae Zen both celebrated his 
own creativity and engaged in indirect self-mockery to display his ability to 
make fun of himself. In Kylie’s case however, the implicit stance act 
elucidated subtle characteristics of her personal style, such as the use of 
inventive emoticons and quirky reactions (see Stance Act K2), which can be 
seen as a more subtle kind of ObjectI. Implicit stance-taking became a subtle 
kind of performance for her, whereupon evaluation was no longer the primary 
function of the stance-taking. Instead, the repeated implicit stance-taking 
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became an act of identity itself (Le Page & Tabouret-Keller 1985), resulting in 
a consistent ethos of self (Johnstone 2007).  
As a theoretical construct, the implicit stance act has methodological 
justification, for it allows finer scrutiny and explication of subtle stances 
simultaneously taken by people when expressing their main propositions. As 
the preceding analyses have shown, such scrutiny can and has yielded insights 
into social alignments and social identities as well as personal style and 
identity. 
6.4 Strengths, Limitations and Future Research 
 The concept of the implicit stance act has enabled the analysis of 
multiple stance acts that are concurrently performed in single utterances. This 
in turn allowed a keener exposition of the multiple identities that individuals 
perform simultaneously through their utterances. However, all the preceding 
stance analyses only examined one implicit stance act in tandem with each 
surface stance act, even though the existence of multiple implicit stance acts 
for each surface stance act is clearly a possibility. Hence, although the 
proposed visual model allows the clear explication of one implicit stance act, 
it cannot accommodate the representation of multiple implicit stance acts, for 
these operate like layers, one upon the other, and are not easily presented 
visually. This model nevertheless presents an intriguing possibility for the 
development of a stance analysis model that can accommodate multiple 
implicit stance acts. 
 A challenge for this study is that the surface stance act and the implicit 
stance act may not be easily teased apart in certain utterances. This can be 
seen in Stance Act J2 which analysed the double scripts used by Jae Zen. The 
wit and humorous effect of these utterances are dependent on the double 
scripts set up, but it is debatable whether the negative army references are part 
of the main proposition in the surface stance act or if the main proposition 
constitutes only the creative endeavour that Jae Zen is describing. Perhaps the 
integration of the concepts of “illocutionary act”, “illocutionary force” and 
“perlocutionary act” (Austin 1975) might have helped with identifying the 
main proposition to be analysed in the surface stance act. This is a possible 
future development of the proposed concepts which this thesis has insufficient 
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capacity to explore, given that the focus is on identity construction and not 
speech act theory. 
 This thesis has contributed to the scholarship on identity performance 
by focusing on Singaporean youth identity performance through humour. By 
analysing interactions on a digitally-mediated SNS platform that is a 
sociologically significant ‘space’ where the youth participants spend much of 
their time, this study has explored currently linguistically under-researched 
areas of humour use, and explicated the undeniable link between humour and 
individual identity performance (which had been more the purview of literary 
critics than linguists). 
 In particular, the analytical methodology combining corpus 
methodology with sociolinguistic stance analysis is an uncommon but fruitful 
endeavour in elucidating repeated identity performances. The utilisation of 
basic corpus methodology to surface frequently used linguistic items and 
corresponding stances has provided empirical evidence for the selection of 
stances. Admittedly, corpus analysis programmes offer substantial 
computational capabilities which were largely untapped in this thesis. 
However, the use of corpus methodology to aid comparison and isolation of 
specific words and utterances was invaluable to accelerating the analytical 
process, and hence can be considered as a useful tool for future sociolinguistic 
analysis, even if the analysis does not use the full capabilities of such 
programmes.  
The use of Scollon & Scollon’s nexus of practice as a guiding principle 
and the collection of several different forms of data (surveys, interviews, 
FGDs and Facebook interactions), has allowed thorough explication of the 
relevant contextual background underpinning these youths’ Facebook 
interactions. This anchored the analysis in relevant sociocultural contexts, 
enabling a more accurate interpretation of the participants’ actions in the 
analysis of identity construction processes. Hence, in view of its advantages, 
perhaps this methodology to elucidate the processes of identity performance 





In conclusion, this thesis has presented an exposition of how youths 
construct and perform individualised identities through the presentation of 
their online selves on Facebook. Through a contextually-grounded 
sociolinguistic study of the digitally-mediated discourse of three youths – 
Beiyie, Jae Zen and Kylie, this thesis has shown that memorable identity 
performance is accomplished through the distinctively idiosyncratic use of 
humour as well as frequently repeated self-positionings and intersubjective 
alignments. The new theoretical construct - the implicit stance act – has 
facilitated in-depth analysis of how simultaneous stance acts concurrently 
index multiple identities for display. Therefore, this study has clearly 
elucidated the processes of identity construction and performance undertaken 
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Type of Users Popular in No. of 
Subscribers in 
2012 
2002 LinkedIn  Professionals/Business World Wide >187 million 
Friendster Friends Æ Gamers Southeast Asia >100 million 
2003 MySpace Young People World, USA >100 million 
2004 Facebook  Friends/Associates World Wide >900 million 
Orkut Friends/Associates Brazil, India 10-100 million? 
2005 YouTube Anyone World Wide >1 billion each 
month 
2006 Twitter Anyone (but subscribing  
to particular users 
determines the tweets 
received) 
World Wide >550 million 





Participant Information Sheet and Consent Form 
 
Principal Investigator: Ng Cheng Cheng 
PARTICIPANT INFORMATION SHEET 
as recommended by the NUS Institutional Review Board (IRB) 
____________________________________________________________________ 
You are invited to participate in a research. This information sheet provides you with 
information about the research. The Principal Investigator will also describe this 
research to you and answer all of your questions. Please read the information below 
and ask questions about anything you don’t understand before deciding whether or 
not to take part. 
 
Project title  
Youth Networking Interactions 
 
Principal Investigator :   Ng Cheng Cheng 
Contact Number:  xxxxxxxx 
Contact Email:  xxx@gmail.com 
 
Target participants: 
 18 – 20 year old Singaporean youths who are active on Facebook 
 
Expected duration of participation: 
 February 2012 – August 2012 
 
Duration of Research 
 February 2012 – June 2013 
 




Consent will be sought from participants through formal consent forms posted 
to and returned by participants.  
After consent is given, participants will  
a. Complete a preliminary survey (via email or internet survey 
instruments) 
b. Provide access to his/her facebook account  (Data on facebook 
interactions to be collected (up to end July 2012)) 
c. Complete an email interview at the end of the collection period 
d. Participate in a focus group discussion (if needed) 
 
To protect your identity, the data you provide and all your identifiable 
information and data will be coded (i.e. only identified with a code number) at 
the earliest possible stage of the research. All identifiable information (e.g. 
names, IC nos.) will be kept separate from the data. Identifiable information 
will never be used in a publication or presentation. The link between your 
identifiable information and the code number will not be shared with anyone. 
 
Risks for participants 
No risk. Informants’ identity will be fully protected at all times and all 




Reimbursement for participation 
Participation is on a strictly voluntary basis and no money is involved 
in this project. 
 
Possible benefits to participants and others 
All data collected is strictly used for the sole purpose of research. 
 
Withdrawal from participation in this research 
Invited participants have the right to refuse to participate in the 
research. Your decision to participate in this research is voluntary. 
You can also withdraw from the research at any time without giving 
any reasons, by informing the principal investigator and all your data 
collected will be discarded. 
Contact in case of questions or problems 
Please contact the Principal Investigator, Ng Cheng Cheng at 
telephone xxxxxxxx and email xxx@gmail.com for all research-
related matters and in the event of research-related injuries. 
 
For an independent opinion regarding the research and the rights of 
research participants, you may contact a staff member of the National 
University of Singapore Institutional Review Board (Attn: Mr XXX, at 






































Principal Investigator: Ng Cheng Cheng 
 
CONSENT FORM 
     as recommended by the NUS Institutional Review Board (IRB) 
 
Project title:  
Youth Networking Interactions 
 
Principal Investigator:  Ng Cheng Cheng 
 Contact number:   xxxxxxxx 
Organisation:  NUS English Language and Literature 
Department 
 
I hereby acknowledge that: 
1. My signature is my acknowledgement that I have agreed to take part 
in the above research.  
2. I have received a copy of this information sheet that explains the use 
of my Facebook interaction data in this research. I understand its 
contents and agree to provide data for the use of this research. 
3. I understand that I can withdraw from the research at any point of time 
by informing the Principal Investigator and all my collected data will be 
discarded. 






_______________________________                                          ________ 
Name and Signature (Participant)                                                      Date 
_______________________________                                          ________ 





























1.  Beiyie 5518wds F 15650 wds 9 9 9 PRC/S PR 
2.  Ci Xu 2254wds F 4540wds 9 9 9 S’porean 
3.  En Jen  M 1464wds 9   S’porean 
4.  Enid  F 7782wds 9  9 S’porean 
5.  Hsin 
Mie 
1419wds F 5169wds 9 9 9 S’porean 
6.  Jaden 1771wds M 6694wds 9 9 9 S’porean 
7.  Jae Zen 6049wds M 15737wds 9 9 9 M’sian/ S 
PR 
8.  Jay 1171wds M 4261wds 9 9 9 S’porean 
9.  Jed  M 3733wds    S’porean 
10.  Jillian 4682wds F 4682wds 9 9 9 S’porean 
11.  Ju Ee  M    9 M’sian 
12.  Kylie 10560wds F 25374wds 9 9  S’porean 
13.  Li Cheng  F  9  9 S’porean 
14.  Mathias  M 3988wds 9  9 S’porean 
15.  Mikayla 1505wds F 6831wds    S’porean 
16.  Mildred 1021wds F 2970wds 9 9 9 S’porean 
17.  Nancy  F  9   S’porean 
18.  Neil  M 3595wds 9  9 S’porean 
19.  Saamiya  F  9   S’porean 
20.  Wen 
Shu 
1025wds M 2411wds 9 9 9 S’porean 
21.  Wen Yin 2221wds F 5529wds 9 9 9 PRC/ S PR 
22.  Yu Yen  F  9  9 S’porean 
 
Key: 
Wds - words 
F - Female 
M - Male 
PRC - People’s Republic of China 
S PR - Singaporean Permanent Resident 
S’porean- Singaporean Citizen 





Preliminary Survey Form 
 
Youth Networking Interactions 
Preliminary Survey 
 
Please double-click the appropriate box and select “checked” for the value.  
 
Age:    18   19    Others  please specify:   
 
Gender: Male  Female   
 
Citizenship: Singaporean    Malaysian     Others  please specify:   
 
ÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖ 
Please fill in the boxes with your answers. For questions with options 
provided, please double-click the appropriate box and select the value 
“checked” for options that apply to you. You may check as many boxes as you 
wish for each question. 
 
1. Why did you set up a Facebook account? (Please write the most important 




2. What do you do on/via your Facebook account and how often?  
Always    Frequently    Sometimes    Rarely        Never 
Post Status Updates                                     
Read Friends’ postings                                
Comment on Friends’ postings                             
Share photos                                 
Play games                                  
Share entertainment links                                
Share documents                                 
Others, please specify:                                    
 
 




4. Who are your “Friends” on Facebook? 
Siblings    
Parents    
Relatives   
School Friends (classmates, CCA mates etc.)      
Other peers (e.g. Army buddies, colleagues, neighbours, friends from outside school)   
Strangers you have interaction with (e.g. gaming etc.)      





5. Who do you think often reads your Facebook wall? 
School Friends (classmates, CCA mates etc.)      
Other peers (e.g. Army buddies, colleagues, neighbours, friends from outside school)   
Strangers you have interaction with (e.g. gaming etc.)      
Siblings    
Parents    
Relatives   
Others please specify: 
 
 













8a) Is the real you different or the same as the person you portray on Facebook? 
Extremely Different   Somewhat different   
Mostly the same    Exactly the same  
 




9a) Which of the following would you express on Facebook and how often? 
Always    Frequently    Sometimes    Rarely        Never 
Humour                                  
Happiness                                    
Triumphs/victories/attainments                               
Personal philosophies/opinions                               
Love (for family/friends/partners …)                              
Sadness                                 
Loneliness                                 
Frustration                                 
Anger                                  
Criticism                                 





10. Which of the following expressions do you use and how often? 
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Always    Frequently    Sometimes   Rarely  Never 
emoticons (e.g. :), :D, :X, @.@ …)                                        
action descriptions (e.g. <punch> …)                                   
laughter (e.g. lol, hahaha …)                                   
fillers (e.g. er, um …)                                    
discourse particles (e.g. la, leh, liao …)                                 
abbreviations (e.g. tmr, bf, wif, wtf …)                                 
acronyms (e.g. MRT, CNY …)                                   
local expressions (e.g. sianz, onz …)                                  
 
Please write down the expressions that you use most often and state why you use 




11. What (kind of) language/s do you use on Facebook and how often? 
Always    Frequently    Sometimes    Rarely        Never 
Formal English                     
Informal English                    
Other languages pls specify                     
 

















Researcher (Cheng Cheng) 







Researcher (Cheng Cheng) 
Questions What do you think about the 
identities people present on 
Facebook? 
What do you think about the 
identities people present on 
Facebook? Are they real? 
Is having a Facebook identity 
important? Why? 
Is having a Facebook account 
identity important? Why? 
What kind of 
effects/repercussions can 
Facebook interactions have 
on real life? (i.e. other than 
those effects/repercussions 
that are criminal in nature, 
e.g. sexual predation?) 
What kind of effects/repercussions 
do Facebook interactions have on 
real life? (Since it has already been 
discussed - perhaps we will not 
discuss those effects/repercussions 
that are criminal in nature?) 
Can people be recognised 
from the way they comment 
(on FB or other mediums)? If 
yes, what exactly helped you 
recognise that person? 
(words, tone etc.?) Can you 
help me with a description? 
Can people be recognised from the 
way they comment (on FB or other 
mediums)? If yes, what exactly 
helped you recognise that person? 
(words, tone etc.?) Can you help me 
with a description? 
What do you think about 
humour on Facebook? 







Preliminary Survey Answers to “What would you not say or do on Facebook?” 
Q9. What would you not say or do on Facebook? Why? What are your concerns? 
Beiyie:I do not say personally things on Facebook because I feel that some things are 
just reserved for my close ones like my family and close friends. I also do not try to 
bring personal problems up to social media.  
 
Ci Xu: Do not say anything bad about something or somebody. Because it may 
offend someone unknowingly and lead to tensions. It may also cause unhappiness to 
others and hurt others too. Hence we should take note of what we say and do on 
the internet.  
 
En Jen: I would not state any private aspect of my life. I would not post crude 
comments and thoughts. First point is for the sake of privacy. Second is for the sake 
of other viewers and respecting them. 
 
Enid: Racist, vulgar, discriminatory or overly religious comments.  
Concerns: 1) Getting caught and punished  
2) What friends may think  
3) offending other people uneccesarily 
 
Hsin Mie: I will not vent my displeasure towards anything as I do not wish to attract 
unnecessary attention, regret what I’ve posted earlier or share so openly with the 
rest of the world what I think. 
 
Jaden: I will not post sensitive comments on facebook, because government 
intervention can be a pain in the ass. Also, I do not want to stir up unnecessary 
negative emotions aong other people. Lastly, facebook is a public social media. By 
posting something insensitive, many other people may be offended even if they 
were not meant to be the target of the post. 
 
Jae Zen: I try to refrain from swearing or commenting on posts relating to 
politics/religion, because it’s easy to get into arguments from there and it doesn’t 
reflect very well on me. I don’t treat Facebook as a daily chronicle of my life, 
because I think there’s nothing as jarring as status updates every hour on whatever 
the user is doing at that particular time of day. 
 
Jay: 1. Would not reveal too much army/military details because of secret/classified 
nature.  
2. express love because its far too open for an intimate subject  
3. complain/whine too much about life, because that may leave a bad impression on 
some friends (i.e. appear weak) 
 
Jillian: I wouldn’t comment about political issues because it’s too sensitive. People 
may not agree with what you think. 
 
Kylie: (Q8)… However, I absolutely avoid posting anything rude, offensive or 
sensitive/private as I don’t feel like these should be shared on a public platform. … 
(Q9) As stated above, I would not post anything racist (even if they are funny jokes), 
anything that is offensive to other religions/races/nationalities. I would not post 
anything that people involved feel should not be in public, and I avoid posting 
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anything rude like swear words, even. I don’t feel that these should be displayed 
publicly and young kids have access to my facebook, therefore I have a social 
obligation to not negatively influence them with my actions (I don’t use swear words 
often in real life too anyway . 
 
Li Cheng: 1. Criticise anybody; Facebook is a public place. 
2. Be careful about my choice of words as some people may misinterpret and cause 
misunderstandings 
3. Never open my account to the public or strangers 
 
Manfred: Anything regarding the place and people I study in/ work in/ work for.  
No real concerns, but just rather trying to be polite as it is a public space.  
Ps, I try to do this but won’t always succeed.  
 
Mildred: I wouldn’t say anything offensive or rude or something that might hurt 
another person/group of people. I am friends with quite a few of the adults in my 
church as well as mmy church pastor so I feel that there is a need to behave well on 
Facebook. Many of my Facebook friends are acquaintances that do not know me 
very well or as well as my good friends do, so their impression of my might come 
from how I behave or what I post on Facebook. I believe the internet is very much a 
public platform as much as there are privacy settings, anything I do can have 
consequences or repercussions in the future, so it’s better to post wisely. 
 
Nancy: I would not upload any of my personal particulars as strangers may use such 
information to perform criminal activities. In addition, I wouldn’t post any comments 
about sensitive issues as this may hurt/offend others. It may also jeopardize job 
opportunities in future when employers use Facebook to find out more about your 
character. 
 
Neil: Sensitive issues or comments that can be misinterpreted. I am afraid of 
offending people and I generally do not want to share my thoughts and feelings on 
facebook. 
 
Saamiya: I would never gossip (unintentionally hurt others), say things I don’t mean 
(ruin my reputation) or reveal too much information about myself such as check-in 
function (not healthy for my privacy). 
 
Wen Shu: 1. My deepest thoughts and feelings (these should only be shared with 
one or two closest people)  
2. Racial and offensive remarks (do not want to get into trouble)  
3. Commenting on how cute/attractive a girl is in a photo (would make me appear 
like a stalker) 
 
Wen Yin: I would not do status updates or other comments that may hurt people.   
1 ) Lack of Privacy  
2) I don’t find any reason in updating status.  
3 ) I don’t want to get “tracked” by people. 
 
Yu Yen: I will never update status. Not willing to share what I do daily. Too personal. 





Focus Group Discussions on Facebook Identities 
Group: Performing Identity on Facebook 
What do you think about the identities people present on Facebook? Are they 
real? 
Jaden It is difficult to just conclude whether they are 100% real/fake. It will depend a 
lot on their personality and their reason for using facebook. Some use it as a social 
platform to make friends/build connections. Some use it as a means to publicize 
their ideals/religions/principles/products. Some use it as a means to de-stress. The 
list isn't exhaustive. While their identities may be real on facebook since what 
people post on facebook reflects what they are thinking at the moment, we still 
have to remember that it is a "public" platform. So, people tend to restrict what they 
say in case they offend someone (or the government). In addition, people may not 
post their deep dark secrets on facebook, for obvious reasons (it is pubilc). In 
addition, according to rumors, nowaday companies look up on facebook to check 
their employees or employers. So some people may be more cautious and present a 
slightly more positive identity on facebook. In my opinion, the identities that people 
present on facebook are definitely not 100% real. In any case, the facebook posts 
just represent words on the mind. A person's identity is more than that. It comprises 
of their behavior and actions, not just "words" 
 
Jaden Then again, there are people who have no concept of the term "public 
platform" and do not know/don't care that they'll get into trouble for posting 
irresponsible/insensitive comments. I hate to generalize, but many teenagers in 
primary and secondary school does that, according to my newsfeed 
 
Ng Cheng Cheng Dear Jaden, besides negative public reactions especially towards 
irresponsible/insensitive comments, are there other more subtle ways in which 
facebook identities and comments can cause positive surprise or unease? Some of 
you are studying for or engaged in professions in which a significant portion of your 
work involves careful consideration of what people are saying. What do you think? 
 
Jaden Perhaps as a student, I will not want to reveal my negative thoughts about 
professors/facilities in school. As this may cause others to have a bad impression of 
me/the school itself. I may also want to hide the fact that I am an otaku, as it 
diminishes my prospects of finding my other half, for example  
 
In medicine, confidentiality is preserved and highly regarded. Doctora try their best 
not to reveal patient's private information to even their friends, not to mention on 
Facebook where everyone can see 
 
Ng Cheng Cheng Thank you Jaden!  May I invite Hsin Mie, Mildred, Wen Shu, Ju Ee, 
Jay, Enid to weigh in on this from their perspectives (both professional and 
personal)? Can you please share with us other instances in which facebook entries 
can cause positive surprise or unease? 
 
Mildred Not very sure about the professional part but personally, I only add or 
accept friend requests from people I know personally so I don't think the personality 
I present on Facebook is false as people who are already my friends on Facebook will 




In my opinion, most of the identities people present of Facebook are real. Because 
after all, Facebook is a social media platform, with its main purpose for people to 
keep in touch with their friends, so general users of Facebook will probably not post 
with false or fake identities. 
 
However, I do think people abstain from posting everything about themselves (like 
share everything they're thinking or everything they're feeling) on Facebook due to 
the fact that they might be friends with parents, older relatives or teachers etc on 
Facebook. Also, I guess a majority of Facebook friends are acquaintances rather than 
true close friends and posting too personal or sensitive issues would be 
inappropriate due to the openness of social media. 
 
So whilst people normally show their real identities, I do think Facebook is not the 
right avenue to share everything about themselves. 
 
Ju Ee I agree to most of what Mildred and Jaden has mentioned. To put it simply, 
people only posts about things that they don't mind others knowing. So if they're 
not comfortable with others knowing certain things, it doesn't get onto Facebook. 
Hence, while I don't think that the identities presented on Facebook is fake, it is 
certainly incomplete.  
 
A social media site cannot possibly capture all of who we are (although that's their 
intention) because after all, they are only a part of our daily interaction with other 
people. For instance, I might have many photos of me doing crazy/ stupid things, but 
I don't post them on Facebook because I want to keep it personal - and I don't need 
to. Does that mean that I am a very reserved good boy who never goes wild? As 
much as many people on Facebook try to judge their friends based on their profile, 
the result is likely to be incomplete, and sometimes misleading. The completeness of 
the identity one portrays on Facebook depends on the person's intention of using 
Facebook. Is it to share more about their lives? Or is it just connecting with friends? 
Is it done in for a more personal or professional reason? 
 
Jay This reminds me so much of GP, haha. It seems Mildred, Jaden and Ju Ee have 
basically given their own personal views on how THEY and THEIR friends use 
facebook, which is pretty much concurs with my own. But maybe we should 
consider people of other social classes or groups. There are always online predators 
trying to befriend young students who are less informed/more foolish to take 
advantage of them for whatever reason (if you know what I mean). Obviously, these 
predators will use fake identities to achieve their goal (I mean, who befriends a 
paedophile?). But okay, in less extreme cases, maybe there are just guys who want 
to know more good-looking girls so they put a misleading profile picture of 
themselves and random add girls who put attractive profile pictures. BUT THEN 





Group: Identity on Facebook 
What do you think about the identities people present on Facebook? 
Li Cheng I think that some people present accurately themselves on Facebook by 
providing genuine information such as where they studied, their interests(fans of 
certain kpop groups or authors) and personal details. They also post comments to 
express their views on certain things or just to vent their frustration. There are also 
other people who would present themselves positively which might not be totally 
true in reality. This could be done so by uploading photos which they look good in or 
set their privacy settings such that they can review the posts and photos they are 
tagged in. This aims to give a positive impression to his/her friends (which I think 
most of us hope to achieve). Though not common, I got some friends who would 
create fake accounts just to add other people stalk them. They make use of false 
identity to create such account and make the identity attractive so that those they 
added would accept their friend requests. 
 
Beiyie I agree with licheng. There are also people who usually do not dare to voice 
out their thoughts but Facebook provides a platform for them to do so. The reason is 
probably that they feel that the responsibility of their words in the internet is 
relatively smaller as compared to in real life. Hence, in some cases, I was surprised 
by how some people express themselves, which is not how I thought they would or 
does not connect with the image they gave me in real life. 
 
Manfred I feel that the identities are not genuine. Although they may be accurate 
because what they post online will still be how they want to be portrayed rather 
than what people's impression of what their personalities are. So there'll intimately 
be some aspect that no one can gather from just "browsing" so through your profile. 
 
Manfred But either than that it's more or less how the previous two described it. 
 
Ci Xu I just want to add on that the identities people present are really their choices. 
I believe that some users who uses fake identities are those that want to voice out 
their opinions but are afraid to do so. Furthermore, people may judge you based on 
your comments or activities. Hence, some may prefer to portray a fake identity to 
'cover their tracks'. 
 
Wenyin I feel that the identities are not exactly who they are. There are still some 
youngsters out there who are not comfortable with using the social media platform 
to express themselves and "display" their private life, hence they may seem inactive 
and not as sociable. However, this may not be exactly true as in real life, they can be 
very open and amiable. Hence, the identities are not so genuine. Furthermore, some 
who have low self-confidence in real life may be active on Facebook as they use the 
platform to express their voices out, hoping to attract some attention. Yup. Basically 






Discussion on Class Group Outing 
Discussion begun 16 Feb 2012 at 9.22pm and the last comment was made on 19 Feb 
2013 at 1.42pm 
Participant  Comment 
Jay Eh where u staying at now ah? Maybe can have dinner tmr if I got 
time 
Tanh yea, hahah near nus thr la, fam dinner ah? 
Tanh or class dinner? 
Ru Ai he needs to meet ha’! 
Ru Ai i vote for class dinner 
Ellie Babi are you back in sg? :) 
Ru Ai now in msia! got driving test :D will be back on sun! :D:D:D:D:D class 
dinner?? 
Ellie OH YA. GOOD LUCK! Quickly pass then drive me to msia kthanks 
hahaha :) 
Ru Ai i can drive you crazy XD 
Ellie Omg YEAH MAN. Ok back to work byebye 
Ru Ai enjoyyy! dont scare those kids (: 
Ellie Haha omg they scare me pls 
Ru Ai HAHAH embrace their enthusiasm 
Jay WHOS FREE TMRR 
Ru Ai sure. come msia 
Jay WHO IN SINGAPORE IS FREE TMR LOl 
Ellie Idk!! I've work tmrw. I end at 630 haha see how k, I'll let you know 
Ru Ai oh rightz im excluded ====================== 
Jay Sunday morning afternoon still can la 
Ellie Sunday afternoon I can! When are you going back in anyway? 
Jay im going back in sunday night, so its dam fast..  
ok can you get the other ppl? 
Ellie Haha okok. 
Mildred Babi are you going (: will you be back 
Ellie Wait tonight or tmrw afternoon? I'm confused 
Jay prob not tonight, too little ppl. so tmr afternoon! 
Ellie Okiedokee 
Ru Ai eh i not sure can reach in time i still in msia now :D 
Jay when u leaving? 
Ru Ai probably 2 or 3 plus 
Jay aiya then can join us later, dinner or smth? 
Ru Ai sureee u guys just text me the venue then i speed there ya! 
Jay johor quite fast right? i think juz call us when u reach? 
Ru Ai ok! no probzz 
Hsin Mie Yessss!!!! See you all later :) 
Ru Ai eh later u all probably going where ar 
 
After Ellie’s last remark, the contacting of individuals was taken offline, and the 





Email Interview Findings on “the impression  
informants wish others to have of them” 
 
Answers to two questions on the impression the informants wish others to have of 
them 
 
When a person reads your facebook wall, what kind of impression would you wish 
the person to get of you? 
 Beiyie:  It depends on my posts. I will probably hope that the person find my 
posts or activities which I engage in interesting.  
Ci Xu:  I want to portray myself as a person who knows how to have fun and 
not just study. 
Hsin Mie: Adventurous! Spontaneous! My photos are always depicting me in 
some weird expressions and doing crazy stuff.  
Jaden: I wish that the person will see me as a mature and friendly person. 
Jae Zen:  Definitely someone who is unique. I don’t have too many mainstream 
interests, at least not in a local context, so it’s harder to find something 
in common with me. I’d probably be the person anyone would have to 
think twice about before sending a friend request. 
Jay: probably as someone easy going and 'chill'. 
Jillian: I wish the person to see me as someone approachable and leading a 
meaningful life. 
Kylie: Genuine. (Kylie’s description of her Facebook persona: I am me in 
nearly all virtual platforms i use regularly, including whatsapp and sms! 
If i had to define my persona, i guess it would be honest, friendly and 
emotive! ESPECIALLY EMOTIVE (case in point).) 
Mildred:  Friendly and outgoing person 
Wen Shu:  I never really considered this such that I would tailor my wall to impress 
others, but I would be content if a random stranger that read my wall 
would find me friendly and perfectly normal. 
Wen Yin:  As I have mentioned, I rarely update my status, except when posting 
photos. Hence, perhaps the person will have an impression that I am 
still conservative about expressing my views? Also, even though I don't 
really care about my impression others have of me, but I will that they 




If a person were a new friend, what first impression would you like the person to 
have? 
Beiyie:  Fun and comfortable to talk to. 
Ci Xu:  Someone fun and easy to hangout with. 
Hsin Mie:  Warm, bubbly and approachable! 
Jaden: I will like to appear friendly and trustworthy to the new friend. Also, I 
hope that my new friends will treat me as a good person. I am sure 
many of us wish other people to have a good impression of us. 
Jae Zen:  Unobtrusive. I get irked by timeline flooding an awful lot, so I don’t post 




Jay: Easygoing, but can be eccentric and retarded at times? But that said, i 
would only add people I had actually met in reality, so I suppose he 
would have had some sort of first impression already 
Jillian:  I probably hope the first impression would be a pleasant one, 
something like friendly? 
Kylie: Genuine. 
Mildred:  A good impression, generally nice and friendly person 
Wen Shu:  That I am friendly and open-minded, that I love my family, and most 
importantly, that I am an optimistic person (which is something I am 
trying hard to be) 
Wen Yin:  I hope that the first impression that I would like the person to have is 





Beiyie’s Email Interview 
BEIYIE Email Interview Questions (3/3/2013) 
·        Even though you are busy, why do you post updates on Facebook or reply to 
comments? 
 It usually does not take up much time and it is a form of entertainment, without any 
pressure or stress so it can be easily done. 
  
·        Who are you on FB? What sort of image(s) or identity (identities?) are you 
projecting on Facebook OR How would you define your persona on facebook? 
 I display myself as I am in real life as a outgoing and enthusiastic person but I do 
have varying emotions displayed on facebook according to my mood. 
  
·        When a person reads your facebook wall, what kind of impression would you 
wish the person to get of you? 
 It depends on my posts. I will probably hope that the person find my posts or 
activities which I engage in interesting.  
  
·        If a person were a new friend, what first impression would you like the person 
to have? 
 Fun and comfortable to talk to. 
  
·        Do you make any effort to create these kinds of impression? What do you do to 
ensure that a reader gets this impression of you? 
 I will probably use smileys and 'hahaha' during conversations to create a 
comfortable atmosphere.  
  
·        What kind of tone do you feel you use most often on facebook? 
 Casual and funny tone.  
  
·        From the data that I’ve collected from you (as agreed from Dec 2011 – August 
2012), I’ve noticed that you used Singlish particles like “la”, “leh”, “hor” quite 
frequently. Could you help me understand why? 
It has become a habit to use such words to complete the sentence or sometimes I 
feel that my sentence is incomplete. For example I can just say 'It's okay' but 
sometimes I say 'It's okay la'. On some occasions, I even find Singlish actually add to 
a certain meaning. It makes the tone more hesitant add more to the emotion to a 
sentence.  
 
·        You also often use the word “one” like “ulu ulu one” or “one more happy one”. 
What does “one” mean to you and why do you use it? 
Actually I do not really know how to explain the meaning of 'one' in these phrases 
which I use. I guess that 'one' actually represent a word in chinese. 
୍୭᭦ᘙᚰⓗࠋin this case, the 'de' actually means 'one' to me. this is best 
explanation I can attempt to give. It just comes out naturally actually.   
  
 ·        You also use the word “got” in expressions like “where got slow?”, “still got 3 
months leh”, “got plastic right?” and “got feel”. Could you help me understand why? 
 I believe that this is also a form of habit where 'got' replaces the word 'have' in a 
sentence. I guess this is how we speak normally and on informal websites such as 




 ·        In addition, you use words like “uh” and “eh” quite frequently too. What do 
they mean to you and why do you use them? 
  I sometimes use 'eh' like the 'eh' used to call people. and 'uh' is a sound made 
actually. It's like 'erm' and 'mmm' sounds made when we talk.  
  
·        Lastly, comparatively, you often use short forms like “omg”, “alr”, “k (for okay, 
right?)” and “Neh (for never, right?)”. Could you help me understand why? 
Most of the time these words are for convenience and actually this is how I type in 
SMS and on my phone. So, I just do the same on FB because these two sectors feel 
the same to me in terms of connection and communication.  
  
·        What would you say is your preferred language style on FB? What is your 
preferred length of posts or comments? Why? 
  Informal language and casual tone mixed with some Singlish because it just fit into 
the environment I face around me. But the type of language I use on FB also changes 
according to the person I talk to. If I know that the person I talk to do not use 
Singlish, I will cut down on mine in our conversation as well. The length of posts or 
comments also varies. Normally when I post a status, it is not very short because I 
am trying to talk about an event or emotion or feelings so it would be longer. 
However, as for comments, my comments for people closer to me would be longer.  
 
·        What impression do you feel you create for yourself with this kind of language 
style and use of these words? 
  
  
·        Have you ever deleted photographs or comments posted by others on your wall 
or untagged yourself from friends’ photographs/comments? On what occasions and 
what were your reasons for doing so? 
I did untag myself from photos and because I do not look nice in that particular 
photo or I may be doing funny and weird expressions.   
 
·        From 2011-2012, have you ever changed the way you portray yourself on 
facebook? How and why? 
I used to be very high when I post something but recently I am more calm and I 
would think more before I type anything on Facebook. I believe that the way I 
portray myself changes as I go. Last time, my focus is on the people around me 
rather than myself. That being, I write something on FB or post a picture in hope 
that I would get attention. However, recently, I have been doing things for myself. I 
share things on FB not because I want people to like it but because I find it appealing 
to myself and really inspirational in some way. Also, I post pictures that I am happy 
about how I look, not hoping that other people like how I look. Besides that, I am 
also trying to build up confident, though not really displayed through FB. In fact, I 




x What other new and rising platform of communication/connection are you 
referring to? 
Mostly Instagram where it’s like a new social media for photos 
So I upload my photos there rather than on Facebook 
159 
 
And also twitter but I do not really post there, instead I do read the tweets of people 





Jae Zen’s Email Interview 
Jae Zen Email Interview Questions (22/2/2013) 
x Even though you are busy with Army, why do you post updates on Facebook or 
reply to comments? 
 
I think it’s especially because I’m busy that there’s been an increase in my 
activity. I don’t see people for extended periods of time, some of whom are very 
close friends I enjoy being with. Facebook is a medium that bridges that gap. 
 
x Who are you on FB? What sort of image(s) or identity (identities?) are you 
projecting on Facebook OR How would you define your persona on facebook? 
 
Anglophilic musical theatre geek who happens to write. 
 
x When a person reads your facebook wall, what kind of impression would you 
wish the person to get of you?  
 
Definitely someone who is unique. I don’t have too many mainstream interests, 
at least not in a local context, so it’s harder to find something in common with 
me. I’d probably be the person anyone would have to think twice about before 
sending a friend request. 
 
x If a person were a new friend, what first impression would you like the person to 
have? 
 
Unobtrusive. I get irked by timeline flooding an awful lot, so I don’t post often 
and try to make my posts as relevant to the happenings in my own life. 
 
x Do you make any effort to create these kinds of impression? What do you do to 
ensure that a reader gets this impression of you? 
 
I think being and posting on Facebook itself is already an active investment into 
creating an impression of yourself, so definitely yes. I don’t post things often, 
and when I do it’s often related to my interests.  
 
x Have you ever taken on a specific tone/voice/persona on Facebook? How would 
you describe this tone/voice/persona? and when do you use it?  
 
No, not that I can remember. 
 
x From the data that I’ve collected from you (as agreed from Dec 2011 – August 
2012), I’ve noticed that you used the words “Sherlock” and “read” very 
frequently. Could you help me understand why? 
 
I’m an avid follower of the franchise. I’ve read the Conan Doyle novels, watched 
the Guy Ritchie films and the NBC and BBC series, and I read and write fanfiction 
for the BBC series because I like it the most. So I guess those words are the most 




x In addition, there is comparatively an absence of Singlish terms like “la” and 
“lor”, as well as short forms like “omg” that are common among some youths of 
your age. Could you help me understand why?  
 
I have no fondness for Singlish or broken English. The way I post on Facebook 
reflects how I engage in conversation with friends in person. If I do use 
colloquialism it’s with friends whom with I am comfortable using them around 
for humorous effect, i.e. they know that I don’t often talk like that around them 
and understand that I don’t make a habit out of it. 
 
x Lastly, you seem to use “pretty” and “really” as qualifiers or intensifiers 
comparatively frequently. Could you help me understand why? 
 
I suppose it makes me look moderate and/or not slavishly fanatical, even if the 
opposite is true. It’s a way to control how much I present of myself to my 
friends. 
 
x What would you say is your preferred language style on FB? 
 
Queen’s English, I suppose. 
 
x From 2011-2012, have you ever changed the way you portray yourself on 
facebook? How and why? 
 
Not drastically. My voice hasn’t changed that much, at least not as far as I’m 
aware. I definitely didn’t have too much to post about school and academia 
after graduating, so the most changes would probably be content-based. I 
started posting more about the shows and musicals I watch and the stuff I read 
rather than how I was faring in school or my concerns about examinations and 
such. 
 
Through Facebook Private Messaging 
x In response to your comment on the discussion group, as you think humour is 
important, what do you do to incorporate humour into your facebook posts? 
What is your personal brand of humour like? 
I'm not very sure myself, actually! I guess I'm influenced by the humour used mainly 
on Tumblr, which usually involves exaggerated or overblown reactions to things I 
find appealing or great. So, short, joking one-line or one-word posts? 
Sorry, I wish I could be of more help! 
 
x No prob dear! You are of great help already!  Do you ever use sarcasm or irony?  
Can I ask you whether you intend humour in certain utterances?  
 
Sarcasm, not that I can remember consciously using. Not so much irony as much 
innuendo at times, because I'm rather immature like that! 
Yes, I want to come off as funny or witty sometimes, and if anything in particular 




Kylie’s Email Interview 
KYLIE Email Interview Questions (28/2/2013) 
         Even though you are very busy with school and other personal commitments, 
why do you post updates on Facebook or reply to comments? 
 
In real life, despite my many activities, i always ensure ample time to interact with 
my friends and family alike. This is possibly because i treasure 
interaction/communication and relationships in general very highly! Unfortunately, 
busy-ness in everybody's lives means that face-to-face meet-ups are not very 
possible. Hence, Facebook becomes a very important source of interaction and 
communication with those i love. Also, i post updates that i think are funny in order 
to make others laugh a little :) 
  
  
         Who are you on FB? What sort of image(s) or identity (identities?) are you 
projecting on Facebook OR How would you define your persona on facebook? 
 
I am me, in almost every aspect. I am me in nearly all virtual platforms i use 
regularly, including whatsapp and sms! If i had to define my persona, i guess it would 
be honest, friendly and emotive! ESPECIALLY EMOTIVE (case in point). 
  
  
         When a person reads your facebook wall, what kind of impression would you 











         Do you make any effort to create these kinds of impression? What do you do 
to ensure that a reader gets this impression of you? 
 
I really am just who i am on facebook, to the best of my knowledge. There are 
definitely times where convenience in replies do not reflect a 100% of who i am, but 
mostly so, i believe. 
  
  
         Have you ever taken on a specific tone/voice/persona on Facebook? How 
would you describe this tone/voice/persona? and when do you use it?  
 





         From the data that I’ve collected from you (as agreed from Dec 2011 – August 
2012), I’ve noticed that you used an uncommonly wide range of emoticons, many of 
which are not commonly used. Could you help me understand why?  
 
As previously mentioned, i involve a fair bit of my true self online. As my true persona 
is extremely emotive and emotional, these tend to spill across in whatever 
emoticons/expressions i can find online as well! 
 
x Are any of these self-created emoticons? How do these emoticons affect 
how others view you? 
 XD (i'm not sure if this would count as self-created). I really have no idea. Probably 
an emotional person? 
  
         In addition, I noticed that your friends frequently tease you via comments on 
your posts. Are you expecting their comments? How do you feel about them? 
 
I feel pretty neutral about them. In some sense, i feel flattered that they bother to 
comment at all! I do appreciate the fact that they give my posts attention (especially 
since they tell me in person that they find my family posts hilarious) but i don't take 
90% of the teasing to heart. However, there is always bound to be some unnecessary 




         How do you think your friends’ comments affect the image you project on 
Facebook? 
 
Probably help me be more considerate if they feedback that what i post affects any 
of them, though this hasn't been the case. Positive feedback provides positive 
reinforcement for my actions - if they tell me that stuff i post is funny and makes 
them laugh, i'll definitely try to post more of them on facebook. 
  
         Lastly, you seem to use “omg” frequently. Could you help me understand why? 
  
"omg" seems to be the best way to express my shock/surprise and this is widely 
understood. 
  
         What would you say is your preferred language style on FB? 
 
Whatever i feel like at that current point of time, so long as the spelling is correct 




         From 2011-2012, have you ever changed the way you portray yourself on 
facebook? How and why? 
 
It probably matured with me, if i matured at all! In terms of writing style, or things i 
post as well. 
 
 
